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Abstract 

Additive manufacturing (AM) technologies have experienced a substantial growth in recent 

decades. AM technologies are able to fabricate and build complicated customised geometry 

composites without extra tools and execute multi-materials manufacturing that conventional 

manufacturing methods cannot offer. Polymeric material applied in AM has become the 

mainstream, but industrialisation still faces many challenges. Currently, bio-based polymers 

have also been highly demanded due to the sustainability requirements. The combination of 

AM and bio-based polymeric material shows significant potential in a wide range of 

applications.  

This study has presented a comprehensive investigation programme focusing on the interface 

formulation, structure, bonding and performance of 3D printed biopolymeric materials. The 

experimental analysis firstly investigated the interfacial bonding performance of various bio-

based polymeric materials in detail, then several material combinations and modifications have 

been investigated in order to enhance the printability and performance of AM biopolymeric 

materials. The formation mechanisms, failure modes and micromechanical performance of 

interlaminar bonding were comprehensively studied throughout the work programme. The 

printing performance was determined by the density profile, mechanical properties testing and 

micromechanical properties across the thickness and over cross-section area for all the 

materials studied. Thermal properties have also been carried out in order to determine the 

miscibility of the copolymers.  

The optimised printing parameters and the effect of postprocess of Polylactide (PLA) polymer 

have been generated following this programme, up to 24% higher in tensile strength when the 

printing temperature is 220 ˚C compared to the 200 ˚C. Impressive mechanical strength 

obtained but severe anisotropy property and brittleness have also existed. The reduction of 

tensile strain in y-axis specimens compared to the x-axis has improved from 62% to 22% and 

competitive mechanical properties have also been achieved by the addition of PHBV 

biopolymer into the PLA, up to 86% increase in tensile strain has been achieved. Lastly, 

innovatively bio-based printing materials, such as Polylactide (PLA)/Polybutylene Succinate 

(PBS) and Polylactide (PLA)/Polybutylene Succinate (PBS)/Polyethylene glycol (PEG), have 

been investigated and up to 80% increase in ductility has been achieved in PLA/PBS/PEG 

blends. While the limited improvement has been achieved in the PHBV modifications and 

some challenges emerged and remained for further development, such as the anisotropy, 



xviii 

 

brittleness, processability and geometric accuracy, a promising path is provided by this study 

to extend further research and commercial applications of bio-based polymers for additive 

manufacturing. 
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1.  Introduction 

1.1 Background of research 

Additive manufacturing (AM), a.k.a. 3D printing is a growing incredibly fast manufacturing 

process, and it can be predicted that a large share of production line will be fabricated via AM 

method in the near future, especially for customized products. However, a new environmental 

issue is followed by the emerging AM process, which is the great amount of wastes disposal. 

Even though the AM has brought higher efficiency of material usage, higher rejection rate, the 

need of support structure and prototype making cannot be ignored in the AM process. Thus, 

the material sustainability has come along with the importance of the AM.  

In the last decade, the application of AM has two distinct tendencies. Firstly, highly 

customisable parts can be produced in a number of materials by industrial high-end 3D printer. 

Due to the ‘net-shape’ properties and almost no complexity and geometry constraints of the 

product, there are several major applications, when the AM is particularly outstanding 

compared with conventional manufacturing processes, like injection moulding. Mass 

customization production like human implants, temporary alternative parts and part which is 

almost impossible to fabricate apart from AM  [1,2]. Secondly a tremendous community, which 

is formed by 3D printing enthusiasts, offers an open-source approach to share the resource and 

knowledge of AM. This community has significantly lowered the entry threshold of AM to the 

world and also benefits the professional level, such as industry, education and research [2].   

Biobased polymers are the polymers that can be degraded into constituent monomers with the 

production of gases or liquid, like CO2, CH4 or water, without generating toxic material. 

Compared with the conventional petroleum-based polymers, these polymers have significantly 

lower carbon footprint with low greenhouse gases emission. With the development of bio-

based polymers, more modifications have emerged to create a large range of applications, such 

as food packaging, biomedical engineering and other industrial manufacturing. Therefore, the 

combination of AM and bio-based polymers has shown great promising for further 

development of applications [3,4]. 

Polymeric materials in the AM have become a major research stream and many challenges 

remain, and one of the most critical parameters, which could be crucial for the industrialisation, 

property and application of the 3D printed products, is the interfacial bonding among printed 
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filaments. Therefore, this research programme is specifically established to better understand 

the interface formulation, structure, bonding and performance, especially focusing on bio-

based polymers, e.g. PLA and its hybrid systems, which have been widely employed in the 

AM.   

1.2 Aims and objectives of research 

This study aims to understand and optimise the 3D printing performance of existing PLA 

polymer by experimental design, production and performance assessment. The project then 

develops novel biobased polymeric products through 3D printing. To deeply study the 

interfacial bonding of 3D printed parts, experimental procedures like Vertical Density Profile 

(VDP) and nanoindentation are firstly introduced and investigated in 3D printing throughout 

the study to provide a comprehensive evaluation. The mechanical performance of the 3D 

printed materials and interfaces are tested and characterised by tension testing and 

nanoindentation. The interfacial bonding area is examined through by nanoindentation to 

reveal the specific bonding strength between printed layers and the origin of anisotropy 

property of 3D printed parts.  

With the addition of biobased polymer, the 3D printed copolymer of PLA and PHBV is 

fabricated and analysed. Various modifications are compounded and manufactured by 

introducing the copolymer/additives material, such as Polybutylene Succinate (PBS), 

Polyecaprolactone (PCL) and Polyethylene glycol (PEG), to improve the printability, 

anisotropy properties and brittleness of the printed composite products.  

The specific objectives of the project include: 

1) Establish 3D printing processing technologies for biobased polymers with PLA and its 

hybrid systems; 

2) Comprehensively investigate the interfacial bonding properties of 3D printed biobased 

polymers from nano to macro dimension; 

3) Understand the forming mechanisms of interface structure and establish its relationship with 

the properties of 3D printed products; 

4) Introduce novel biobased printing material to the Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) 3D 

printing process; 
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5) Analyse the effects of copolymer and additives to the mechanical and thermal properties of 

biobased polymers in AM; 

6) Improve the ductility and anisotropy properties of biobased material in the AM through 

modifications with novel bio-copolymers and additives. 

1.3 Significance of research 

Numerous researches have been carried out for various biopolymers for their application in the 

AM, however, the emphases of these studies are mainly placed in some specific material 

properties or applications, and the experimental testing and analysis procedures are also limited 

in several common methods. Evaluation processes like VDP and nanoindentation have been 

firstly implemented in this study and a comprehensive study about the 3D printing biopolymer 

from the nano-size to the macro-size has been innovatively established, which shall provide a 

database to the researchers who are developing novel polymeric or composite materials with 

the AM. 

Different bio-based polymers have been introduced to the AM for the last decades, but there 

are limited studies regarding the interfacial bonding performance of biopolymer in 3D printing  

[5,6], since the bottlenecks in mechanical performance, anisotropy property and processability 

remain. This study is introducing novel biobased polymers into FDM 3D printing process. To 

improve the processability, anisotropy and brittleness properties, various modifications have 

been employed and tested, such the abovementioned concerns can be adequately improved. 

The overall mechanical performance of 3D printed specimens is impressive and competitive 

over other synthetic polymers in FDM 3D printing. The tensile strain of the PLA is enhanced 

86% to by the addition of PBS copolymer and PEG additive, and the anisotropy of the printed 

specimen is reduced by 64% in tensile strain when the PHBV copolymer is added. 

Current studies have focused little on the experimental analysis of 3D printed part, and the 

performance of interfacial bonding at the neck growth area needs to be investigated as little 

related previous research is available. The general density distribution profile of entire printed 

part, which is implemented by VDP process, is also critical to the 3D printed database due to 

the absence of experimental data.  
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1.4 Scope of research  

In this research, to investigate the interfacial boundary and introduce novel biobased polymers 

in 3D printing manufacturing, a comprehensive evaluation procedure is established, which 

contains VDP, mechanical properties testing, microstructure analysis, nanoindentation testing 

and thermal properties evaluation. To achieve a better understanding of the interfacial bonding 

of 3D printing products, the forming and failure mechanisms, tensile and interlayer mechanical 

performance, and fracture and cross-section morphology are experimentally studied. 

Meanwhile, the copolymerization of PLA with other newly available biobased polymers and 

modifications with additives are investigated to achieve a superior mechanical performance to 

neat PLA polymer in 3D printing. More details for the scope of this study is given in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1 Scope of research in this study 
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1.5 Thesis Structure 

 

Fig. 2 Structure of the thesis 
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2. Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction of additive manufacturing (AM) 

In 1980s, physical objects or parts were firstly fabricated through computer-aided design (CAD) 

data by a group of techniques called rapid prototyping, which directly offers the realization for 

the design without applying a mould or other machining preparation. Since then, this 

technology has been developed exponentially and various types of technology were invented 

and developed in conjunction with different implementing materials. The additive 

manufacturing (AM) as the building process normally used in rapid prototyping, has been 

implemented for years and various technologies are available, even though there are limitations 

of this process, admittedly, and brings a new era of manufacturing to the world. Unlike the 

traditional manufacturing methods, AM process is to stack the blocks layer by layer. By using 

CAD software to create 3D model, which is then transferred to slicing process format and 

incorporating whole tool path for the AM printer, the AM printer then starts a printing process 

to obtain the final designed object (Fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 3 Systemic process of AM 

AM process is mainly applied in customized products, medical models and conceptual models. 

In engineering fields, AM has also been employed in many industrial sectors, such as aerospace, 

automobile, civil, biomedical engineering. In recent decades, with the increased competition 

from competitors and requirements from customers, one of the most critical challenges to the 

designers and engineers is how to quickly produce the new product from designing models to 

qualified products. AM technology provides a highly efficient process to build a product with 

almost all geometry complexity without any new tooling device. It will considerably shorten 

the design-to-production cycle and relatively low cost  [7-9]. 

Nevertheless, numerous publications reported AM techniques, materials available and 

possible applications for many industrial sectors still require a deeper understanding. Hence 

this review intends to lay out the principle of these technologies, their working mechanisms, 

advantages and possible operational limitations. The corresponding material selections and 
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their possible applications are also investigated. The review should provide a foundation 

database for understanding the potentials and further research and commercial development    

of various AM technologies, and for AM materials innovation and manufacturing.  

2.2 Overview of current AM technologies 

Since the implemented materials of AM vary considerably, different technologies are 

developed to fulfil the printing requirements. Different subdivisions of AM technologies are 

available and usually categorized based on the base materials. This review discusses AM 

technologies by dividing into liquid based, solid based and powder based productions, and the 

merits and demerits of each process are described and assessed to identify the knowledge and 

research gaps. To optimize the AM processes, several main quality factors are proposed to 

enhance AM production, which are divided into products (surface roughness, dimensional 

accuracy, material behaviour and building time) and processes (heat transfer, material 

deposition/ melt pool and phase change). Each factor should be considered when manufacturers 

intend to employ an AM technology into product production  [10-12]. 

2.2.1 Liquid based AM technologies 

2.2.1.1 Fused deposition modelling (FDM) 

Fused deposition modelling (FDM), a.k.a. Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) is to apply the 

melted thermoplastic polymer through an extrusion into layer-by-layer filaments. The 

thermoplastic polymer is heated at the orifice of nozzle and the melted filaments are extruded 

on a platform, which is also heated for an easier fusion process, and fused together to form a 

layer of the printed thermoplastic polymer. The following extruded filaments stack on the 

previous layers/materials and solidify into final objects. Material selection range of FDM is 

extremely broad which covers most of thermoplastic polymers, powder/fibre composites and 

even metals. Common thermoplastic polymers used are ABS, PLA and nylon, especially ABS 

and PLA are widely used in a commercial printer due to their reasonable price and printing 

quality. Polymer composite materials like carbon fibre reinforced composite can also be 

fabricated by FDM technique. Even through, the inherent anisotropy property in this process 

is still existed, the weak interlayer performance cannot be completely compensated by 

composite printing. Recently, metal materials are innovatively employed in the conventional 

FDM printer through metal filaments. The metal/polymer composite filament can be 

commonly printed and the polymer will be chemically dissolved by the solvent, then sintering 
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of metal powder is requested to bond powder to final metal part [13]. A commercial printable 

316L austenitic stainless steel filament was developed by BASF with a decent mechanical 

performance. This solution induced a lowering of admittance of metal in additive 

manufacturing, but the shrinkage of final part after sintering limits the geometric accuracy of 

this process [13]. 

FDM process provides a series of advantages comparing with other additive manufacturing 

processes, the lowest cost is no doubt the leading one. Most of FDM requires no post process 

for solidification or geometric accuracy [10]. FDM process can also be extended into multi-

nozzle to achieve various material printing. However, this technique has several fatal 

drawbacks; the resolution of printing is limited by the diameter of filaments, the representative 

resolution is 0.2 mm [14], therefore, it is difficult to achieve a highly smooth surface on the 

printed objects without post process. The printing speed is also limited by heating and extrusion 

process, and such the rheological properties of the printed material has to be high. This means 

that there is a limitation on the materials available for this technique. Anisotropy and inter-

layer interface bonding properties in FDM printed parts is inherent and severe. The anisotropy 

of FDM has been reported at around 50% which is the severest among all AM technologies 

[15].  

Many researches have devoted to optimize FDM process through various approaches: 

Nancharaiah, et al. [16] applied Taguchi method and ANOVA technique to analyse the impact 

of several main factors to surface roughness and dimensional accuracy when applying ABS as 

the deposited material. It showed that the surface roughness and part accuracy could be 

considerably influenced by layer thickness and air gap, and a smaller filament thickness and 

air gap has been found to produce a better surface quality. Chung, et al. [17] also studied the 

surface roughness and dimensional accuracy in FDM process by using a statistical optimization 

method which combined the Taguchi method and Gray relational analysis (GRA). This 

approach analysed various configurations of deposition, supports and other parameters, such 

as layer thickness and deposition orientations. The conclusion of this study was that applying 

optimum settings could make a 66% improvement in surface roughness and different directions 

of deposition could result in a variation in accuracy. The FDM built parts had also much higher 

tensile strength when the loading direction is parallel to the deposition path than the loading 

perpendicular to building path. The distribution of stress and distortion of patterns were 

evaluated in various deposition situations by Zhang and Chou [18]. The result of this research 
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was that an increase in the layer thickness and width of path during printing could lead to a 

higher distortion of objects and residual stresses.  

Post process also plays a significant role in FDM process since some abovementioned inherent 

issues like surface finish and anisotropy property can be enhanced by different post process. 

To approach better surface finish, chemical and mechanical processes are primarily adopted. 

The theory of chemical process is to apply the solvent of the printing material to smooth the 

surface of the printed objects. Galantucci et al.  [19,20] introduced an acetone bath to improve 

the printed ABS part, it resulted in a considerable enhancement in surface roughness and also 

surprisingly found that the flexural strength and elongation at break were reinforced after the 

acetone bath process. The microscopic image (Fig. 3) shows that the enhanced contact area 

inter-filament may lead to this remarkable result. Few other works also achieve similar 

enhancement [21-23]. Jin et al. [24]created a thin film on printed PLA parts by using 

dichloromethane vapour treatment process to improve the surface roughness, the tensile 

properties reported decreased dramatically by 63%. On the contrary to the additive 

manufacturing, a subtractive manufacturing method was also introduced to improve the surface 

finishing of FDM part. Pandey et al. [25] successfully introduced a hot cutter machining to 

improve surface finishing, however the process complexity and time-consuming limit its 

application. Similarly, Boschetto et al. [26] applied CNC machining to smooth the surface 

morphology of printed ABS after the printing process, the average roughness dropped 

significantly from 20 µm to 2 µm. An annealing treatment was studied by Torres et al. [27], the 

PLA specimens were annealed at 100 °C for 20 mins. 35% improvement on shear strength was 

achieved but the strain loses significantly.   Compared with the chemical surface treatments, 

mechanical methods require a more complex process like path designing, and longer processing 

cycle, but the chemical treatments may modify the mechanical performance of printed parts. 

Table 1 summarises the FDM post-processes from different works of other researchers. 
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Table 1 FDM Post-processes studies and results 

 Study Printing 

Material 

Treatment Process Variable parameters Properties 

Chemical 

method 

Galantucci et al.  

[19,20] 

ABS Dimethylketone 

(acetone)  

Bath 90% dimethylketone 

and 10% water, 300s 

immersion time 

Roughness reduced more 

than 50%, small decrease 

in tensile strength but 

better ductility and flexural 

strength. 

Percoco  [21] ABS Dimethylketone 

(acetone) 

Bath 90% dimethylketone 

and 10% water, 300s 

immersion time 

Roughness reduced up to 

90% and slightly higher 

compressive strength. 

Garg et al. [23]  ABS Dimethylketone 

(acetone) 

Cold 

vapour 

acetone, 99% 

concentration, 18-

20 °C for 30s and 40 

min of exposure time 

Possible low surface 

roughness up to 0.02 µm 

with minimum 

dimensional deviation. 

Jin et al.   [24] PLA Dichloromethane Vapour 30 ml of 

dichloromethane 

99% pure 

Decrease in roughness, 

50% improvement in 

ductility but 63% 

deduction in tensile 

strength. 

Mechanical 

method 

Pandey et al.  

[25] 

ABS Hot cutter 

machine 

Edge 

cutting 

Various cutting 

speed, rake angle  

and cutting angle  

Roughness drop up to 0.3 

µm 

Boschetto et al.  

[26] 

ABS CNC machine Edge 

cutting 

Various cutting 

depth 

The optimized average 

roughness is 0.97 µm 

when the cutting depth is 

0.15mm 

Torres et al. [27] PLA Annealing 

treatment 

Heatin

g  

Annealing at 100 °C 

for 5 and 20 mins, 

print with various 

layer thickness and 

infill density 

Increase in shear strength 

but fracture strain dropped 

largely 
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Fig. 4 Microscopic image of cross section of printed parts before and after acetone bath process ((a) and 

(c): before the process, (b) and (d): after the process) [19] 

 

2.2.1.2 Stereolithography (SLA) 

Stereolithography was patented in 1986 by Hull [28] and the first commercially employed AM 

technique. Since then other techniques have been invented. The process to print a 3D part by 

applying SLA technique is by using the controlled ultraviolet (UV) light projector to 

polymerize the liquid resin in the storage tank (Fig. 4), which results in a patterned layer of 

polymerized resin. The resins used are normally photoesthetic polymer, such as acrylic and 

epoxy resins [29]. After the first layer is built on the platform, the platform is moved down, and 

roller moved over to prepare the second layer. Compared to the FDM process, the main 

advantages of SLA are higher printing resolution and no nozzle obstruction. The sub-micron 

resolution of SLA technique has in fact been developed in the laboratory research [30].  
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Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of SLA [14] 

 

However, the main issue of this process is its high cost, incomplete material polymerization 

and limited material employed in SLA process. The thickness of each pattern is the most 

important parameter of this technique and could be related to many factors, namely, the 

resolution of printing, power of UV light, printing speed and curing time (exposure time) of 

photopolymer [31]. The polymerisation process (initiation – propagation - termination) is 

complicated even though it can be described and analysed mathematically. Moreover, the trend 

of photopolymers employed currently is multi-monomer, such the polymerisation of different 

monomers may vary, resulting in further complicated transition [32]. Another limitation of SLA 

technology is its single resin processing at one time. Several studies tried to break through the 

bottleneck, but the result has not been optimistic. In short, the SLA process was too 

complicated, and more procedures were added in printing each individual layer [33,34]. The 

technical bottleneck of multiple polymers printing is difficult to replace polymer reservoirs by 

automated procedures. Continuous liquid interface production (CLIP) was invented as a next 

generation of SLA technology, the production time of CLIP can be up to 100 times faster than 

the SLA [35]. The continuous printing is achieved by an oxygen permeable membrane placed 

between optical window and liquid resin, the polymerization is inhibited by the oxygen 

penetrated through the membrane layer. Moreover, the continuous printed photopolymer also 
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eliminates the existence of ‘layers’ in other additive manufacturing processes: staircase effect 

and anisotropy property [36].  

The application of SLA currently mainly remains in biomedical fields due to the highest 

printing resolution and versatile, but the clinical application is also limited as the 

biocompatibility, the presence of photoinitiators which act as a cross-linker of resin 

polymerization. The excessed photoinitiator will lead to a cytotoxicity [37], the versatility of 

SLA process also leads to popular studies of ceramic reinforced composites. Along with an 

increase in the content of ceramic particles (e.g. hydroxyapatite or alumina), which has been 

reported up to 53 wt% [38,39], the viscosity of such composite in the storage tank is a major 

research subject. Naturally the diameter of ceramic particles should be smaller than the 

thickness of printing layer, a post process is needed to remove the polymeric phase in high 

temperature curing and ceramic structures should be sintered (1550°C for 3 hrs for example). 

It must be noted that the grind of final products may also be required to reduce the surface 

roughness, and this process may also correct a deformation and remove appearance of voids or 

even cracking [40,41].  

Numerous studies have been published for further improvement of the resolution. For instance, 

Moon and Yang  [42] applied two or even more light sources to build a multi-interference 

pattern. Various light intensities are achieved by light wave superposition. This approach 

provides faster and more accurate polymerisation which can be widely employed in 

nanostructure printing. However, one disadvantage of this process is limited amount of patterns. 

Another possible technique in SLA is called two-photon polymerisation; two photons with 

relatively low intensity are simultaneously applied to produce just enough energy to break the 

labile bonding and generate photo-polymerisation procedures. Compared with other single 

photon SLA process, a non-linear optical process is provided by two-photon polymerisation 

process other than linear polymerisation, which can result in a superior precise polymerisation 

and higher process resolution. A study reported that a 200 nm resolution SLA process can be 

achieved [43]. It is apparent that SLA process is more suitable for application where is less 

sensitive to cost control, relatively small size and high resolution and surface quality.  

Polymerization of SLA process is partly incomplete and will cause a weak mechanical 

performance without any further processing. Zguris  [44] suggested that a UV post cure 

chamber for SLA printed parts, the curing should take at least 30 mins under an elevated 

temperature (60°C). The result shows that when the wavelength was 405 nm, an optimizing 
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improvement in mechanical performance was achieved. The anisotropy of SLA parts can also 

be reduced by similar post process reported by Salmoria et al. [45] which is due to the enhanced 

cross-linking of resins introduced to a more homogeneous stress distribution. However the 

layer interface area is still normally the inducement of stress concentration. 

2.2.1.3 Polyjet 

Polyjet is an AM which seems to combine the FDM and SLA process, the droplet-size liquid 

photopolymer resin is dispensed by multi-nozzle of a printer to form a thin layer of pattern and 

the UV light cures the resin afterward. The platform will then move down to print second layer 

of material. The resolution of this technique could reach 16μm [46] and due to multi-nozzle 

applied, various colours of objects can be fabricated. The mechanical properties of parts built 

by this process are normally lower than other techniques, such as stereolithography and 

selective laser sintering [14]. Unlike other AM processes having poor accuracy in Z-axis, 

Polyjet gives super Z-resolution [47], which is better than X-Y printing resolution (600 dpi). 

The multi-materials application of Polyjet also enables designers to setup an actuated 

mechanism without post processes or assembly [48].  

2.2.2 Solid based AM in composites 

2.2.2.1 Laminated object manufacturing (LOM) 

Laminated object manufacturing (LOM) was developed in 1988 by Feygin and Pak [49]. LOM 

is a technique which feeds the adhesive-coated thin film material and integrates cutting and 

laminating processes to build the objects. The adhesive-coated film bonded together between 

layers and a laser beam employed to cut the film to the designed pattern. The film sequentially 

covers the previous layer, then the second cross section pattern is cut and laminated. Due to the 

film sheet is applied as a raw material in LOM process, a wide range of materials can be 

employed, such as polymers, metals, composites and papers. Unlike the SLA process which 

the material is limited to photopolymers, LOM process is non-toxic and cost of this process is 

relatively low. Whereas due to the application of laser beam to cut the sheet material, it is 

difficult to control the cutting depth in Z-axis. It may cause the unsmooth surface and internal 

cavity of objects. More importantly, due to the cutting process, waste material is generated 

during this process [50,51].  

Kechagias [52] investigated the surface roughness of LOM fabricated parts, it was found that 

many parameters, such as heater temperature, layer thickness and laser speed, may affect the 

surface roughness, although the pressure and heater speed were observed less influenced to the 
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surface roughness. Several attempts have been made to fabricate LiO2–ZrO2–SiO2–Al2O3 

(LZSA) glass-ceramics by employing LOM process; e.g. Gomes et al. [53]exhibited a LZSA 

sample with high flexural strength which is comparable to LZSA bodies fabricated by injection 

moulding, extrusion or roll pressing [54]. When comparing LOM with these conventional 

processes mentioned above, LOM offers adequate mechanical performance of the fabricated 

parts and possibility to produce parts with relatively complicated 3D geometry [53,55]. 

2.2.3 Powder based AM in composites 

2.2.3.1 Selective laser sintering (SLS) 

Following the release of LOM technique, another free-forming technique, called SLS, was 

patented. It is a similar process with SLA, but liquid photopolymer is replaced by powder raw 

materials. Instead of using laser beam to polymerize the photopolymer to bind materials 

together, a high-power laser is employed to fuse the powder. During the process, the powder 

is heated to the temperature just below its melting point to minimize the deviation during the 

sintering. The piston-controlled platform moves downward and then the second layer is 

patterned subsequently on the powder bed. This process does not need any support structure as 

the powder bed is able to maintain the structure of the printing part during printing process. 

This technique is also suitable for a wide range of materials, including composite, metal, 

polymer and hybrid materials, moreover, the part manufactured by this process shows almost 

the same mechanical properties as mould casting parts [54]. Nevertheless, the surface finishing 

of this process is not as good as SLA process and the material switch in the process is difficult  

[34,56]. 

Two main factors, which affect the density and flowability of powder bed, are morphology and 

powder granulometry [57]. Therefore, a specific range of powder size should be defined for 

SLS and spherical particles should be applied in this process. Commercially, the size 

distribution of around 60µm is suitable for SLS process and a very limited scope is available 

for fine particles with a diameter below 10µm [58]. An agent such as silica which offers higher 

powder flowability can also be added [56,59].  

One principle of the materials applied in SLS process is that the process temperature should be 

lower than the melting temperature of the particles. Shrinkage and curling may happen if the 

particle melting occurs prior to binding. The increase in temperature of surrounding powder 

close to the particles should be minimized [56]. It is apparent that the desirable processing 

temperature of SLS should range between particle crystallization and melting temperature. It 
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must be noted that in SLS process, the laser sinters the surface of particles and partially melts 

the material, which may cause an insufficient crystallization of particle and induce various 

mechanisms [56,60]. From the above, the temperature control in powder bed is a critical factor 

in SLS process. To minimize the oxidation of the printed objects, a vacuum chamber which is 

filled with nitrogen or argon is applied. [61,62]. 

Significant development of SLS process has taken place in recent years. For instance, an 

advanced technology called selective laser melting (SLM) is developed. Unlike the partial 

melting of particle in SLS process, a highly controlled laser power is applied to complete 

melting particles for SLM technology [63]. Fusion of metal powder by using laser beam is the 

principle of this technology. Amorphous polymers like polycarbonate (PC) are also suitable 

for SLM process due to no shrinkage issue encountered [64]. The resolution of SLM technology 

is significantly high, but the layer thickness is limited to 20µm due to a higher porosity 

observed when further increase of layer thickness is taken [56]. The SLS/SLM technology 

currently has various commercial providers in biomedical field and been proven to facilitate 

the quality of surgical procedures. Further potential applications should be developed, and the 

cost, material and process time can be further optimized. 

Like the FDM process, the surface finishing of the parts built by SLS also have staircase effect. 

The polymer parts like Nylon can be improved by commercial media tumblers or vibro 

machine [65], a smooth surface can be achieved with a relatively high efficiency production 

rate. But some detailed feature or geometries could be damaged by this post process. Other 

surface post processes for SLS fabricated parts like spray painting and can also be applied to 

compensate the poor surface finishing [65]. Heating post process of SLS Nylon parts was 

studied by Zarringhalam and Hopkinson [66], the impact and tensile properties had the best 

improvement when the post-sintering temperature is close to the melt temperature of polymer. 

But the few disadvantages like geometry distortion and loss of ductility. 

2.2.3.2 Laser engineered net shaping (LENS) 

LENS is an AM technology, which allows to fabricate a wide range of metal composites/alloys, 

including stainless steel, nickel-based alloys, titanium alloys, aluminium alloys, tooling steel, 

copper alloys. Similar to FDM process, LENS applies laser beam which has strong power to 

melt metal powder, then the molten metal is jet to a designed location. This technology is 

widely employed to repair parts like wind turbine blade or other repair work which other 
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technologies are difficult to finish. Uneven melting and cooling may happen during this process, 

which could result in a residual stress [14]. 

2.2.4 Hybrid of powder-liquid AM in composites 

2.2.4.1 Three dimensional printing (3DP) 

3DP is an AM process combining the liquid binder with powder base. The liquid binder is 

selectively dropped on a powder bed to form a solid pattern for one lamination. Similar with 

SLS process, a large variety of suitable materials applied in this technique (polymer, metal, 

ceramic and composite) and further combinations of powder-binder are potentially possible.  

The combination of powder and binder is the key in 3DP technology and its post-process [67]. 

Deposit-ability is critical in powder properties and depends on the size and shape of the 

particles. The effects of particle size can be summarised in Table 2. Compared with the effect 

of particle size, the shape of the particle has less impact on the process. Nevertheless, spherical 

powders are preferable due to better fluidity and low friction among particles [68,69]. Due to 

the liquid binder and post processes needed, the porosity of parts is normally higher than the 

other techniques [67], but multi-size powder can provide the benefits from both small and large 

size powders, which means that the dry state process and small particles can fill the pores 

generated by large particles, leading to a higher density of powder tank, for example, an 

increase from 59% to 73% when 31% volume of fine copper particle added into coarse bronze 

powder tank [70].  

Table 2 Impact of particle size on 3DP process 

Particle 

Size 

Advantages Disadvantages References 

>20 µm Dry state deposition, large pores 

among powder, tend to fluidity 

Poor surface finish and layer thickness  [71,72] 

<5 µm Higher surface quality and smaller 

thickness of layers, better sintering 

quality 

Trend to clustering by van der Waal's and 

moisture, more impact from droplet, 

slurry deposition may be required 

 [73,74] 

 

A number of binding methodologies are reported applicable to 3DP and each has different traits, 

which has been reviewed and summarised in Table 3. It can be seen that organic liquid binder 

approach is a commonly used methodology, such as polymeric resins and various polyvinyl 

[72]. However, the liquid may dry in the printing orifice, causing clogging, although this can 
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be avoided by modifying the rheological properties of liquids [75]. In-bed adhesive binding 

method, like maltodextrin and sucrose, is another commonly used approach in lieu of its 

advantages [76,77]. Similar with organic binders, the material applied in the adhesive binding 

is not specific and this binding is thermally degradable to leave little residual stress. Unlike 

organic liquid binder, in-bed adhesives have normally a low viscosity, which could lead to a 

better filling to the pores among particles and a higher bonding strength. Low hygroscopicity 

of in-bed adhesive binder offers a low moisture absorption from surroundings [76]. 

Nevertheless, the available particles applied in this binding approach is limited from 10 to 

40µm [78].  

Hydration-based system is another binding methodology, which is able to bind bulk materials 

in wet condition. This approach is relatively inexpensive but catalyst may be needed to modify 

setting processes [78]. Acid-based system binding is relied on the interaction between two 

components and the binding process can either be initiated by depositing one component as 

liquid binder into the powder bed, which containing other component, or print a binder as the 

solvent into the powder bed, which has both components. Similar to organic liquid binding and 

in-bed adhesive binding, this binding has large scope for material selection and produces little 

residual stress during thermal effects [79]. In addition, acid-based system is also available 

applied as a co-binding process [78].  

Inorganic binders are normally silicate based like colloidal silica due to easy application [69]. 

Due to silica solutions are normally acidic, a neutralization reaction occurs when depositing 

silica solutions to the colloid gels bed, the pH drops and CO2 produced [80]. Colloidal silica 

can also contribute to final strength after deposition process [69].  

Solvent deposition binding is suitable for polymer powder such as chloroform can be employed 

to bond bio-based polymers like polyurethanes [81]. A stronger binding can also be achieved 

by applying multi-solvents and warping risk can be decreased by adding vapour pressure 

solvents [68]. Moreover, due to solvent evaporate after deposition process, the purity of final 

part is significantly high and also can leave little residual stress. 

Phase-changing binding is an approach which is a low melting binder deposited to a heated 

powder bed, the melted binder can penetrate into powder and the powder solidifies after 

printing and cooling to room temperature. It can be applied with most of powders, but they also 

limit the potential high-temperature post process of printed parts [73]. The last binding approach 

is to control sintering by different materials deposition, such as applying a sintering inhibitor, 
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the heat-reflective materials or chemical oxidizers is selectively deposited into a heated powder 

bed, leading to selective inhibition [82]. A drawback of this approach is that the sintering 

inhibitor may result in excess powder sintering and hence even the whole powder bed may be 

contaminated. 

The flexibility of material combinations can significantly enhance the potential of 3DP 

technology. The improvement of part performance and new materials can be obtained by 

studying the refinement of material combinations.   

Table 3 Advantages and disadvantages of various binding approaches 

Binding 

approach 

name 

Advantages Disadvantages References 

Organic liquid 

binder 

Not material specific; Can be thermally 

decomposed and little residue produced 

Clogging may be occurred; 

May fail under high 

temperature 

 [67,72,75] 

In-bed adhesive 

binder 

Highly soluble and low viscosity; Low 

hygroscopicity; High bonding strength; 

Not material specific; Can be thermally 

decomposed and little residue produced 

Difficult to be applied in small 

particle bed 

[76-78] 

Hydration-based 

system binding 

High printing reliability; Easy to apply; 

Inexpensive price 

Catalyst needed; limited 

material employed 

[67,78] 

Acid-based 

binder 

Strong bonding approach; Can be 

combined with other binding approaches;  

 [78,79] 

Inorganic binder Heat the bed after printing Cannot bind the powder 

quickly  

[69,80] 

Solvent binding Multi-solvent binder result a strong 

binding; High purity of final parts; Leave 

little residue 

 [68,81] 

Phase-changing 

binding 

Not material specific; Suitable for 

secondary bonding 

Limit the post-processing 

temperature 

 [69] 

Sintering control 

binding  

Benefit of only part boundaries deposition 

is required  

Excess powder may be 

sintered or contaminated 

during printing 

 [82] 

 

Since the 3DP technology has similar powder bed system, which is similar with the SLS 

process, post-sintering is the most common process to improve the performance of printed parts. 

Effects of post-sintering are also similar, Butscher et al. [83] pointed out the voids are 
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eliminated after the post-sintering. Geometry distortion during the process is inevitable. 

Another solution to remove the voids is to generate a second material phase by infiltrate another 

material into the printed parts. The infiltrant can be melt and penetrate to fill the voids without 

affecting the bulk material, but the heterogeneity of combined part may also happen [84]. 

However, compared with the sintering, an accurate and controllable geometry finish can be 

achieved and when applying an infiltrant with decent mechanical performance like epoxy, the 

mechanical performance of overall part will be improved [85].  

2.2.4.2 Prometal 

Prometal is a three-dimensional printing process to build injection tools and dies. This is a 

powder-based process similar with 3DP process in which stainless steel can be applied. The 

printing process occurs when a liquid binder is spurt out from multi-jets to steel powder. The 

powder is located in a powder bed that lowers the bed when each layer is finished. A feed 

piston supplies the material for each layer. After finishing, the residual powder must be 

removed. When building a mould no post-processing is required [28,51]. If a functional part is 

being built, the sintering, infiltration and finishing processes may be required. In the sintering 

process, the part is heated to 350°F for 24hrs, hardening and fusing the binder with the steel in 

a 60% porous specimen. In the infiltration process, the piece is infused with bronze powder 

when they are heated together to more than 2000°F in an alloy of 60% stainless steel and 40% 

bronze [14]. Prometal offers production printer which has significantly bigger printing volume 

(3.696L) than other techniques and also integrate powder mixer and multiple printing area 

which can implement two operations simultaneously [86,87]. 

Research and innovation of AM technologies continue, the new technologies are developed in 

responding to more requirements from different directions, such as new materials, higher 

surface roughness, better mechanical performance and higher geometrical complexity. Table 4 

summarizes main factors and properties of the technologies discussed above for an ease of 

future references. The brief schematic for individual technologies is also given and the main 

physical effects during process and power source applied are presented. It can be concluded 

that the FDM process currently is most widely applied AM technology due to its lowest cost 

and simple machine setup, but the dimensional accuracy and anisotropic properties limit its 

wide applications where require isotropic mechanical properties and intricate geometry. The 

printing resolution can be enhanced by using smaller nozzle like 0.25mm (commonly 0.4mm) 

[88], but that will result in a less deposited material then longer building time. SLA process is 

limited employed in such as visual prototype fabrication due to the ultra-high resolution and 
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surface finish. Specific material and relatively poor mechanical performance also confine this 

technology to non-functional application. For the technologies using the powder or liquid bed 

as printing materials, multi-colour or multi-material printing is normally difficult to realize. 

When applying metals as the printing materials, binder jetting technologies, such as Prometal, 

can considerably reduce the energy consumption compared to laser processes [89]. Composite 

is more popular in AM to compensate the downside of the process, almost all technologies can 

realize powder reinforced composite printing. SLS and 3DP can be applied to fabricate short 

fibre composite, but the fibre length is exceedingly limited to one layer thickness. Only FDM 

and LOM process can print long fibre composite although the fibre orientation is fixed 

horizontal.  
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Table 4 Comparison of AM technologies  [8,11,12,14,43,46,47,86,90-94] 

Liquid based Solid based Powder based Hybrid of powder-liquid 

Process schematic 

  
 

  
 

  

Technology 

Fused Deposition 

Modelling (FDM) 

Stereolithography 

(SLA) 

Polyjet Laminated Object 

Manufacturing (LOM) 

Selective Laser Sintering 

(SLS), Selective Laser 

Melting  (SLM) 

Laser engineered net 

shaping (LENS) 

Three dimensional 

printing (3DP) 

Prometal 

Principal mechanism 

Melting Photo-polymerization Photo-

polymerization, 

liquid deposition 

Adhesive binding Sintering Melting Adhesive binding Adhesive binding and 

sintering 

Power source 

Thermal energy Ultraviolet laser Ultraviolet laser, 

thermal energy 

Laser beam Laser beam Laser beam Thermal energy Thermal energy 

Highest resolution 

50 µm 200 nm 16 µm 112 µm 25 µm (SLM) 30 µm 50 µm 100 µm 

Reinforcement 

Powder, short fibre, long 

fibre 

Powder Unknown Powder, short fibre, 

long fibre 

Powder, short fibre Powder Powder, short fibre Powder 

Strengths 

-·(! Material filament 
melt and d,position .... -

Laser polymerization 
,....., 

Uquid i~ttinr, ~nd 
Uquld scrpolymcri1.Uion 

pO!yrr,w,.•· 

laser cutting and 
binding 

l,tneriaolsupplyroll 

Laser 
sintering/melting Binder jetting ( Binde1 jelling ( 
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Inexpensive, multi-

material printing, no 

post-process. 

High resolution and 

surface finish, no 

nozzle clogging, high 

printing speed, no 

support structure. 

High printing speed, 

high resolution multi-

material printing. 

Wide material 

selections, available to 

print long fibre 

composite. 

Wide material selections, 

high mechanical 

performance, no need 

support structure 

In-site application, 

suitable for repair 

damaged part. 

Wide material selections, 

no support structure, 

multi-binding 

combinations. 

Multi-binding 

combinations, no 

support structure. 

Drawbacks 

Limited surface finish, 

low printing resolution, 

Clogging issue. 

Limited material 

applied, poor 

mechanical 

performance, cost high 

Limited material 

applied, poor 

mechanical 

performance, post-

process may need. 

High cost 

Low resolution, 

material waste. 

Insufficient sintering 

(melting), shrinkage or 

curling.  

Post-process required, 

uneven melting 

High porosity, post-

process required. 

High porosity, post-

process required. 
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2.3 Polymeric materials selection in AM 

Research in polymeric materials for AM is enormous, including synthetic and bio-based 

polymers. The difference between synthetic and bio-based polymers is defined by analysing 

their polymerisation process, the former is fabricated through chemical polymerisation and the 

latter is made by biological processes [95]. Both categories of polymers consist of thermoplastic 

and thermosetting materials respectively. There are also two types of thermoplastics called 

amorphous and semi-crystalline thermoplastics. Amorphous thermoplastics have no certain 

molecular orders after cooled, the molecular structures are randomly distributed. Semi-

crystalline thermoplastics have a certain molecular structure after solidified, which means there 

is a certain glass transition temperature in semi-crystalline thermoplastics. The difference of 

thermoplastics and thermosets is mainly in molecules. Some of the large molecules in 

thermoplastics are not crosslinked with each other, then the molecules are freely moveable 

relatively to neighbours. In contrast, the molecules of thermosets are crosslinked or connected 

with others. This difference decides the preference of the polymers for AM application, as the 

heating process may make the molecules in thermoplastics moving freely, but those in 

thermoset broken chemically. Even though the physical properties of thermosetting materials 

due to the crosslinking are commonly high in stiffness, its difficult manufacturing process 

limits the applications in AM. 

2.3.1 Synthetic polymeric materials in AM 

The synthetic polymeric materials have been employed in various AM technologies as both 

commercial and research levels for decades. The features, mechanical performance and other 

properties of commonly used synthetic polymers have been reviewed as follows and a 

comparison of printing properties of each applied synthetic polymeric materials in AM can be 

summarised in Table 5. 
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Table 5 Printing parameters and properties of synthetic polymers in AM [88,96-101] 

Properties Unit ABS PA 

(Nylon) 

PP PC PET PEEK 

Printing 

temperature 

°C 230-250 250 165 270-310 200-240 370-410 

Print bed 

temperature 

°C 80-110 70-100 Room temperature 90-110 50-75 120-150 

Density g/m3 1.04 1.1 – 1.4 0.9 – 1.06 1.15 1.36 1.32 

Tensile 

strength 

MPa 38 60-100 20 – 40 65 75 60-80 

Tensile 

modulus 

GPa 2.2 2.5 3.5 – 6.0 2.8 3  

Elongation at 

break 

% 8 60-300 150 100 70  

Printing 

technology 

 FDM, 

SLA, 3DP 

FDM, SLS FDM, SLS FDM, SLS FDM FDM, SLS 

 

2.3.1.1 Acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) 

ABS is a petroleum-based polymer and has been widely used as an engineering plastic in many 

industries and recently for AM. ABS is a polymer which is polymerized by styrene and 

acrylonitrile in the presence of polybutadiene. The proportion of styrene and acrylonitrile can 

be varied which result in different properties. The impact resistance and toughness are two 

main mechanical properties of ABS, and an increase in polybutadiene proportion can lead to 

an improvement in impact resistance. Compared to similar nylon and acetal, the lower cost of 

ABS is a significantly advantage, but some chlorinated solvents, such as esters, ketones, acids 

and alkalis may corrode ABS [102].  

ABS has a superior thermo-resistance and mechanical performance, these make it attractive as 

printing filaments material for AM and various AM technologies can be employed to fabricate 

ABS polymer, such as FDM, SLA and 3DP [102-104]. The printing temperature of ABS in FDM 

process is advised from 220 to 250°C and a heated platform (50 to 100°C) is also required to 

minimize the bending and warping of printed ABS filaments [105]. AM printed ABS products 

are in general with high quality; the surface of FDM printed ABS part is glossy and ABS can 
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be easily dyed, making ABS popular as a commercial 3D printing material. However, toxic 

substance, such as butadiene, acrylonitrile and styrene may be produced if overheated (around 

400°C) due to the decomposition taking place [96]. Therefore, a ventilation is needed due to 

unpleasant fumes released during printing and a long-term outdoor application of ABS parts 

should be avoid due to relatively poor UV resistance of ABS [97]. 

Acrylonitrile styrene acrylate (ASA) was developed by BASF in the 1970’s as an alternative 

to ABS with several advantages, recently associated with AM. ASA is similar to ABS 

structurally, instead of polybutadiene rubber, poly (alkyl acrylate) is grafted with poly (styrene-

acrylonitrile) [98]. Compared with double bonds of polybutadiene, which is prone to oxidation 

and ultraviolet (UV), the poly (alkyl acrylate) is considerably superior in the heat, weathering, 

chemical and ultraviolet radiation resistance [98,99]. In addition, due to the lower glass 

transition temperature of ASA (-65°C), low-temperature applications can be developed [98].  

The production of ASA is relatively low due to limited manufacturers, so the cost of ASA is 

remaining high. Copolymers which combine ASA and other polymers such as ABS or PVC 

can be co-extruded to reduce the cost. When apply ASA in FDM process, the nozzle 

temperature is almost same as ABS, but the viscosity of melt ASA filaments is higher than that 

of ABS and the printing clogging may happen during printing. ASA shows a minimised 

shrinkage in FDM process, so an impressive geometric complexity can be achieved in 3D 

printed ASA parts [105]. 

2.3.1.2 Polyamides (Nylon) (PA) 

PA is considered suitable for AM production. PA is a series of synthetic polymeric materials 

which were in early date applied to replace the natural silks. PA has very high tensile strength 

which earns it a reputation as engineering plastics, several properties of PA are superior to light 

metal alloys [102]. PA has been used as engineering plastics, such as, small gears and bearings 

with good mechanical performance and chemical, UV resistance. Fibre reinforced PA 

composites are also widely applied to further enhance the mechanical performance. Similar 

with ABS and PLA, PA also absorbs moisture from atmosphere, resulting in an increase in 

volume. In FDM process, the printing temperature of PA filaments is very high, around 250°C, 

and the heated printing bed is also required to facilitate the adhesion of deposited PA filaments 

[105]. The shrinkage and warping of FDM printed PA often takes place. Li et al. [106] found 

that the FDM PA12 parts have significantly higher interface bonding performance than ABS 

benchmarks and also when the printing orientation was +45°/-45°, the FDM printed parts have 
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almost same UTS (Ultimate Tensile Strength) compared with specimens made by injection 

molding. Lederle et al. [107] employed nitrogen atmosphere as an inert printing environment to 

improve the printing results, the Nylon specimens achieved 30% improvement compare with 

common printing chamber, but further works like shrinkage measurements and water/oxygen 

contents analysis need to be implemented. Rahim [108] suggested a slower cooling rate during 

the PA and its composite printing process since less residual stress can be reached. This found 

matched with the inert gas printing atmosphere as a low cooling rate of the printed filament 

and this method also has potential application in other polymer and composite printing progress. 

2.3.1.3 Polypropylene (PP) 

PP is another potential polymer for AM. PP is produced by the polymerization of propylene 

and a semi-crystalline thermoplastic polymer with relatively low density (0.9-1.06g/m3). The 

application of PP is continuously expanding due to more grades of PP being developed by 

applying new catalysts, modified molecular or copolymers. The development of PP creates an 

opportunity to replace the polymers with higher cost such as PS, PC or TPE [95].  

A remarkable property of PP is that the available range of molecular weight, crystallinity, 

spherulite structure is significantly wide, therefore, the property of different PP varies 

considerably. Nonetheless, the glass transition temperature of PP is 0°C and the shrinkage 

coefficient of PP homopolymer is relatively high, that limits the impact resistance at sub-zero 

temperatures, although this limitation can be surmounted by using copolymerization process 

(such as copolymerize with ethylene) or applying as fibre reinforcement composites (such as 

glass fibres reinforced PP composites) [100].  

A wide range of properties available leads to massive applications for PP, such as packaging, 

adhesives, automobile insulation materials, furniture and household appliances. PP is still an 

emerging polymer in AM. Due to the relatively low melting temperature, the AM printing 

temperature of PP is around 165°C and heated printing bed is not necessary in FDM process 

[100]. The electrical insulating property of PP also limits the solubility during the dyeing 

process of filaments and static charges may be generated during printing, which can attract dust 

from the surrounding environment to the printed surface [105].  

2.3.1.4 Polycarbonate (PC) 

PC is also an ideal polymer for FDM process due to the high performance and AM PC is able 

to compensate the mechanical properties loss in the printing process. PC is an amorphous 

thermoplastic material, and the appearance of pure PC is crystal clear with high surface gloss. 
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It is also available for dyeing to any colours. In addition to the outstanding mechanical 

performance, the range of working temperature of PC is extremely wide, ranging from -150°C 

to 135°C. PC also offers the resistance of high-energy radiation [95].  

Therefore, the nozzle temperature can be relatively high (270-310°C) and the printing bed 

temperature is also high (90-110°C) for the prevention of warping [105]. In AM, PC-ABS blend 

is more often applied as this blend integrates the advantages from both PC and ABS, producing 

superior performance of combining high heat resistance, impact strength and tensile properties 

of PC with good flexural strength and various surface appeal of ABS [102]. Meanwhile, the 

biocompatibility of PC can be achieved by modification process, for instance, PC ISO (ISO-

1099-3 compliant) is biocompatible and an alternative for biomedical, pharmaceutical and food 

packaging fields with higher mechanical performance than AM printed ABS, i.e. being 33% 

and 59% higher in tensile and flexural strength respectively comparing the former with the 

latter [97,102]. 

PC is widely applied in many industrial sectors, where relatively thermal performance is 

required, such as insulation layer in the automobile hoods, hot water containers and housing of 

various lights due to its high working temperature. Helmets, automobile window glazing, and 

window panels can also be made by PC due to its high mechanical performance. Moreover, 

due to the optical clarity property, PC is being tried to take advantages in lighting projects or 

like screens. There are several disadvantages of PC, such as the chemical resistance is restricted 

by alkaline solutions and hydrocarbon solvents, susceptible to the stress cracking and high 

penetrability of CO2 [87,94].  

2.3.1.5 Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) 

Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) currently is one of the most applied thermoplastic polymer 

in the world with numerous applications, such as water bottles, clothing fibres and even 

engineering glass fibre reinforced PET composites. PET can be synthesized into amorphous or 

semi-crystalline polymer depending on the polymerization processes. The amorphous PET is 

transparent and semi-crystalline polymer may appear opaque or white depending on the degree 

of polymerization. The semi-crystalline PET has slightly higher hardness, stiffness and heat 

resistance than amorphous one [95]. The overall properties of PET are outstanding, the tensile 

strength is around 75 MPa which is significantly high in thermoplastic, other mechanical 

properties, such as hardness, stiffness, surface quality, chemical resistance and dimensional 

stabilities are also relatively high [99,102], except net resistant to alkalis, esters, oxidizing acids 
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and chlorinated hydrocarbons [95]. The range of serving temperature is from -40 to 100°C, 

which is suitable for various applications. 

The application of PET in AM is recently commercially available. The printing parameters and 

properties of PET are in the middle of PLA and ABS filaments; the printing temperature is 

slightly lower than ABS (200-240°C) and normally higher than PLA deposition (180-220°C) 

[88,101]. The heated printing platform is needed with mild temperature (50-75°C) [88]. 

Compared with printed PLA filaments, PET has better mechanical performance and durability 

(Table 3), PET is also easier to deposit than ABS filaments due to lower temperature needed 

and better viscosity in melt state (0.60-1.00 dl/g) [102]. Based on the viscosity property, the 

adhesion, shrinkage and warping of PET filaments are minimal. Nevertheless, during PET 

printing process, the temperature control is a critical procedure due to unstable printing 

temperature may result in different surface appearance of final parts and overheating of PET 

can also lead to brittleness. There is derivative polymer of PET called PETG, which is modified 

by glycol, popular in AM recently. There are several advantages of PETG than conventional 

PET; the PETG can remain its properties in high temperature without brittleness and the 

appearance of PETG is clearer than that of PET. However, the ultraviolet resistance of PETG 

is relatively poor [104,105]. 

In summary, the AM printing temperature is lowest for PP and highest for PA and ABS, so is 

the required bed temperature (Table 5). Although the tensile strength of the AM products seems 

to follow the trend of their density, which is the lowest for PP and highest for PET, the tensile 

modules behave differently (Table 5). Elongation is another interesting property, which is 

highest for PP products, but lowest for AM ABS. 

2.3.1.6 Poly-ether-ether-ketone (PEEK) 

As one of the most outstanding end-use semicrystalline engineering polymers, PEEK in 

additive manufacturing is one of the most popular sub-topic in AM industry. The magnificent 

properties like mechanical performance, lightweight, high temperature and chemical resistance 

of PEEK attract engineers and researchers from automobile, aerospace and biomedical 

industries. In 2007, AM fabricated PEEK was announced by Schmidt et al. [109] by the SLS 

process and then EOS released a commercial PEEK SLS printer [110]. But the application of 

SLS printed PEEK is widely limited since the cost of SLS producer. With the development of 

AM technologies, FDM process with higher processing temperature is applied to print PEEK 

filament become a solution to the AM fabricated PEEK. However, there are still plenty of 
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challenges for PEEK printing due to its high processing temperature, extrusion swelling and 

semicrystalline properties [111,112].  

The current common printing nozzle temperature of PEEK is 370 to 410 °C and a high 

temperature heated bed is necessary (120-150 °C) in FDM process [113]. Yang et al. [114] 

studied the effects of various processing parameters to the crystallinity and mechanical 

performance of printed PEEK, the crystallinity of printed PEEK is increased from 17% to 31% 

with the ambient temperature grows from 25-200°C, however the effect to mechanical 

performance is still unknown. The post-process of PEEK printing is also evaluated and the 

furnace cooling and annealing process could result in a higher crystallinity (36% and 38% 

respectively) [114]. From recent study, Wang et al. [115] give an optimizing printing parameter 

for PEEK, a 440 °C nozzle temperature, 20 mm/s printing speed and 0.1 mm layer thickness 

were suggested. A greater heat unit to ensure a proper melt of PEEK filament is also employed, 

but the printing chamber temperature which is supposed to act as an important role in PEEK 

printing hasn’t been disclosed. Another work from Deng et al. [116] applied lower printing 

temperature and higher speed (370°C and 60 mm/s), the results showed an unsatisfactory 

maximum tensile strength of 40 MPa when the infill rate was 40%. Plenty further studies are 

highly required in PEEK printing and optimize detailed printing features and mechanical 

performance to enhance the application range of 3D printed PEEK. 

2.3.2 Bio-based polymeric materials in AM 

In common with the popularity of bio-based polymers over traditional polymers, AM in the 

production of bio-based polymers becomes more and more attractive in both research 

community and commercial industrial sectors. The bio-based polymers can be classified either 

by the degradation methods or the basic origins. Based on the degradation method, the bio-

based polymers can be divided into hydrolytically degradable polymers and enzymatically 

degradable polymers [117]. A number of biopolymers currently employed in AM are discussed 

in the following sections. 

2.3.2.1 Polylactide or polylactic acid (PLA) 

PLA was firstly introduced in 1932 [118], but its application is restricted in medical industry 

due to limited production. The breakthrough of production in the late 1980s dwindled the cost 

and extended the applications of PLA, and currently wide commercial market and mass 

production earn itself as the substitution of petro-chemical polymers with a few of 

modifications [119]. The PLA and ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene) are currently two 
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materials used in commercial FDM 3-D printing technology [88]. PLA is typically used in 

medical field, food packaging and film or sheet appliance, it can be employed individually or 

as a copolymer with other synthetic or biopolymer [101]. When applying PLA in FDM process, 

PLA is easily malleable when heated, which is suitable for the extrusion process of filaments. 

Compared with ABS, PLA printing is commercially favourable due to its low printing 

conditions; Tm and print temperature for PLA AM are 150-200°C and 180-220°C respectively, 

while the print temperature for ABS is 210-250°C and, due to the amorphous structure, there 

is no specific melting temperature of ABS [88,101]. Apart from that, the heated platform in 

FDM process is not compulsory for AM PLA filaments and no fume is needed during heating 

and printing process for the commercial AM printing of PLA. However, PLA is suffered from 

occasionally clog or jam in orifice during printing process due to expansion of heated PLA. 

The storage of PLA should also be concerned due to hygroscopic properties. In medical 

industry, PLA has been employed as sutures, drug delivery, orthopedic implants from 1970s 

[101]. It is applied in AM to blend and copolymerise other biodegradable or non-degradable 

materials in tissue engineering field [120,121]. 

2.3.2.2 Polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs) 

PHAs are a series of bio-based polymers which are synthesized by conventional poly-

condensation reactions like microbial fermentation [118,122]. Poly(b-hydroxybutyrate) (PHB) 

is one of the polyesters in this series, which is an attractive and potential bio-based 

thermoplastic polymer. It’s a more environmentally friendly material which can be easily 

degraded by bacteria in water and CO2 condition [123]. Two main drawbacks of PHA and PHB 

is their brittleness and poor thermal stability (degradation under 250°C) [118,124,125]. Poly(3-

hydroxybutyrate-co-3-hydroxyvalerate) (PHBV), which is the copolymer of hydroxyalkanoate 

(HA) and 3-hydroxybutyrate (3HB) units, is synthesized by Monsanto as the commercial name 

Biopol [123]. The PHB and PHBV are applied in automobile oil tank, paper painting materials, 

packaging materials and films for decades [126,127]. PHAs have also been concerned by 

researchers in AM, especially in biomedical fields due to its biodegradability and 

biocompatibility [128-130]. Unlike other materials, PHB can be applied in AM process without 

blending with other additives. In SLS process, PHB powder is chemical stable after a 32.5-

hour process [129,130]. The PHBV has also been formulated with calcium phosphate (Ca-P) to 

fabricate nanocomposite scaffolds by using SLS process [131]. In addition to the medical 

applications, AM PHAs for other applications is implemented. For instance, Wu et al. [132] 

fabricated a green composite which combined PHA with treated palm fibre (TPF) by using 
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commercial FDM AM printer. Maleic anhydride (MA) was added to increase the adhesion 

between matrix PHA and TPF. The PHA-g-MA/TPF composite has been proven to have better 

mechanical properties than pure PHA. Commercial AM PHA composites have also emerged, 

Adafruit [133] used PLA/PHA copolymers to combine with various materials, such as the 

recycled bamboo, bronze particle and bronze particle, but the main purpose of these composites 

is for a better composite appearance. 

2.3.2.3 Polyecaprolactone (PCL) 

PCL, like PLA, is applicable for AM production. PCL is a partially crystalline biodegradable 

polymer which is produced by ring-opening polymerization process of crude oil. The physical 

properties of PCL include good resistance to water, solvent and oil, low melting point (60°C), 

and low viscosity [118,122]. The mechanical properties of PCL in room temperature are 

moderate, which is between those of LDPE (low density polyethylene) and HDPE (high density 

polyethylene) [122]. Conventionally, PCL can be applied to mix with starch to fabricate trash 

bags. PCL in combination with fibre, such as cellulose or nonwovens, is also applied to make 

incontinence products, scrub-suits or bandage [118]. PCL, like other biodegradable polymers, 

has been certified to be a solution in tissue engineering for decade, it is usually employed by 

copolymers of such as PCL/PLA blend scaffolds, PCL/hydroxyapatite (HA) and PCL/alginate 

hydrogel [134-137]. 

2.3.2.4 Polyglycolic acid (PGA) 

PGA, like PLA, is another poly(𝛼-hydroxy esters) for possible AM production. PGA has one 

of the highest melting point in biodegradable polyesters and relative high mechanical properties 

[101,138]. It has been applied in medical industry as PGA/PLA copolymers since 1970s [139]. 

However, PGA is less hydrophobic compared with PLA due to PLA has the -CH3 side groups 

intercalation and poor hydrolysis resistance. These drawbacks lead PGA to copolymer 

applications [102].  

2.4 Reinforced composites in AM  

2.4.1 Particle reinforced composites in AM 

Currently, one popularity in the development of AM technologies is reinforced composite 

printing as AM printed pure polymers have in general lower mechanical properties than the 

products fabricated by cast moulding (CM). The application of AM particle reinforced 

composite is more popular than that of AM fibre reinforced composites, as the former is easily 
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to be mixed, has less void, better interfacial binding and low cost. The combination of particles 

and matrix materials is extensive and current main combinations can be summarised in Table. 

6. Reinforced particles are employed depending on the required properties of end products, for 

example, applying glass beads and iron powders as reinforcement to improve tensile strength 

and modulus [140,141], the aluminium or aluminium oxide (Al2O3) to enhance the wear 

resistance property [142], the alumina, ceramics or tungsten particles to boost dielectric 

permittivity of materials [143-145]. Various AM processes have been employed to fabricate the 

composites, such as FDM, SLS, SLA and 3DP.  

Table 6 Combination of particle reinforced composites 

Particle-matrix AM 

technology 

Targeted property reinforcement Ref. 

Nylon-11/glass beads SLS Enhanced tensile strength and modulus  [140] 

ABS/Iron, ABS/copper FDM enhanced tensile modulus, thermal conductivity [141,146] 

Nylon-6/Al/Al2O3 FDM Higher wear resistance, lower coefficient of 

friction 

[142] 

UV-cured-

resin/Alumina 

SLA Enhanced dielectric permittivity [143] 

Acrylate resins/micro-

diamond 

SLA Improved heat transfer [147] 

ABS/BaTiO3, 

ABS/Ba0.64Sr0.36TiO3, 

PP/CaTiO3 

FDM Enhanced dielectric permittivity and more 

controllable resonance frequency 

[144] 

ABS/BaTiO3 FDM Enhanced dielectric permittivity and adjustable 

effective permittivity 

[148] 

PC/tungsten FDM Enhanced dielectric permittivity, Increased 

storage modulus and impact resistance  

[145] 

ABS/TiO2 FDM Increased tensile properties but brittleness [149] 

ABS/TPE FDM Decreased anisotropy in different printing 

orientation samples 

[150] 

 

The study on the microstructure of the composites manufactured by AM is crucial to the overall 

performance of the composite. Khatri et al. [151] developed magnetic functional composite 

which was the ABS polymer matrix filled by stainless steel powder, the filler content in the 

composite was up to 40 vol.% and turned out that the composite had improved magnetic 
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functions but more brittle than pure ABS polymer. Fig. 5 reveals the cross-section microscopic 

photos of the composites with different filler contents, the distribution of particle powder is 

appreciably homogeneous but partial uniformities are still inevitable. This could result in 

porosity and stress concentrations which are also proven by afterward tensile tests, nevertheless, 

the variations of tensile strength and Young’s modulus are not constantly descending which 

need further study to demonstrate that whether these are system errors. Similarly, Nikzad et al. 

[141] applied copper and iron powders reinforced ABS binder composites in FDM process 

which the uniformed powder distribution and decrease of tensile stresses are also reported in 

iron powder composites. Fig. 6 indicated the iron/ABS composite SEM image, further studies 

in microstructures are needed regarding the mechanism of incremental composite thermal 

conductivity. Good homogeneous distributions of particles, good interface of particle-matrix, 

boundary among printed filaments should be further investigated.  

Kokkinis et al. [152] applied low magnetic fields in a multi-nozzle FDM platform which can 

control the filler particle orientations, the magnetized alumina platelets used as reinforcement 

and the purpose of this study is to achieve enhanced properties in specific directions. Shemelya 

et al. [145] fabricated tungsten reinforced polycarbonate composite specimens by FDM 

technology for x-ray shielding purpose, the filler contents were fabricated incrementally which 

filling 1wt%, 3wt% and 5wt% (0.1vt%, 0.2vt% and 0.3vt%) of tungsten powder compared with 

pure PC polymer. Fig. 7 [145] shows the scanning electron microscopy figure of tungsten 

particles in crack hackle region (a) and craze cracking area (b). The highlights indicate that the 

fractures tend to propagate around the tungsten particles, but this situation is more like a defect 

point than a cracking origin due to no shows of characteristic mirror and mist zones in the 

figure, this implied that the tungsten particles are acted as defects in fracture morphology. The 

result of composite samples is aggressive with a 10% increment in x-ray shielding (0.3vt% 

tungsten content) and unharmed electromagnetic properties, mechanical properties of 

composite are also positive with an increased storage modulus [145].  
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Fig. 6 Cross-section microscopic photos of stainless steel powder reinforced composites ((a) Pure ABS, 

(b) 10 vol. %, (c) 20 vol. %, (d) 30 vol. %; and (e) 40 vol. %.) 

 

 

Fig. 7 Microstructure of Iron powder reinforced ABS composite 
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Fig. 8 High magnification of tungsten particles in a crack hackle region (a) and a region of high craze 

cracking (b) show that crack propagation passes around the tungsten particles 

 

Polymer composites which contain a minority content of inorganic powders have also been 

developed diffusely due to versatile functional and mechanical properties, in contrast of iron 

powder filled polymer composites, inorganic powder fillers like ceramics can also provide 

tailored dielectricity via AM technologies. In the work of Chung and Das [140], SLS (selective 

laser sintering) technology was employed to build glass bead reinforced Nylon-11 composite 

201 4/08/21 16:53 D3.3 x1 .5k 50 um 
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by stepwise composition gradients of glass bead (10% increments). The glass bead particle was 

sieved to a majority 45-63 µm size range and homogeneously distributed by applying a rotary 

tumbler. The test result of mechanical properties significantly shows growth in mean tensile 

and compressive modulus. SEM microscopic shown in Fig. 8, the black spots which 

highlighted for example are voids in the composite. The 20% glass beads composite sample 

seems has minimized voids observationally. There are also interesting alignments (marked red 

dotted lines) of the voids in 10% and 30% glass beads content, the reason is not mentioned but 

the voids may be easier generated at the interlayer bonding area, higher magnification ratio 

should be applied to further study the relationship between particle fraction and porosity of 

composite. Isakov et al. [144] investigated the interfacial boundary of two printed filaments 

(ABS/PP copolymer matrix and ABS/Ba0.64Sr0.36TiO3 composite) which is fabricated by FDM 

process, shown in Fig. 9. The filler content is 30 vol.%, micro-voids were found in both side 

and the distribution of Ba0.64Sr0.36TiO3 particles is reasonably homogeneous.  

 

Fig. 9 SEM micrographs of each composition in the fabricated Nylon-11/Glass beads specimen by SLS 

process, and SEM micrographs of composition of interfaces in the fabricated specimen 

 

 

Nylon-11 + 
10% Glass beads 

Pure Nylon-11 

12.7mm 

OI 

bl 
3 
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Fig. 10 SEM images of printed ABS + 30 vol.% filled Ba0.64Sr0.36TiO3, a: boundary between ABS and 

ABS/ Ba0.64Sr0.36TiO3 composite; b: distribution of the Ba0.64Sr0.36TiO3 particles in composite 

 

Kalsoom et al. [147] applied SLA technology to fabricate a composite which consists of acrylate 

resins as matrix and micro-diamond (2-4 µm) as reinforcement to achieve an outstanding heat 

transfer rate, the micro-diamond particle reinforcement concentration is limited to 30% (w/v) 

for minimum resin adhesion. The SEM images given shows that the distribution of micro-

diamond particle is hardly agglomerated, the less contact among the particle lead to a poor heat 

transfer in a relatively low micro-diamond content (less than 25 % w/v) but there is a dramatic 

improvement of heat transfer efficiency in 30% (w/v) particle concentration due to 

considerably more connected particles. 

Despite the metal and nonmetal powder employed as filler, more tailored, functional and 

potential composites could be developed by AM processes, other composites which contain 

both metal and ceramic powder were also studied due to some merits like high temperature 

service ability, high strength, high wear and corrosion resistance. Boparai et al. [142] proposed 

a low-cost composite which has better wear resistance than pure polymers. The composite 

applied Al and Al2O3 as reinforcements in Nylon 6 matrix which the Al has self-lubricated 

function and Al2O3 is more applied in grinding tools as abrasive. The composite sample were 

investigated compare with pure ABS polymer, Fig. 10 [142] shows the microstructures of 

samples after stand wear test, the composite samples show fewer abrasive grooves especially 

continuous grooves due to the present of Al2O3 (large particles), voids are also present but 

l()jlm 
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mostly due to the rupture of filler particles. Further morphology of the surface of tested 

specimens may need to be investigated by higher magnification. The result of wear test was 

affirmative that the composite samples have higher wear resistance than ABS polymer, but 

more comparative studies may be needed to optimize composition of filler content and other 

polymer materials may also be added into reference material.  

 

Fig. 11 SEM images of Al/Al2O3/Nylon 6 composites compare with ABS polymer after wear test ((a), 

ABS polymer, (b) composition 1, (c) composition 2, (d) composition 3) 

 

2.4.2 Nanofiller composite in AM 

The development of nanofillers applied on AM fabrication process growing fast recently. 

Nanofiller polylmer composite can provide decent improvement in specific properties like 

mechanical performance, electrical conductivity, thermal and dimensional stability [153]. 

Graphene oxide, carbon nanotubes, nanoclay and nanocellulose etc. act as nanofiller reinforced 

composite are investigated by researchers in recent years. 

Graphene known as a carbon allotrope, has been a popular research subject since the properties 

enhancement it provided, which including mechanical [154-157], thermal [158-161], electrical, 

thermal and optical properties. The AM graphene polymer composite can be fabricated by 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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different AM processes like SLS and FDM, limited studies on SLA since the UV light during 

fabrication may be blocked by graphene particle and deteriorate the polymerization [162]. To 

maintain the dimension and performance of printed parts, the graphene content is suggested 

under 5wt% [163]. Lin et al. [164] successfully fabricated graphene oxide (GO) composite by 

SLA process and improved tensile properties was shown when the GO content is only 0.2 wt%, 

the tensile strength and elongation increased 62% and 13% respectively. More studies 

investigated graphene and GO polymer composite via FDM process since an enhanced aligned 

orientation of reinforcement is offered. Gao et al. [165] mixed graphene nanoplatelets (GNP) 

and PLA polymer and fabricated via a multilayer coextrusion technique, the result shows a 

significant improvement in tensile modulus (120%) when the GNP content was 1 wt%. Zhu et 

al. [166] composited GNP with PA12 and achieved similar outcome that ˃50% maximum 

increase in elastic modulus but the elongation at break dropped substantially. Soft polymer like 

PU can also be composited with graphene, a respectively 14% and 28% increase in flexural 

modulus and fracture toughness was achieved when the addition of graphene was 0.5 wt% [167]. 

As one of the strongest materials in the world, carbon nanotubes (CNT) are a derivative from 

2D graphene sheet with considerable aspect ratio and carbon-carbon covalent bond, offers high 

potential to high-end industries which required remarkable mechanical, conductive 

performance. Past research investigated CNT polymer composite via various AM processes 

like FDM, SLA and SLS. Research regarding the mechanical performance of AM CNT and 

reinforced polymer composite are summarized and shown in Table 7. Bai et al. [168] printed 

and analysed CNT/PA12 nanocomposite via a commercial SLS printer and the result of testing 

shows a dramatically enhance in Young’s modulus, a decent dispersion of CNT was also 

observed due to the shear thinning effect. Similar in FDM process CNT printing, printed 

samples can be improved in mechanical properties by a small addition of CNT filler, but the 

ductility of CNT composite is ambiguous from different studies. The reason may be due to the 

different preparation processes applied, then the dispersion and distribution of CNT in the 

composite raw material are unpredictable. An excessive wear in the brass nozzle orifice of 

FDM printer was found and it may lead to an inhomogeneous CNT distribution (shown in Fig. 

11), an alternative stainless steel nozzle should be applied and investigated  [169]. 
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Table 7 Studies on nanofiller reinforced composite in AM 

AM 

Technique 

Matrix 

material 

Nanofiller 

content 

Mechanical characteristic Testing Ref 

SLS PA12 0.1 wt% and 0.2 

wt% of CNT 

16.9% (0.1 wt%) and 20% (0.2 wt% 

enhancement in elastic modulus 

Dynamic mechanical 

analysis (DMA) 
 [168] 

SLS PA12 0.5 wt% CNT UTS: 86 MPa to 94 MPa (10% improvement); 

Elongation: 11% to 9%; 12% increase in 

storage modulus  

Tensile testing and 

DMA 
 [170] 

FDM PLA 0.1 wt%, 0.2 

wt%, 0.5 wt% of 

graphene and 

MWCNT 

47% increase in UTS and 17% in Young’s 

modulus when 0.2 wt% of graphene; 41% 

increase in UTS and 26% in Young’s modulus 

when 0.1 wt% of MWCNT; 

Elongation decrease in both graphene and 

MWCNT samples. 

Tensile testing, Izod 

impact testing, 

differential scanning 

calorimetry (DSC) 

 [171] 

FDM PLA 0.1 wt%, 0.3 

wt%, 0.5 wt% 

and 1 wt% CNT 

Different printing parameters like layer 

thickness, infill content, infill 

pattern/orientation were studied, only shown 1 

wt% reinforcement lead to an improved tensile 

strength, increased Young’s modulus shown in 

all CNT contents; 

Honeycomb infill pattern shows larger increase 

in thermal stability and mechanical properties.  

Tensile testing, DSC, 

thermomechanical 

analysis (TMA) 

 [172] 

FDM ABS Mixing 15%  

MWCNT and 5 

wt%, Proprietary 

Dispersion 

Additive; 

Coated with 5 

wt% of MWCNT 

51% tensile strength increase in coated 

MWCNT, 25.6% increase in mixing sample; 

Elongation increased observed (4.1% to coated 

4.5% and mixing 5.65%); 

30% increase in flexural strength in coated 

MWCNT, 17% increase in mixing sample. 

Tensile and flexural 

testing 
 [173] 

FDM ABS 1 wt% of 

MWCNT, SiO2, 

MMT 

(montmorillonite) 

and CaCO3 

All printed samples had increased mechanical 

performance than pure printed ABS.  

Maximum increase happened in nano-

MMT/ABS which the tensile strength improved 

25.8% and 17.1% increase in flexural strength. 

Tensile and flexural 

testing, Vicat 

softening temperature 

measurement,  

 [174] 

FDM PBT 0.49 wt% of CNT 

and 5.2 wt% 

graphene 

PBT/CNT is 28% higher in storage modulus 

than PBT/graphene, PBT/graphene has higher 

crystallinity 

DSC, DMA, X-ray 

scattering, Electrical 

conductivity analysis, 

Morphological 

analysis, ther-

mogravimetric 

analysis (TGA) 

 [169] 

FDM TPU 4 wt% of CNT 0.55% increase in maximum resistance, 0.65% 

decrease after 1000 cycles. 

Single beam type 

sensor testing 
[175] 

Liquid 

deposition 

modeling 

(LDM) 

PLA 1 wt% of 

MWCNT, 

25/30/35 wt% of 

PLA in 

dichloromethane 

solution. 

The optimized printing window is given when 

the printing speed is 0.1mm/s and shear rate is 

10 s-1, by applying 30 wt% concentration PLA. 

Rheometer [176] 
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Fig. 12 Comparison of brass nozzle orifice graphs given by optical microscope and SEM image of part 

printed by worn nozzle. (a) unused nozzle. (b) nozzle when print around 10cm of filament. (c) ~1.5 m 

filament printed. (d) SEM image of PBTG composite printed with an abraded nozzle. 

 

Substantial nanofillers polymer composite have been fabricated and investigated for versatile 

potential applications. Smectite family nanocomposite like nanoclay is derived from 

montmorillonite (MMT) which also has high aspect ratio (˃50) [177] like CNTs but the natural-

based and considerably low cost. Specific features can be offered by nanoclay like improved 

permittivity [178] and mechanical performance [174,179]. Francis and Jain [180] found that there 

is an optimized 94.9% decrease in surface roughness when 1 wt% of nanoclay reinforced with 

ABS polymer. The 5wt% addition of nano SiO2 filler increased the sterolithography resin by 

20.6% and 65.1% in tensile strength and modulus repectively in SLA process [181]. Nanofillers 

composite can also be employed into shape memory material which are available in various 

responsive actuation sources like light, humidity, magnetic field and electric [182,183].  
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2.4.3 Fibre reinforced composites in AM 

2.4.3.1 Inorganic fibres reinforced composites in AM 

FDM process is one of the few available printing processes which are able to fabricate both 

short and continuous fibre reinforced composites [29]. Commonly, the fibres applied in 

composites are glass and carbon fibres to improve mechanical performance. In fibre reinforced 

composite, fibre orientation, interfacial bonding and voids significantly influence the properties 

of final AM composites. Almost all studies show that the interfacial bonding and [184] voids of 

AM printed composites are poor compared to CM composites [185]. Table 8 summarized the 

diversity of recent works on fibre reinforced composite in AM-FDM process. 
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Table 8 Summary of recent fibre reinforced composite research in AM-FDM 

Matrix Fibre Printing 

Parameters 

Fibre 

Content 

Printing 

Orientati

on 

Testing 

Standard 

Mechanical Properties Result Highlights Remark Ref 

PLA Chopped short 

carbon fibre 

(~60µm) 

NT: 190°C; BT: 

70°C;LT: 0.3 mm, 

PS: 50 mm/s 

15% 0°, 90°, ±45° ASTM D638-10, 

Tensile 

ASTMD3518-13, 

Shear 

TS: 53.4 MPa, TM: 7541 MPa (0°); 

TS: 35.4 MPa, TM: 3920 MPa (90°) 

SS: 18.9 MPa, SM: 1268 MPa (±45°); 

TM increased approximately 2.2 times than 

PLA, Reduced TS in both 0° and 90° 

Voids happened when NT was 

220°C 
 [185] 

ABS Chopped short 

carbon fibre (3.2 

mm length, up to 

0.4 mm after 

premix) 

NT: 205°C; BT: 

85°C;ND: 0.5 mm 

LT: 0.2 mm 

10%, 20%, 

30%, 40% 

0° ASTM D638 Type V TS and TM increased with fibre contents; FDM ABS has 

higher TS than CM ABS; Voids increased with fibre 

content and poor bonding between fibre and matrix 

High orientation with printing direction and 

severe porosity in FDM samples;  

The nozzle orifice clogging was also found 

when fibre content was 40% 

Triangular gap between 

printed thread decreased in 

FDM ABS-CF samples as 

enhanced thermal conductivity 

and less die-swell. 

 [186] 

ABS Short carbon 

fibre, carbon 

nanotube (CNT) 

BT: 110°C; 

LT: 0.18, 0.24, 0.3 

mm; PS: 60, 80, 100 

mm/s 

8%, 15% 0°, 90°, ±45° ASTM 

D3518/D3518M−13, 

in-plane shear; 

D3039/D3039M-14, 

tensile; 

ASTM D3846-08, 

double notch shear 

TS: 27.69, 29.64, 39.05 MPa (0°); 

23.95, 29.20, 29.23 MPa (±45°); 

22.31, 21.46, 13.74 MPa (90°); 

TM: 2445, 2522, 5899 MPa (0°); 

2061, 2196, 2830 MPa (±45°); 

1952, 2017, 2193 MPa (90°); 

Double notch shear strengh decrease with increase of PS 

and LT; 

Porosity of FDM ABS, CNT/ABS and 

CF/ABS: 

0°: 0.82%, 0.85%, 4.18%; 

±45°: 0.49, 2.39, 8.54%; 

90°: 1.87, 1.39, 6.93%; 

less voids at the bottom; 

  

Main failure mode is poor 

fibre-matrix bonding; 

Triangular gap increased with 

the presence of CF. 

 [187] 

ABS Short carbon fibre 

(150 µm and 100 

µm) 

NT: 230 °C, ND: 0.35 

mm, LT: 0.2 mm, PS: 

20 mm/s to 25 mm/s, 

3, 5, 7.5 10, 

15 wt% 

±45° ASTM D638-10, 

Tensile 

ASTM D790-10, 

Flexural 

Maximum TS is 42 MPa when 5% of fibre, almost no 

increase in 10% and 15%; 

Greater increase in TM when 5% and 7.5% than other 

fibre contents; 

Ductility reduced 33.8% when fibre content is 10%; 

Longer fibre result in higher TS and TM; 

Minor increase in flexural properties. 

The greatest porosity was 9.04% when the 

fibre content is 10%, and it dropped to 3.27% 

when increased to 15% of fibre; 

Significant larger 

improvement in tensile and 

flexural modulus than increase 

in strength. 

 [188] 

PP Short carbon fibre 

(250 µm average) 

NT: 230 °C, BT: 

70 °C, CT: 55 °C, 

ND: 0.6 mm, LT: 0.25 

mm, PS: 28.3 mm/s 

(first layer) and 56.6 

mm/s, 

10, 15,20 

vt% 

0°, 90°, 

0°/90° and 

±45° 

EN ISO 178, flexural 

EN ISO 179-1, impact 

ISO 22007-2, thermal 

conductivity 

FS: 74.2 Mpa (0°), 36.5 Mpa (90°), 51.4 Mpa (0°/90°) and 

44.5 Mpa ( ±45°); 

FM: 5.60 Gpa (0°), 1.65 GPa (90°), 3.39 GPa (0°/90°) and 

1.92 GPa ( ±45°); 

TS and TM of 10%CF/PP increased more than 100% and 

400% repectively than neat PP speciments, the strain at 

yield reduced 50%; 

90°, 0°/90° neat PP speciments have dramatically lower 

impact energy than 0° and ±45°, the CF/PP specimens 

have reduced impact energy than all PP samples. 

CF/PP specimens tended to less in wraping 

and oozing than neat PP since the highly 

orientated CF distribution; 

Maleic anhydride modification proved to 

improve matrix-fibre interface 

Thermal conductivity of composite can be 

altered by various printing orientations. 

A fabrication of PP/CF 

composite extrusion and 

printing with ease may bring 

wider application to AM fibre 

composites. 

 [189] 

PLA Continuous 

carbon fibre 

(1000 fibres 

bundle) 

NT: 180-240 °C, 

LT: 0.3-0.8 mm, 

PS: 100-600mm/min, 

Maximum 

27% (varied 

with 

different 

0° ISO 14125:1998 Flexual strength increased with PT, and decreased 

dramatically with LT and hatch spacing. PS has an 

insignificant impact to the flexural properties. 

The parameters like LT were suggested to 0.4 

mm - 0.6 mm and hatch spacing was ~0.6 mm 

recommended, optimized fibre content of 

Voids within the fibre bundles 

and poor interfacial bonding 

between fibre and PLA 

polymer. 

 [190] 
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Hatch Spacing: 0.4-

1.8 mm 

printing 

parameters) 

27% can leat to a 335 MPa of flexural strength 

and 30GPa of flexural modulus. 

PLA Continuous 

carbon/jute fibre 

NT: 210 °C,BT: 

80 °C,LT: ~1 mm,PT: 

60 mm/s,ND: 1.4 mm  

CF: 6.6 

vt%,JF: 6.1 

vt% 

0° JIS K 7162  CF/PLA: TS: 185.2 Mpa, TM: 19.5 Gpa; tensile strain-to-

failure: 0.95%, FS: 133 Mpa, FM: 5.93 Gpa, flexural 

strain-to-failure: 4.09%JF/PLA: TS: 57.1 Mpa, TM: 5.11 

Gpa. 

Insufficient bonding between fibre and matrix 

polymer in both carbon and jute composite; 

Voids were reported among printed filaments; 

Higher fibre content up to 

approximately 40-50 vt% was 

propoesd to improve the 

performance. 

 [191] 

PLA Continuous 

aramid fibre 

NT: 180 °C, 

PS: 1 mm/s, 

LT: 0.15 mm (0.2 mm 

in first layer), 

ND: 1 mm, 

8.6 vt% (9.5 

wt%) 

0°, 90° Not mentioned TS: 203 Mpa, TM: 9.34 Gpa and 1.54 Gpa (0° and 90° 

repectively), SM: 1.54 Gpa, ultimate tensile strain: 3.3%. 

499% and 186% increase in TS and TM 

repectively compared with PLA specimens; 

The estimated TM when fibre orientation is 

90°, was significantly higher than 

experimental result since the poor 

interlaminar bonding strength. 

The co-feeding of polymer 

filament and fibre bundle can 

lead to a decent deposition but 

the feed and movement rate are 

severely limited. 

 [192] 

Nylon Continuous 

carbon/glass/Kevl

ar fibre 

NT: 263 °C, 

BT: RT, 

LT: 0.1 mm (0.125 

mm in CF) 

CF: 11 vt%, 

KF: 8 and 10 

vt% 

GF: 8 and 10 

vt% 

Concentric 

and Isotropic 

pattern 

ASTM D3039, tensile 

ASTM 790, flexural 

CF: TS: 216 Mpa, TM: 7.73 Gpa, Elongation at break: 

4.22 %, FS: 250.23 Mpa, FM: 13.02 Gpa; 

KF: 164 Mpa, TM: 4.37 Gpa, Elongation at break: 4.98 %, 

FS: 125.80 Mpa, FM: 6.65 Gpa; 

GF: 206 Mpa, TM: 3.75 Gpa, Elongation at break: 8.42 %, 

FS: 125.80 Mpa, FM: 6.65 Gpa;  

Delamination failure in some specimens; 

Concentric pattern has slightly lower 

performance than Isotropic (6 and 9% lower 

TS and 20 and 21% lower TM in GF and KF 

repectively); 

Porosity increased with the content of fibre 

and limit the increase in mechanical 

performance of final parts; 

Compare with conventional 

way, AM fibre reinforced 

composite have significant 

higher porosity since the 

absence of vacuum 

environment. 

 [193] 

Nylon Continuous 

carbon/glass/Kevl

ar fibre 

NT: 273 °C (232 °C in 

fibre layers), 

BT: RT, 

LT: 0.1 mm (0.125 

mm in CF) 

~27.2 vt% 

(Type A) and 

~73.2 vt% 

(Type B) 

Isotropic ISO 14130, shear SS:  

CF: 22.19 Mpa (Type A), 31.94 Mpa (Type B); 

KF: 13.65 MPa (Type A), 14.28 Mpa (Type B); 

GF: 13.87 Mpa (Type A), 20.99 Mpa (Type B). 

Nylon: 10.19 Mpa (0.1 mm layer), 9.79 Mpa (0.125 mm 

layer), 9.33 Mpa (0.2 mm layer). 

KF specimens shows greatest delamination 

and the SS of all the printed composite still 

dramatically lower than conventional pre-

preg composite; 

The improvement in SS of 

continuously fibre is 

significantly lower than the 

increase in TS and FS. 

 [194] 

Nylon Continuous 

carbon fibre  

ND: 0.4 mm, 

LT: 0.15 mm, 

Hatch Spacing: 0.8-

1.0 mm 

33 vt% 4 pattern 

designs  with 

0° shell and 

five 0°/90° 

bottom 

layers 

JIS K 7017: 1999, 

flexural, 

JIS K 7165: 2008, 

tensile 

Rhombus and rectangle pattern had superior mechanical 

performance than honeycomb pattern; 

Bending result shows significantly lower than carculated 

maximum load due to poor interface bonding 

performance; 

Tensile failure happened at the interface between bottom 

and designed pattern layers. 

The surface roughness of printed CF 

reinforced composite was dramatically lower 

than neat PLA polymer; 

Poor interface adhesions facilitate the low 

experimental result when compared with 

theoretical calculations. 

The machanical performance 

of specimens were mainly 

dependent on the bottom solid 

layers rather than the designed 

infill patterns. 

 [195] 

Nylon Continuous and 

short carbon fibre 

(~0.1 mm) 

NT: 260 °C 

BT: RT, 

LT: 0.125 mm (0.2 

mm in short fibre), 

ND: 0.4 mm, 

PS: 6.90 cm3/hr 

(Nylon), 2.39 cm3/hr 

(Fibre) 

27 vt% 

(continuous)

, 

6 wt% 

(short) 

0° 

(Concentric 

and 

Isotropic),  

±45° 

ASTM D638, tensile, 

ASTM D7264, 

flexural, 

ASTM D3518, shear 

Short CF fibre:  

TS: 33.5 Mpa, TM: 1.85 Gpa, FS: 55.3 Mpa, FM: 3 Gpa, 

SS: 19 Mpa, SM: 0.31 Gpa; 

Continuous CF fibre:  

TS: 726 Mpa, TM: 46.9 Gpa, FS: 363.8 Mpa, FM: 31.2 

Gpa, SS: 23.4 Mpa, SM: 1.7 Gpa. 

Short fibre has lower porosity (1.1%)than 

continuous CF (9% ). 

Desired printing properties 

were suggested for 3D printing 

fibre reinforced composite 

filament. 

 [184] 
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Nylon Continuous 

carbon fibre  

NT: 250 °C, 

BT: 120 °C, 

LT: 0.2 mm, 

ND: 0.4 mm, 

2, 4, 6, 8 and 

10wt% 

0°, 90° ASTM D638–10, 

tensile 

ISO 14125: 1998, 

flexural 

ISO 180–2000, shear 

TS improved from 46.4 Mpa to 93.8 Mpa with the 

increase of fibre content and TM also enhanced 

significantly (from 0.98 Gpa to 3.58GPa), elongation at 

break dropped from 192.1% to 8.1%; 

FS improved from 35.6 Mpa to 124.9 Mpa with the 

increase of fibre content and FM also enhanced 

significantly (from 1.18 Gpa to 5.26 GPa). 

Impact strength reduced in lower fibre contents (2,4,6 and 

8 wt%) compared with neat Nylon specimen but slightly 

improved when content of fibre was 10 wt%. 

The printing orientation design can lead to a 

significant discrepancy in thermal 

conductivity (up to 277.8% of increase). 

A self-fabricated continuous 

CF composite shown greatly 

improvement in mechanical 

performance and thermal 

conductivity. 

 [196] 

Thermopla

stic 

polymide 

(TPI) 

Short and 

continuous 

carbon fibre 

NT: 395 °C, 

LT: 0.9 mm, 

ND: 1.0 mm, 

PS: 5 mm/s. 

Short: 5 wt%  0° ISO527-2:1993, 

tensile, 

ISO14125:1998, 

flexural 

TS:  

Short fibre TPI: 23.8 MPa, pure TPI: 31.8 MPa, 

continuous and short fibre TPI: 214% of pure TPI; 

FS:  

Short fibre TPI: 36.6 MPa, pure TPI: 47.4 MPa, 

continuous and short fibre TPI: 83.4 MPa. 

Increased drying time of filament helped to 

reduce the porosity; 

Printed TPI specimen has considerably poorer 

mechanical performance than injection 

moulded parts; 

Higher porosity in short fibre TPI and result 

in lower strength than pure TPI specimens. 

Novel separated (both short 

and continuous fibres) 

reinforced FDM printing was 

introduced and the novel 

applied matrix of TPI polymer.  

 [197] 
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Both the short and continuous fibre reinforced composite have shown the common 

enhancement in mechanical performance especially continuous carbon fibres. Other 

properties like thermal conductivity and energy absorption capacity also have 

substantial improvement from some research [189,190,196]. The geometric accuracy 

also be improved in short fibre composites since the presence of orientated fibre 

facilitate the elimination of warpage [189]. However, several drawbacks raised like high 

porosity, anisotropy and poor inter-laminar adhesion. The length of chopped fibre is 

also limited due to the printing orifice diameter which is commonly 0.4 mm to 0.8 mm, 

the maximum length of short reported is 0.4 mm printed by a 0.5 mm nozzle which the 

nozzle clogging happened when fibre content reached 40% [186]. The restricted aspect 

ratio of fibre limits the improvement in mechanical performance but a decent 

processability reported may lead short fibre reinforced composite printing to wide range 

of applications [189]. 

Continuous fibre reinforced composites drew more attention by researchers recently 

due to remarkable improvement in mechanical performance. The printer layout shown 

in Fig. 12 [185], highly aligned fibre distribution offers superior tensile performance 

than 6061-T6 Aluminium [198]. Part of research studied mechanical properties based 

on commercial MarkForged continuous fibre composite printer or filaments [184,193-

195] which generally obtained greater mechanical performance. The tensile and flexural 

properties have been enhanced exponentially, but the impact and shear strength 

reported minor or reduced in continuous fibre composite [192,194,196]. Different 

reinforcement design was investigated such as sandwich structures (combination with 

polymer layers) [193,194] and various infill pattern designs [184,193,195]. Similar with 

short fibre composite printing, poor interlaminar adhesion, high porosity and anisotropy 

have been reported as a common limitation in continuous fibre composite printing. 

Some acute angel printing is inherently limited to print in continuous fibres [192]. The 

modification of fibre surface was also reported to contribute to the development of 

interfacial bonding [186]. It is apparent that the modified fibre surface and matrix 

bonding ability are two of the most parameters for optimizing the performance of both 

short and continuous fibre reinforced composite fabricated by FDM process. 
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Fig. 13 Continuous CFRP printing and fibre distributions 

 

2.4.3.1.1 Fibre-matrix interfacial bonding in 3D printing composite 

Zhang et al. [187] and Ferreira et al. [185] observed the microscopic cross-sectional 

pictures of the short CF-ABS and CF-PLA filaments and indicated the voids in the 

commercial filament existed before printing process but there are no specific 

explanations that how this type of porosity is generated. It is also reported that the pores 

in the printing filament are more concentrated in the central areas of the filament, shown 

in Fig. 13 [199]. Tekinalp et al. [186] refined and explained this porosity in his work, the 

generation of these voids is due to the rheology properties of two phases of composite 

(ABS and short CF) are different, it will possibly lead to a void formed at the fibre-

matrix interface and then an inadequate overall interfacial bonding. The heterogeneous 

fibre distributions and unsteady fusion process also increase the voids content in the 

final printed specimens [188]. To improve the compatibility of fibre-matrix phases may 

help to decrease this inner filament porosity. Zhang et al. [187] suggested to apply 

elevated printing bed temperature to reduce the voids content as the refined fusion of 

printed threads, but the microscopy image of this method need further investigation and 

only lower layers which are close to the heated bed can be attributed in this condition. 

Surface treatment of reinforced fibres can also contribute a lower voids content and 

better fibre-matrix interfacial bonding. 

Contmuous fiber 

a) 

Foller supply coil 
t 

b) 

1· ........ . ... 

i c ....................................................................... yers . .! 

Continuous 
carbon fiber 

PLAmatrix 

Multiple interfaces 
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Fig. 14 SEM image of CF/ABS filament cross-sections 

 

2.4.3.1.2 Fused filament beads interfacial bonding in 3D printing composite 

The voids content of CF-ABS printed samples have also been evaluated from 4.18% - 

8.54% based on different printing raster orientations. As mentioned above, Heated 

printing bed (110 °C) is recommended achieve a better fusion and less porosity, Fig. 14 

compared the microstructural cross-section images of FDM samples fabricated by ABS, 

CNT (carbon nanotubes)/ABS and CF/ABS filaments [187]. The poor printed cables 

interfacial adhesion can be easily observed in CF/ABS specimens in all printing 

orientations and the tensile properties are also deteriorated considerably when the 

tensile force is perpendicular to the printing orientation. On the contrary, there is an 

opposite result obtained by which the cross-sectional microstructure is shown below in 

Fig. 15 [186]. The specimens printed have triangular pores among the deposited 

filaments in printed neat ABS specimens, whereas there is fewer presence of these 

triangular pores in the short carbon fibre (3.2 mm fibre length) reinforced ABS 

composite. The occurrence of these opposite results is highly dependent on the printing 

parameters, such as the filament deposition speed and length of hatch space. The 

different material properties also affect the result but there is lack of detailed 

information like chopped fibre length.  

, 
' 
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Fig. 15 Cross-section microstructure and void distribution of FDM specimens (a) ABS-0°, (b) 

CNTABS-0°, (c) CFABS-0°, (d) ABS-±45°, (e) CNTABS-±45°, (f) CNTABS-90°, (g) ABS-

90°, (h) CFABS-±45°, (i) CFABS-90° 

 

 
Fig. 16 Micrographs of polished surfaces of dog-bone slices (a) CM neat-ABS, (b) CM10%CF, 

(c) CM20%CF, (d) CM30%CF, (e) FDM neat-ABS, (f) FDM10%CF, (g) FDM20%CF, and (h) 

FDM30%CF 
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Based on the mentioned research works, the improvement of mechanical performance 

is limited in the additive manufactured fibre reinforced composite in both short and 

continuous fibres composite. The mechanical performance of printed sample is directly 

dependent on the interface quality of fibre and matrix materials, therefore the 

microstructure of multiple interfaces circumstances with various process parameters 

ought to be investigated to optimize 3D printing fibre reinforced composite. 

In the work from Tekinalp et al. [186] , the specimens printed have triangular channels 

among the deposited filaments in printed neat ABS specimens, whereas there is no 

presence of these triangular channels in the short carbon fibre (3.2 mm fibre length) 

reinforced ABS composite as shown in Fig. 16. This elimination is contributed by the 

presence of fibre which can lead to minimise the die-swell and enhance thermal 

conductivity, even 10 wt% of fibre addition can dramatically eliminate die-swell which 

lead to smaller filaments deposited and increased thermal conductivity contribute to 

have a better contact interface among depositing layer and previous one. However, the 

interfacial bonding between printed filaments is still poor and porosity is much severe 

than cast moulding (CM) fabricated specimens (Fig. 16a and 16b). When applying short 

fibre in the additive manufacturing, risen fibre content led to better packing of printed 

filaments but also more void generated when increased fibre ends during printing 

process [200]. Pores generated mostly be observed around the fibres in FDM sample 

due to during deposition process, polymer matrix are melted and cause different 

flowability with fibre phases. Pre-process like surface treatment of fibres can be 

employed to reduce the porosity [186]. Unlike CM process, there is no outer pressure to 

eliminate the pores which generated during the melting and setting of matrix polymers 

in deposition process, the continuous fibre which this issue hasn’t been found may be 

more employed in further study and industry application.  

The relationship between the printing temperature and interfacial bonding quality has 

been investigated by Tian et al. [190], higher temperature is tested that can improve the 

bonding and even mechanical performance. The microstructures and fracture patterns 

comparison between the specimens fabricated by 180 °C and 240   is shown in Fig. 17. 

When the printing temperature is 180 °C, delamination happens as shown in Fig. 17b, 

the impregnation and interfacial bonding quality is poor when apply 180 °C as nozzle 

temperature. However, when the temperature is increased to 240 °C, as shown in Fig. 

17d, 17e and 17f, the matrix can be observed that the carbon fibre bundles are 
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impregnated by the matrix PLA polymer. The test of specimens also verifies that the 

specimen fabricated by 240 °C nozzle temperature has dramatically higher flexural 

strength (155 MPa in average) than the specimen made by 180 °C nozzle (110 MPa in 

average).  

 

Fig. 17 The microstructures and fracture patterns comparison between the specimens fabricated 

by the temperature 180 °C (a, b, c) and 240 °C (d, e, f) 

 

The layer thickness of patterns in FDM process is also critical to the final specimen 

performance, Ning et al. [188] analysed the properties of continuous carbon fibre 

reinforced ABS composite via FDM process, the best tensile strength of specimens 

tested is 42 MPa when the printing temperature is 230 °C, layer thickness is 0.2 mm 

and fibre content is 5 wt%. Best Young’s modulus value is found around 2.5 GPa when 

the fibre content is 7.5 wt%. Tian et al. [190] also investigated the influence of layer 

thickness to specimen properties, the results shows that the flexural strength is 

considerably decreased when the layer thickness is enlarged (240 MPa of flexural 

strength when layer thickness is 0.3 mm, only 100 MPa when layer thickness is 0.8 

mm). The fracture cross section microstructure figure also further proved this result, 

Fig. 18 demonstrates the microstructure of fracture cross section of the specimen with 

layer thickness 0.5 mm (a, b, c) and 0.7 mm (d, e, f) respectively. Delamination and 

impregnation are much worse in Fig. 18e, shear fracture and fibre pull-out are severe 

in Fig. 18f. They mentioned that smaller layer thickness may cause an increased in 

contact pressure among filaments and nozzle. 
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Fig. 18 The microstructures and fracture patterns comparison between the specimens fabricated 

by the layer thickness of 0.5 mm (a, b, c) and 0.7 mm (d, e, f) 

 

2.4.3.2 Natural fibres reinforced composites in AM 

2.4.3.2.1 Overview 

Natural fibres which are commonly lignocellulosic in nature are another recyclable and 

renewable material, which could be applied as reinforcement for polymers to AM 

composites. The categories of natural fibres are based on their origins, divided into 

plant, animal and mineral fibres. Although there is less report of AM on natural fibre 

reinforced synthetic polymer composites, natural fibres may be a substitution for 

synthetic fibres, such as glass or carbon fibres in AM. Unlike biopolymers, these natural 

fibres are relatively low cost, recyclable, bio-degradable, and fair strength, elongation 

and elastic modulus. Natural fibres are proven to have better thermal resistance due to 

specific cellular structure [201-203]. However, cautions must be taken when replacing 

synthetic with natural fibres for AM, as some characteristics of natural fibres can be 

significantly lower than those synthetic e-glass and carbon fibre (Table. 9), although 

specific elastic modulus can be competitive and particular tensile strength of some 

natural fibres is also favourable compared with some glass fibres. The properties of 

fibres can also be different due to season, soil, sunshine or environment conditions 

[201,204,205]. The nature fibre reinforced composite also has some physical properties 

which may cause difficulty to AM, such as poor thermal resistance and ductility. 

Further surface modification of polymer-fibre interface should be studied to improve 
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the performance. Table 9 compared the mechanical performance of natural and 

common synthetic fibres. 

Table 9 Comparison of mechanical properties of natural with synthetic fibres 

Name of fibre Density(g/c

m3) 

Elongation 

(%) 

Tensile strength 

(MPa) 

Young’s 

modulus (GPa) 

Ref 

Wood 1.4 - 90-180 10-70 [203] 

Bamboo 0.6-1.1 4.0-10 140-230 11-17 [203,206,207] 

Bagasse 0.89 5.8 350 22 [208] 

Sisal 1.5 2-2.5 511-635 9.0-22  [209] 

Abaca 1.5 3.0-10 400 12  [208,210] 

Pineapple 1.44 14.5 413-1627 26.5  [211] 

Palm 0.7-1.55 7.0-17 64-111 0.5-1.1  [209,212] 

Flax 1.4-1.5 2.7-3.2 345-1035 27.6  [206,209] 

Hemp 1.4-1.6 1.6 690 30-70  [206,209] 

Jute 1.3-1.5 1.5-1.8 393-773 20-55  [206,209] 

Kenaf 1.4-1.5 1.5 930 53  [203] 

Cotton 1.5-1.6 7.0-8.0 287-597 5.5-12.6  [205] 

Coir 1.2 30.0 175 4.0-6.0  [205] 

Wool 1.39 25-35 120-174 2.3-3.4  [213] 

Silk 1.3-1.4 15-60 100-1500 5-25  [214] 

Basalt 2.7 3.15 4840 89  [214,215] 

E-glass 2.5 2.5 2000-3500 70  [205] 

Carbon 1.4 1.4-1.8 4000 230-240  [209] 

 

Like synthetic fibres, the strength and stiffness of natural fibres are higher than those 

of matrix materials, therefore the fibre content in AM composite may affect the 

composite performance significantly. An injection moulding process of natural fibre 

composites with thermoplastic matrix was reported to give rise to the peak fibre content 

of 40-55% and a decreased mechanical performance was observed when the fibre 
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content increased further, this may be due to a poor fibre-matrix interface and resulted 

high porosity [216].  

Elongation at break of AM composites should also be determined by the reinforced 

fibre because of higher strain of matrix compared to fibres. In the composite material, 

a parameter called critical volume fraction (Vcrit) indicates that the strength of a 

composite will deteriorate when fibre volume fraction is higher than Vcrit. The matrix 

material could deal with the load if the fibre failed when fibre volume fraction is lower 

than Vcrit. The jute and flax polyester composites have been studied and the Vcrit was 

found ranging from 8.1% to 9.3%, which is remarkably higher than synthetic fibre 

composites [217]. Stoof and Pickering [218] studied Harakeke and hemp fibre reinforced 

PP composites processed by FDM process, various fibre contents have been tested and 

the greatest enhance of mechanical performance was found at 30wt% harakeke fibre 

content, with the tensile strength and modulus increasing by 52% and 147% 

respectively compared with the pure recycled PP polymer. It was also found that the 

increase in mechanical properties is relatively low, 2.5 MPa and 430 MPa in tensile 

strength and modulus respectively, when the fibre content increased from 20% to 30%, 

due possibly to poor wetting and hence interface bonding of fibre-matrix. Perez et al. 

[150] printed a jute-ABS composite by FDM process. The composite filaments were 

pre-extruded and the test fibre content was 5 wt%; different printing orientations 

specimens were fabricated and tested. The ultimate tensile strength of 5% jute fibre 

composite was lower than pure ABS polymer and 5% TiO2 particle reinforced 

composite, 26, 29 and 32MPa for 5% jute, pure ABS and 5% TiO2 reinforced 

composites respectively. It is apparent that the compatibility and hence interface 

between particle and ABS could be an important parameter for future development. 

The length of fibre and aspect ratio are also important to the mechanical properties of 

AM composites. When applying a tensile load to short fibre composite, another 

parameter called critical length (Lc) is established. A fibre length should be longer than 

critical length in a composite, such the fibre can be broken before matrix during a tensile 

load [219]. Theoretically, the Lc can be applied to modify the fibre and matrix content 

in a composite. Increasing the fibre length is commonly believed to improve the 

strength of composite, but too long fibres may be disorderly distributed in the matrix 

and result in a poor performance [220].  
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Compared to the aforementioned natural fibre synthetic polymer composite, more 

radical approach has been taken, i.e. all natural based materials. Along with its more 

environmental-friendly fabricating process, AM of fully bio-based composites is 

becoming attractive to researchers and relevant authorities. By using FDM process, Le 

Duigou el al. [221] fabricated wood biopolymer composite with various fibre contents, 

by applying recycled wood fibre or coconut fibre composite with PLA/PHA blend 

matrix. The mechanical properties are tested and evaluated. A PP or PLA/wood flour 

composite has also been studied with various fibre contents by FDM process [222]. A 

comparison of injection moulding (IM) and AM full biocomposites and synthetic fibre 

reinforced AM composites can be summarised in Table 10 It can be seen that overall, 

the composites made by IM was able to produce higher tensile strength and Young’s 

modulus compared to AM whether for PLA or PP matrix, while the influence of fibre 

content on the properties of composites seems similar across the processing 

technologies.  

Table 10 AM biocomposites with injection moulding (IM) and Additive manufacturing (AM) 

Fibre 

material 

Matrix 

material 

Manufacturing 

process 

Fibre 

content 

Tensile 

strength 

(MPa) 

Flexural 

strength 

(MPa) 

Young’s 

modulus (GPa) 

Ref 

Wood 

(aligned) 

PLA/PHA FDM 40wt% 21 - 2.2  [221] 

Wood 

(aligned) 

PLA/PHA IM 40wt% 31  3.9  [221] 

Wood PLA FDM 20wt%  17 20 1.3  [222] 

Wood PLA IM 20wt% 44 70 3.4  [222] 

Hemp 

(aligned) 

PLA IM 30wt% 77 101 10  [223] 

Hemp 

(random)  

PLA IM 47wt% 55 113 9  [219] 

Wood PP IM 40wt% 50 78 3  [224] 

Jute ABS FDM 5wt% 25.9 23.6 1.5  [150] 

Continuous 

Jute 

PLA FDM 6.1vt% 55 

(approximately) 

- 5 

(approximately) 
 [191] 

Harakeke PP FDM 30wt% 38.5 - 2.8  [218] 

Basalt PLA/PCL FDM 15wt% 44.5-80.5 - 3.0-5.3  [225] 

Continuous 

Carbon fibre 

Nylon FDM 11vol% 216 250 7.7  [193] 
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The mechanical properties of natural fibre composites (NFC) fabricated by FDM 

process is mostly lower than those of composites manufactured by conventional IM. 

The FDM process, unlike IM, does not have compressive effect during AM production, 

the contact between fibres and polymer may not be fully developed, resulting in poor 

interface structure and hence bonding strength. High hygroscopic sensitivity and high 

swelling of FDM produced NFCs has also been reported [221]. Nevertheless, the 

thermal degradation of FDM produced NFCs was similar to that of IM and the 

shrinkage of printed NFCs (0.34%) was considerably lower than the printed pure 

polymer (2.13%) [150,218]. In short, AM of NFCs shows significant potentials to many 

industrial sectors and the interface bonding characteristics should be further examined 

and enhanced in near future. 

2.4.3.2.2 Natural fibre reinforced composite interfacial bonding 

Interfacial bonding of natural fibre composite is significantly crucial to mechanical 

performance, as mentioned before, load transferred from matrix to fibres through the 

interface, good bonding interface leads to a desirable reinforcement. The plant-based 

fibre composite has normally poor in interfacial bonding and moisture resistance due 

to the hydrophilic properties of fibres and commonly hydrophobic polymer matrix. 

Wetting of fibre leads to stress concentrations caused by interfacial bonding defects and 

wettability of fibre has been proven to deteriorate the toughness, tensile and flexural 

strength of composite [226,227]. There are several circumstances of interfacial bonding, 

mechanical interlocking, electrostatic bonding, chemical bonding and inter-diffusion 

bonding [228]. Good mechanical bonding occurs that the surface of fibre is coarse, 

which improve the interfacial shear strength between fibre surface and matrix. 

Electrostatic bonding has more effects for metallic interfaces. By applying coupling 

agent can help to achieve a chemical reaction between fibre surface and matrix, which 

can result in a good bonding and interfacial strength. Inter-diffusion bonding which is 

the interaction between the atoms and molecules in fibre and matrix [214].  

The interfacial bonding can be enhanced through various methods, which are divided 

into physical and chemical approaches. Commonly chemical methods include alkali, 

acetyl, enzyme, silane and acrylonitrile treatments and also maleated anhydride can be 

employed as coupling agent [229,230]. When apply enzyme treatment on abaca/PP 
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composite, the tensile and flexural strength increase respectively 45% and 35% [231]. 

Beside the mechanical performance, enzyme treatment also offers benefit to 

environmental friendliness [230]. Alkali fibres treatment is commonly applied to wipe 

the hemicellulose, lignin, fat and wax of fibre, the cellulose is exposed and the surface 

roughness area improved by this process to enhance interfacial bonding. The structure 

of cellulose can be improved and increased fibre strength also been proven by alkali 

treatment process [232,233]. Physical treatment methods commonly include corona, 

plasma, ultraviolet, heat treatments, electron radiation and fibre beating [230]. UV 

treatment showed 30% improvement of flexural strength in jute/epoxy composite [234]. 

Besides, the interlaminar shear and flexural strength of plasma treatment process can 

be improved 47% and 45% respectively [235]. Heat treatment also provide an increase 

in 37% to sisal fibre strength, but heat treatment could result in a heterogeneous increase 

to the mechanical properties of composite [230,236]. Electron radiation can provide an 

increase (from 21% to 53%) of interfacial bonding performance due to the free radicals 

produced during process may cause a crosslinking between fibre and matrix [237]. Fibre 

beating has been seen to enhance 10% in strength to kraft/PP composite [238].  

In short fibre composite, the dispersion of fibre is another important factor to affect the 

properties of composites. Good performance of composite such as good interfacial 

bonding, less voids and wetting resistance can be achieved by a desirable fibre 

dispersion [230]. Several parameters link to the dispersion of fibre which include 

process temperature, pressure and additives. Proper mixing process of composite also 

possess better fibre dispersion, twin-screw extruder has better performance than single-

screw extruder in mixing quality [239].  

Another important factor to the performance of composite is the alignment of fibre. 

When the fibre is aligned parallel to the direction of load, the mechanical properties of 

the composite can be significantly higher compared to the anisotropic composites  

where the applied load is not in line with the direction of fibres [240,241]. In natural 

fibre composites, it is difficult to achieve alignment of fibre due to the orientation 

applied short natural fibre is hardly to control. In synthetic fibre composite, a 

continuous fibre can be employed to realize fibre alignment. Nevertheless, several 

procedures are developed to implement fibre alignment in natural fibre composite. The 

traditional textile processing of fibre can help as a pre-process to produce a continuous 

yarn by warp spinning the fibre [242]. Continuous fibre can also be produced by using 
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pectin as an adhesive under a water mist, then dry during stretching condition [243]. 

Besides, a recently employed process called dynamic sheet forming (DSF), DSF is a 

process which suspend short fibre on water then sprayed out through nozzle on a 

rotating drum which covered with wire mesh, during rotating of drum, water is spin-

dried and fibre is aligned in rotation direction. Recently a short hemp and harakeke fibre 

is developed which has over 100 MPa in strength [230]. 

Porosity commonly severe in NFCs due to poor wettability of fibres, hollow parts in 

fibre and rough surface of fibre [244]. Commonly the porosity of NFCs increases with 

the content of fibre, dependent on the length of fibre, fibre type, orientation and 

treatments. Flax/PP composite has been studied that increase the content of fibre from 

56 to 72 m%, porosity of composite raising from 4 to 8 v% [245]. 

2.4.3.2.3 Natural based nano filler reinforced composite in AM 

As another natural based reinforcement, cellulose, as one of the most abundant bio-

fibre on the earth. With decades of researches and developments, micro or even nano 

sized cellulose with customizable properties has emerged, such as microcrystalline 

cellulose (MCC), nanocrystalline cellulose (NCC) and cellulose nanofibrils (CNF) 

[246,247]. Issues of AM lignocellulose and micro/nano-sized cellulose fillers are the 

insufficient interfacial bonding between hydrophilic fibre and hydrophobic matrix 

polymer, poor thermal stability and the distribution and dispersion of fillers when 

composite with polymers. These are essential heterogeneity among the composition of 

composites [248]. Various solutions were studied to overcome these issues like chemical 

modification, diameter control and optimized filament processing. Wang et al. [249] 

printed the MCC/PLA up to 30 wt% and efficiently modified the compatibility and 

adhesion of two material by employing silane coupling agent named KH-550 and PEG 

polymer as plasticizer. It results in enhanced printability by higher melt flow rate and 

increased mechanical properties (59.7 MPa of tensile strength and 50.7 MPa of flexural 

strength). The ductility has also been improved by added PEG, up to 12% in elongation 

at break. Dong et al. [250] introduced a printable L-lactide grafted CNF reinforced with 

PLA polymer and an annealing post-extrusion process. The ring-opening 

polymerization graft process successfully improved the dispersion of CNF in PLA in 

organic solvent and the annealing of filament treatment led to an enhanced tensile 

performance by 63 and 28% in tensile strength and modulus respectively. 
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2.5 Interim conclusions 

There have reported a number of AM techniques, corresponding materials and proposed 

possible applications of AM technologies in various industrial sectors. Nevertheless, 

there are various limitations in both AM technologies and existing materials, which 

require further research and innovations, but the application of AM process and product 

shows continuous growth rapidly. AM could support the decentralized production to 

implement relatively small scale production and help simplify the manufacturing 

processes which can result in better cost controlling and tailor products to the 

requirements of customers. 

Current AM technologies cover liquid, solid, powder and hybrid of liquid-powder 

printings. AM is now employed in prototype fabrication, hobby levels and small scale 

production. Several factors limit the further applications like production rate, long-

running fabrication, limited product size and difficulties of maintaining product quality 

when fabricating. Overall, the FDM process currently has been most widely applied 

AM technology due to its lowest cost and simple machine setup, but the dimensional 

accuracy and anisotropic properties limit the wide applications of FDM. SLA process 

is limited employed in such as visual prototype fabrication due to the ultra-high 

resolution and surface finish. When applying metals as the printing materials, binder 

jetting technologies, such as Prometal, can considerably reduce the energy consumption 

compared to laser processes. SLS and 3DP can be applied to fabricate short fibre 

composite and only FDM and LOM process can print long fibre composite. 

Various materials are available for AM processing including both synthetic and bio-

based polymer and their composites, however, the printable polymers are still limited 

in thermoplastic polymers with reasonable viscosity. Reinforced composites offer the 

compensation of several insufficient properties in pure polymers, but major challenges 

remain, such as inferior mechanical performance due to poor compatibility and 

interface of fibre and matrix, although continuous fibre reinforced composite shows 

potential superior mechanical performance. Full bio-composite (natural fibre composite 

with biopolymer) becomes most attractive in AM with promising properties needing 

further studies.  

Massive potentials of AM and the corresponding materials have emerged, but further 

development is highly required. The ‘traditional’ AM could be evolved to all spectrum 
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of printing scalability (nano to mega), ultra-high resolution printing, fast printing, high 

performance composite printing, hybrid AM technology and 4D printing etc.  
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3. Materials and Methodology 

3.1 Materials 

3.1.1 Polylactic acid (PLA) 

PLA has been implemented in the AM industry for years and now become the most 

applied 3D printing filament due to several certain advantages which mentioned in the 

previous chapter. In this study, the PLA was applied as both a standalone printing 

polymer and polymer blends, which was coordinated with another biopolymer. The 

trade name of neat PLA was Areoblend 2640®, supplied by TECNARO GmbH. The 

density of the PLA applied in the research is between 1.24-1.26 g/cm3.  

3.1.2 Polyhydroxybutyrate-co-valerate (PHBV) 

Polyhydroxybutyrate-co-valerate (PHBV) is gaining increasing attention in the bio-

based polymer market due to its promising properties, such as high biodegradability in 

different environments, not just in composting plants and processing versatility. Indeed, 

among biopolymers, these biogenic polyesters represent a potential sustainable 

replacement for fossil fuel-based thermoplastics. Most commercially available PHBV 

is obtained with pure microbial cultures grown on renewable feedstocks (i.e. glucose) 

under sterile conditions, but recent research studies focus on the use of wastes as growth 

media. PHBV can be extracted from the bacteria cell and then formulated and processed 

by extrusion for production of rigid and flexible plastic suitable not just for the most 

assessed medical applications, but also considered for applications including packaging, 

moulded goods, paper coatings, non-woven fabrics, adhesives, films and performance 

additives [251]. The PHBV applied in the research is in fine powder, supplied by Tianan 

ENMATTM Y1000P. The density is 1.25 g/cm3, melting temperature is 170 °C, tensile 

strength is 39 MPa. 

3.1.3 Copolymers and additives 

3.1.3.1 Polycaprolactone (PCL) 

Polycaprolactone (PCL), is another bio-based polymer which can be employed in the 

AM. PCL is a partially crystalline bio-based polymer, which is produced by a ring-

opening polymerization process of crude oil. The low melting temperature of PCL 
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(around 60 °C) lead to lower printing temperature and also a potential superior 

processibility since the low viscosity of PCL [252]. The mechanical properties of PCL 

are moderate, and the ductility is impressive which can be applied as a copolymer in 

this research. PCL polymers are currently applied in the tissue engineering and similar 

biomedical applications since the biocompatible and relatively high cost [253]. The PCL 

polymer applied in this study is sourced from Sigma-Aldrich, the average molecular 

weight Mn is 80,000, the melting temperature is around 60 °C and density at 25 °C is 

1.145 g/mL. 

3.1.3.2 Polybutylene succinate (PBS) 

Polybutylene Succinate (PBS) is employed as a copolymer in this research. It’s a 

biopolymer from the condensation of succinic acid, 1-4 butanediol (BDO) and most of 

cases, a third monomer organic di-acid. It offers an attractive performance to the plastic 

industry. PBS is bio-degradable and compostable and also a crystalline polymer with 

relatively high processing temperature (Tm is higher than 100 °C and up to 200 °C 

dependent on the conversion procedure), which allows a broad range of application. 

Although a long exposure time in a high temperature can lead to a reduction of 

mechanical properties, due to chain scissions, the degradation of polymer and risen 

rheological properties may also happen. PBSA is a common engineering biopolymer in 

the industry, and it is PBS with an additive called adipate acid [254]. The mechanical 

performance of PBS and PBSA are provided below in Table 11.  When comparing the 

PBS to the petroleum-based polymer, PBS has a similar mechanical performance to 

LDPE [255]. The PBS pellets in this research is supplied from Sigma-Aldrich, the Tm is 

120 °C and density is 1.3 g/mL at 25 °C.  
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Table 11 Exemplary physical properties of PBS compared to other(biobased) polymers 

Polymer PBS PBSA PLA HDPE LDPE PP 

Glass transition 

temp (°C) 

-32 -45 55 -120 -120 to -40 -5 

Melting 

temperature (°C) 

120 96 140 to 180 129 110 163 

Tensile strength 

(MPa) 

34 19 66 28 10 33 

Elongtation at 

brake (%) 

560 807 4 700 300 415 

Degree of 

crystallinity (%) 

34 to 

45 

20 to 30 0 to 40 69 49 56 

 

3.1.3.3 Polyethylene glycol (PEG) 

Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) is commonly used as a plasticizer in PLA biopolymer, the 

efforts of PEG are to improve the crystallinity and enhance biodegradability of PLA 

polymer [256]. Plasticizers with relatively higher Mw are recommended for better 

miscible and compatible [257,258]. The PEGs are employed as one of the most 

competent additives to reduce the Tg of PLA polymer and it is reported that they have 

more than 20% efficiency than other plasticizers. Other blends present a limitation of 

miscibility and the Tg touches a plateau value [259]. When investigating the PHBV/PEG 

copolymer using XRD, the crystallinity degree is relatively high when the values 

ranging from 60% to 90% based on the percentage of the PEG due to the high 

crystallinity of PEG. The PHBV used has a mol weight of Mw = 206000 g mol-1 and 

the PEG has Mw = 1350 to 1650 g mol-1. The PEG plasticizer also lead to a reduction 

of the melting temperature of PHBV polymer. The PHBV/PEG copolymers are uniform 

from the SEM analysis result, but the PHBV/PEG: 50%/50% composition is presented 

too heterogeneous [260]. The PEG which is applied in this work, a white powder, has 

average mol weight 8,000 from Sigma-Aldrich. 
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3.2 Methodology  

3.2.1 Filament processing 

Raw polymers (granulates and powders) were weighted and mixed by a stirrer if needed, 

then dried the polymer in the preheated 40 ̊ C oven for 24 hours. The compounding was 

carried out by the Barbender, W 50 EHT measuring mixer. The mixing type was roller 

blades, and the bowl volume was approximately 55 cm3. The maximum torque and 

operating temperature were 200 Nm and 500 °C respectively. To determine the sample 

weight as follows: 

 𝑚 = 𝑉(𝑐𝑚3) ∙ 𝜌𝑀(𝑔/𝑐𝑚3) ∙ 𝐾    

 

With: 

𝑚 = 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 

𝑉 = 𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑟 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒: 55 𝑐𝑚3𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑠 

𝜌𝑀 = 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑡 𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 

𝐾 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 0.7 − 0.8 

The mass of each material compounding was between 47.3 g to 55.4 g, each sample 

material composition had three separated compounding sessions, therefore, the weight 

of each sample material was in the range of 142 g to 166 g.  

After the compounder was preheated to around 180 ˚C (compounder temperature was 

varied dependent on the polymer composition) and roller blades speed was 50 rpm, the 

mixed polymer sample was poured into the feeder, then compacted and sealed the feed 

inlet. After mixing for around 3 mins until the internal pressure dropped to a constant 

level, the chamber was opened, and mixed melt polymer was removed by using a 

copper scraper. The shredder was applied to downsize the compounded bulk polymer 

into granulates for further filament extrusion. The sieve was setup to 2 mm and 

shredded for 30 seconds, 3 times due to overheat prevention.  

The single screw measuring extruder in this study was supplied by Brabender. The 

sample material was plastified under practice-oriented conditions and extruded through 
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the die head. All measuring values such as torque, melt temperature, melt pressure (if 

requested, screw backforce, too) were recorded continuously and presented in the form 

of tables and diagrams parallel to the running test. The diameter of the screw was 19 

mm and length was 25D. Maximum torque and operating temperature were 150 Nm 

and 450 ̊ C respectively. The die heads were shown below in Fig. 19, heated electrically 

and form separated control zones triggered by the temperature control unit. The 

required dimension of the printing filament was approximately 1.75 𝑚𝑚 ± 0.07𝑚𝑚, 

therefore the round strand die head with 2mm die insert nozzle was applied on the 

extruder. 

 

 

Fig. 19 The structure of the round die head without the die insert nozzle 

 

A follow-up conveyor belt was applied to adjust the diameter of extruded filament, the 

belt speed could be controlled to achieve optimized diameter and the extruded material 

then stayed air cooled on the conveyor belt. The diameter was consistently measured 

by vernier calliper at the end of conveyor belt for further printing process. Therefore, 

the diameter deviation of filament might not match with the commercial filament which 

was fabricated by laser diameter controlling system (1.75 𝑚𝑚 ± 0.03𝑚𝑚). 

3.2.2 3D printing 

The 3D printing process in this research was fused deposition modelling (FDM), which 

was currently the most common additive manufacturing process. Abovementioned the 
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detail and properties of this process have been discussed in the last chapter. The printer 

used in the study was Prusa i3 MK3 printer, which was an open sourced FDM printer. 

In this research. The setup of the printer is shown in the Table 12 below.  

Table 12 General printing parameters of the Prusa i3 MK3 printer 

 Parameters 

Nozzle diameter 100-600 µm 

Printing temperature Up to 350 ˚C dependent on the 

material 

Platform temperature Ambient temp to 120 ˚C 

Printing speed Up to 200 mm/s 

Layer thickness 50-200 µm 

Infill Up to 100% 

 

The process of the 3D printing is shown below in Fig. 20. The sample was created in 

3D model by the Solidworks by importing the 3D drawing model in the slicing software 

(Simplify3D) to output the printing parameters and procedures (G-code). The last step 

was to transfer the controlled G-code to 3D printer and then the fabrication of sample.  

 

3D Model •Solidworks

Printing 
procedure 
(G-code)

•Simplify3D Slicing 
software

3D printed 
sample

•3D printing
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Fig. 20 The process of the FDM 3D printing 

 

The UI (User interface) of the Simplify3D slicing software is given below in the Fig. 

21 and the general setting of the printed sample is also summarised below in Table 13. 

The setting and sample parameters are variable dependent on different material and 

testing and all setting and parameters will be described in the following chapter.  
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Fig. 21 Detail of printing parameter settings and the UI of Simplify3D slicer software 

  

Process Name: Process l 
~ =--------------=:::;-;:::====;---;===;-;::====; 

Select Profile: ~ Prusa i3 MK3/MK3S (modified) ==::J !update Profile I I Save as New 11 Remove I 
Auto-Configure for Material Auto-Configure for Print Quality 

~Pl_A __________ ~ • ~ [i] 

General Settings 

Infill Percentage: 

~lo_.W_m_m_N_OR_M_A_L __________ •~ll~ [i] 

I 100% G2I Indude Raft D Generate Support 

Extruder Layer Additions Infill Support Temperature Cooling G-Code Scripts Speeds Other Advanced 

Layer Settings 

Primary Extruder I Primary Extruder ..- 1 

Primary Layer Height lo, 2000 r:JI mm 

Top Solid Layecs lo liJI 
Bottom Sol;d Layecs lo liJI 
Outline/Perimeter Shells lo ~I 
Outline Direction: @ Inside-Out O Outside-In 

D Print islands sequentially without optimization 

D Single outline corkscrew printing mode (vase mode) 

First Layer Settings 

First Layer Height lao ~I % 

First Layer Width i 100 l.;JI % 

First Layer Speed 145 [:: JI % 

Start Points 

Q Use random start points for all perimeters 

0 Optimize start points for fastest printing speed 

@ Choose start point dosest to specific location 

X: ~ Y: 1300.0 l:] mm 

Extruder Layer Ad~ tlons Infl Support T,mporatltt Coolin!! G-Cod• Scripts Spoods Otho< Advancod 

0UseSkrt,&im 

Sb-t Extrude'" "1mar C.xtruder 

Sb-t Layers 

Sb-t Offset from Part 2.00 mm 

Slrt OUtlnes 

@ U.. Raft 

Raft Extrllllel' 

Raft Top Layers 

Raft Base Layers 

(I>r"rnary Extruder 

~ 
C]] 

Raft Offset from Part ~ mm 

Separation Dstance jo. 14 ':I mm 

Raft Top Infl ~ % 

Above Raft Speed E:]l % 

·, 

D Use Prime Pillar 

~ Pilar Extruder Extrude"s 

i>aarw.Jth 12.00 : mm 

Plar Locabon 

Speod r-ut,pl,er 100 : % 

D u.. ooze Sh;e.J 

O:izeSt-.elc:IExtruder' Ali Ex _lJders 

Offset from Part 2.00 IMI 

Ooze St-.eid OJtlines 

Sodewal 9- Waterfal 

Sidewal AntJe Change 30 deg 

Speod ""-ltp,er 100 % 

Extruder l ayer Additions Infl Support Temperabse Cooing G-Code Scripts Speeds Other Advanced 

General 

Interior Fi PercentaQ< ~ % 

outlne Overlap lo :;,JI % 

Infl Ex- Width ~ % 

-..,m Infl Length !2.00 .:~I nm 

Combine Infl Every ~ layers 

D Indude SOid diaph-agm every 20 layers 

Internal InfiM Arvie Offsets 

~ deg D 
Add~e 

Remove Angle 

D Prnt every nfl anQie on each lay,, 

External Infill Arvie Offsets 

EIJ deg□ 
Addkv,e 

§i,oove~ 
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Table 13 Slicing setting and sample parameters 

 Parameters 

Sample diameter 

(Length*width*thickness) 

 

50 × 10 × 3 𝑚𝑚 

Printing temperature 170-230 ˚C dependent on the 

material 

Platform temperature 50-60 ˚C 

Printing speed 50mm/s 

Layer thickness 0.2mm 

Infill 100% 

 

The printing samples were designed into x and y printing orientations, printing path of 

two designs are shown below in Fig. 22. To investigate the interface of printed filaments 

from outside of the part, there was no outer ‘wall’ designed in the samples. And the 

infill was setup to 100% to investigate the maximum capacity and to achieve the 

minimum porosity of 3D printing part. Due to warping happened in some of the sample 

printing and the adhesion of printed material and platform had failed. To bring into 

correspondence with all printed parts, a pre-printed ‘raft platform’ was designed 

embedded into the printing programme before the sample start to be fabricated. The 

setting has been provided in Fig. 22 and the printed material raft platform designed and 

the fabrication process of 3D printing part (x axis specimen) has been provided. The 

printed specimens then put into drying in the ambient temperature and humidity for 24 

hrs for the further testing and characterization.    
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Fig. 22 Printed ‘raft platform’ and specimen 3D printing fabrication 

 

The weight ratio of PHBV was ascending by 20% each composition from 90:10wt%, 

but the 10:90 wt% and neat PHBV specimens were difficult to build due to severe 

wrappage and nozzle clogging were occurred on our printer. The x-axis neat PHBV 

specimen was fabricated by another industrial printer (INTAMSYS Funmat HT) as a 

reference but only x-axis due to the difficulty of printing and inconsistency of the 

filament diameter. With the ascending PHBV ratio, the warpage occurred more often 

due to the thermal properties of PHBV, which will be discussed in the following 

sections. To prevent the wrappage during printing process, the printing specimens were 

taped after the raft was printed for extra adhesion, before the actual sample was 

manufactured for the PLA/PHBV 50:50 wt% and PLA/PHBV 30:70 wt% specimens. 

In Chapter 5, four different material proportions were employed in this study, which 

increased with the ascending of PHBV ratio, and the printing parameters are shown in 

the Table 14. Due to the different thermal properties like thermogravimetric and 

thermorheologic properties, the printing temperature was decreased with the increasing 

proportion of PHBV. 

  

r ···-· · · ~ 
/~ , // ... 

,, / / / ... 
1/ // --/ ,y_, 1/ .., __ 

,, / 1/X ---
;, //'/ ,:,, ·---

~- ' _ u - '" '" , •---~ 

Raft platform printing Sample printing process 

----------- ii ~--~-----~--~- , 

, 

End of sample fabrication 
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Table 14 Printing parameters of PLA/PHBV copolymers 

 Printing 

temperature 

Platform 

temperature 

Printing 

speed 

Extra 

adhesion 

Infill Printing 

Orientation 

PLA/PHBV 

90:10 wt% 

215 ˚C 60 ˚C 

50 mm/s 

 

100% 

x & y axis 

PLA/PHBV 

70:30 wt% 

210 ˚C 60 ˚C x & y axis 

PLA/PHBV 

50:50 wt% 

205 ˚C 55 ˚C 

 

x & y axis 

PLA/PHBV 

30:70 wt% 

200 ˚C 50 ˚C x & y axis 

PHBV 190 ˚C 50 ˚C x axis 

 

Samples printed in both x-axis and y-axis orientations were prepared with few 

exceptions which the printing process could not be completely finished due to various 

reasons like the sever warpage occurred.  

In Chapter 6, due to the different processing temperature of copolymers, they were 

separately employed in the modification. Due to there was difficult to print neat PHBV 

employing current printer, to evaluate the improvement of the printability of PHBV and 

other effects of modification, the PCL and PBS were separately applied to the PHBV 

polymer. Then the PCL was added as a copolymer to modify the brittleness of the 

PLA/PHBV blends. The PBS copolymer and further PEG which acted as an additive 

were added into PLA polymer to investigate the variation of ductility and anisotropy 

property.  

Table 15 summarised the samples studied in this chapter and their processing 

parameters. The printing temperatures were determined in proportion to the added 

weight ratio of copolymers and additives and their thermal properties were based on 

the supplier’s specifications.  
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Table 15 Printing parameters of modified materials 

  Printing 

temperature 

Platform 

temperature 

Printing 

speed 

Extra 

adhesion 

Infill Printing 

Orientation 

PLA 

based 

PLA/PBS 

80:20 wt% 

210 ˚C 50 ˚C 

50 mm/s 

 

100% 

x & y axis 

PLA/PBS 

80:20 with 

2% PEG 

210 ˚C 50 ˚C x & y axis 

PHBV/PCL 

90:10 wt% 

200 ˚C 50 ˚C x & y axis 

PHBV 

based 

PHBV/PCL 

80:20 

190 ˚C 55 ˚C 

 

x axis 

PHBV/PBS 

80:20 wt% 

190 ˚C 55 ˚C x axis 

PHBV/PL

A/PCL 

75:20:5 

wt% 

190 ˚C 55 ˚C x axis 

PHBV/PL

A/PCL 

70:20:10 

wt% 

190 ˚C 55 ˚C x axis 

 

3.2.3 Vertical density profile (VDP) 

Vertical density profile (VDP) was an important parameter that relates to both 

mechanical and physical properties of composites. VDP showed the density variation 

through the thickness direction, which was started to develop when the top and bottom 

hot-press platens contact the surface of the wet mat [261,262]. To evaluate the 

mechanical and physical properties of the sample like particleboard or other polymer 

boards, the vertical density profile (VDP) was a beneficial method.  

The theory of VDP testing was based on the principle of radioactive radiation and 

reception, a non-contact measurement was carried out by employing the absorption of 

the ray. When the ray irradiated the material, it was attenuated due to the partial 

absorption by the material. By detecting the change in the attenuation count rate, which 
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was caused by the ray penetration into the unit section of the specimen (per unit time), 

the indirect measurement of the unit section density of the specimen was achieved. The 

process was shown below in Fig. 23. 

 

Fig. 23 The principle of radioactive radiation and receiving. 

The ray scans along the thickness direction of the specimen and the radiation intensity 

after passing through the specimen was calculated below: 

𝐼 = 𝐼0𝑒−𝜇𝜌𝑡 

𝐼 = 𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

𝐼0 = 𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

𝜇 = 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 

𝜌 = 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛 (𝑔/𝑐𝑚3) 

𝑡 = 𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛 (𝑐𝑚) 

In this study, X-ray profile densimeter (DENSE-LAB, EWS, Germany) was applied. 

Before implementing the sample in the instrument, dimensions and weight of the 

sample were measured, and then the bulk density was calculated to calibrate the VDP 

instrument. The density of the sample was tested at intervals of 0.04 mm through the 

thickness direction of printed samples. All printed specimens have been tested to 

investigate the internal printing quality. 

The geometry design of the neat PLA sample is blocked with a square side: 

𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ × 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ × 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 50 × 50 × 20 𝑚𝑚. The following PLA/PHBV and 
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modification specimens applied in the VDP were using the size of 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ × 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ ×

𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 50 × 10 × 3 𝑚𝑚 due to limited filament produced. 

 Layering thickness is 200 μm and printing speed is 50 mm/s. The printing temperature 

was set in an ascending order from 200 to 230 ˚C at intervals of 10 ˚C and the printing 

flatform temperature was 60 ̊ C for all PLA specimens. 10 specimens were built in each 

printing temperature. The density of the sample was tested at intervals of 0.02 mm, 

profiling across the thickness direction of printed samples. 

 

3.2.4 Mechanical performance 

The mechanical performance in this research was tested in a static tensile test on an 

Instron 5900 series universal testing machine, under conditions in compliance with BS 

ISO 527 standard. The shape of the specimen is rectangular and the size is 

𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ × 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ × 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 50 × 10 × 3 𝑚𝑚.  Due to the limited printed 

specimens of PLA/PHBV and following modifications, there were not enough sample 

capacity for other mechanical evaluations, hence only tensile properties were tested. 

Before setting up the sample on the Instron machine (Fig. 24), due to the geometry 

inconsistency of the 3D printed specimens was inevitable in this study (due to different 

material properties and large tolerance of filament diameter), the actual widths and 

thicknesses of the samples were measured by vernier calliper after drying process. A 

continuous and constant load was applied until the material fails. The Young’s modulus 

could be calculated by employing the equation shown below when the sample material 

was working against the load applied:  

 
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

𝑘𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒
3

4𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒
3    

 

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑢𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐸𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦  

𝑘𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ 

𝑙𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑠  

𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒  

𝑡𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 
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A set of axes were designed to study the bonding mechanism of 3D printing objects. 

All the samples with different printing orientations ought to be tested on the Instron 

machine. The printed samples with X axis printing orientation had main axis aligned 

with the tensile force and the sample with Y axis orientation as an antithesis, the tensile 

load was perpendicular with the transversely bonded printed filament. Fig. 25 shows 

the relationship of tensile load and printing orientations. The testing speed was fixed to 

2 mm/min and the tensile strength of the sample can be calculated by the output of the 

testing from the ‘Bluhill’ software. The force (F) and extension length (∆l) as the output 

of tensile testing could lead to the ultimate tensile stress (σ𝑈𝑇𝑆). The engineering strain 

(ε) was given by applying the following equations: 

 
σ𝑈𝑇𝑆 =

𝐹𝑀𝑎𝑥

𝐴
=

𝐹𝑀𝑎𝑥

𝑡 × 𝑤
  

 

 

σ𝑈𝑇𝑆 = 𝑈𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 (MPa) 

𝐹𝑀𝑎𝑥 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑁𝑜𝑤𝑡𝑜𝑛 (𝑁) 

𝐴 = 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑚2 

𝑡 = 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑚 

𝑤 = 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑚  

 

And 

 
ε =

∆𝑙

𝑙0
  

 

ε = 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 (𝑚𝑚/𝑚𝑚) 

∆𝑙 = 𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑚 

𝑙 = 𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑔𝑎𝑢𝑔𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑 (𝑚𝑚) 
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Fig. 24 The setup of tensile properties testing on the Instron machine 

 

 

Fig. 25 The relationship of load applied and printing orientations 

3.2.5 Microstructure characterization 

The morphology of the printed samples was inspected, and the images were captured 

by LEO 1455VP scanning electron microscope (SEM). Both cross-section and fracture 

surface after tensile property testing were examined in the research. For the observation 

of cross-section image, the fracture surface was taken in the middle of the sample at the 

length direction. The cut surface was wiped and then gold-plate coated. The fracture 

surface was cleaned with a soft brush and coated directly.  

Gold coating was processed by using the sputter coater. The coating voltage was set to 

1.5kV, plasma current was 15 mA and manual operation was selected. Then the coating 

Load direction 
X-axis printing orientation Y- axis printing orientation 
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process was started and held under an argon atmosphere. Ventilation step was necessary 

when the coating process is finished before removing the sample out. SEM images were 

taken by a LEO high-resolution SEM with a probe moulded. SEM was carried out from 

1 to 10 kV on the LEO 1455VP. Spot size, aperture settings and working distance were 

chosen to maximise focal working depth. Each image needed to be acquired with the 

sample correctly centred to ensure that enough overlap with adjacent images can be 

identified by the reconstruction software. The macros written to control the stage 

require that sample height, centre of rotation and tilt centre be correctly calibrated. The 

image acquisition macros were used to acquire the following image series:  

• The electron gun moving vertically up or down.  

• The sample holder moving horizontally left or right for the position of the 

electron gun to be focused on the samples.  

3.2.6 Nanoindentation 

Nanoindentation has been proven a powerful quantitative testing technique for 

acquiring mechanical performance from a very limited material volume like the 

interface of composites, thin film or coating [263]. The mechanical properties like elastic 

modulus, hardness, fracture toughness and yield stress can be determined by this 

process. This process offers an amount of penetration of nano-indenter tip into the 

tested material and the measurement of this process is normally applying a constant 

loading rate or a constant displacement rate. The contact areas and penetration depth 

can also be inspected during the process [263,264]. The purpose of applying 

nanoindentation in this research is to evaluate the interphase properties between the 

printed filament material, a better understanding of the interphase of the printed part 

can help to reduce the inherit anisotropy properties of 3D printing part and understand 

its effect on the performance of the printed products. 

During the nanoindentation process, a three-sided pyramidal Berkovich indenter tip 

approached the surface of the specimen. Fig. 26 indicates the contact indention of the 

specimen in microscope as an example. After the specimen was tipped, the load 

increased linearly and the surface of the material was indented. Then a dwell time was 

given at the maximum force and then the sample was released. The stiffness of the 

sample was measured when the unloading process was about to start. The mechanical 

performance such as Young’s modulus and hardness of the specimen then exported 
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from the machine with the calibrations of the data of load and tip displacement along 

with the close loop area. 

The prerequisite for calculating the hardness and elastic modulus of the sample is to 

accurately measure the elastic contact stiffness (S) and the contact area (A). Oliver-

Pharr method is currently one of the most widely applied methods for determining S 

and A, the principle and process are as follows: 

To establish the relationship between load and unloading depth, fit the unloading part 

of the load-indentation depth curve, 

 𝑃 = 𝛼(ℎ − ℎ𝑓)𝑚   

𝑃 is the applied load, 𝛼 and 𝑚 are the fitting parameters. The elastic contact stiffness 

can be acquired by differentiating equation (4-5), 

 
𝑆 = (

𝑑𝑃

𝑑ℎ
)ℎ=ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥

= 𝛼𝑚(ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 − ℎ𝑓)𝑚−1   

The maximum indentation depth ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥is greater than the contact depth ℎ𝑐 for the elastic 

contact. The contact depth ℎ𝑐 can be calculated by the theory of elastic contact, 

 
ℎ𝑐 = ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝜀

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑆
   

In the equation, ε is a constant, which is dependent on the type of the indenter; for the 

unloading behaviour of the three-sided pyramidal Berkovich indenter, 𝜀=0.75. The 

contact area is determined by the area function 𝐴 = 𝑓(ℎ𝑐). For Berkovich indenter, 

𝐴 = 24.56ℎ𝑐
2
, but the actual area function should be different from the ideal area 

function in the area which the indentation is relatively superficial, and it needs to be 

corrected as following equation on the basis of the ideal area function. 

 

𝐴 = 24.56ℎ𝑐
2 + ∑ 𝐶𝑖

7

𝑖=0

ℎ𝑐

1

2𝑖 
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𝐶𝑖  is depended by the type of indenter and can be determined by experiments. The 

harness which is the measurement of load bearing capacity of the sample, can be 

acquired as following equation, 

 
𝐻 =

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝐴
 

And the reduced modulus is defined as, 

 
𝐸𝑟 =

√𝜋

2𝛽

𝑆

√𝐴
 

𝛽 is a constant which is based on the type of the indenter, for Berkovich indenter, 

𝛽=1.034. The indentation modulus (𝐸𝑖) of the sample material can be obtained from the 

following equation, 

 1

𝐸𝑟
=

1 − 𝛾2

𝐸
+

1 − 𝛾𝑖
2

𝐸𝑖
  

𝐸 = 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑢𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛 

𝛾 = 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛′𝑠 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛 

𝐸𝑖 = 1141 𝐺𝑃𝑎, 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑐ℎ 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑢𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 

𝛾𝑖 = 0.07, 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑐ℎ 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛′𝑠 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 

 

The nanoindentation process were carried out in a TI 950 Triboindenter supplied by 

Hysitron, USA. The in-situ scanning probe microscopy (SPM) was also offered by this 

nanomechanical testing instrument. The driving, load and displacement measurement 

were integrated and fixed on a piezoelectric scanner to achieve three-dimensional high-

precision indenter positioning and in-situ imaging, the schematic diagram of piezo 

scanner was shown in Fig. 27. 
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Fig. 26 The contact indention of the PLA specimen under the optical microscope 

 

 

Fig. 27 The schematic diagram of Piezo scanner 

3.2.7 TGA analysis  

Thermogravimetry analysis (TGA) was applied in the study to evaluate the thermal 

characterization of the bio-copolymers, both crystalline and amorphous polymer could 

be examined. TGA measured the degradation of biopolymers with an enthalpy change 

observed and the various thermal transitions such as milting of the polymer [265,266]. 

By using TGA, the components of a sample can be measured, including the moisture 

and volatile content. A highly sensitive scale measures weight changes, and a 

programmable furnace controls the temperature of the sample. Above the furnace, the 

Piezo scanner 
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balance is thermally isolated from the heat and hangs down in the furnace with a high-

precision wire. For maximum sensitivity, accuracy, and precision of weighing, the 

sample pan should be at the end of the hang-down wire and isolated from thermal 

effects (e.g., employing a thermostatic chamber). TGA can also identify and analyse 

gases generated from degradation of the sample with the addition of an infrared 

spectrometer [267]. The derivative thermogravimetry (DTG) curve can also be 

introduced to indicate the weight loss rate of the material. 

The Simultaneous DTA-TG apparatus (DTG-60, Shimadzu, Japan) and Differential 

scanning calorimeter (DSC-60, Shimadzu, Japan) was employed in this work. The TGA 

Investigations were processed by heating the samples from 25 to 550°C at the rate of 

10°C/min in the air atmosphere. The mass of the specimens varied from 4.3 mg to 7.2 

mg and simultaneous recording of TGA signals were applied. 
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4. PLA Printing Optimization and Interface 

Structure  

4.1 Introduction 

Pioneers have studied  [268-270] the heat transfer model in the FDM process and made 

conclusions based on three assumptions as follows:  

1) The cross-sectional area of the filament bead has homogeneous temperature 

distribution. 

2) The filament is considered semi-infinite. 

3) Coefficient of heat convention is assumed consistent. 

Although different models have been established, most of the models have to neglect 

some features like heat transfer between the filament and printing platform. It is 

difficult to take all the variates into one model. However, mutual conclusions from 

different models have been established. In the early stage of the filament cooling after 

being printed, most of the neck growth is formed when the filament temperature is 

above the glass transition temperature. Most of material bonding occurs at a very short 

period of time after the filament is extruded.  

It is apparent that all the established models led to a conclusion that 3D printing process 

is extremely temperature sensitive. Therefore, four different printing temperatures have 

been studied in this chapter to investigate the outcome of interfacial bonding of 3D 

printing PLA polymer by using VDP analysis. The further mechanical properties and 

microstructure have also been studied. The boundary quality of printed filament beads 

is also tested by nanoindentation process.  

4.2 Boundary theory and mechanism of 3D printing polymer 

The filament bonding in the 3D printing is critical to the final quality of the part. The 

anisotropy performance is highly determined by the bonding quality of adjacent 

filament. It is one of the inherent properties in additive manufacturing industry due to 

different boundary performance. On a molecular level, chemical bonding among the 

polymer chains strongly determines the mechanical properties of the printed part. 
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During the printing process, a neck is formed due to the heat distribution of the melt 

printed bead start to contact the previously printed bead till the absorptive equilibrium 

is achieved. Polymer chains diffusion is occurred, and an interfacial zone is formed due 

to the molecule’s diffusion across two beads. The flow of viscous polymer is limited 

during the neck formation process and randomization can be reached when substantial 

interdiffusion of chain segments under the boundary conditions. The viscosity of the 

material rises on materials cooling and the quality of the printed object is critically 

affected by the viscosity variation tendency. This includes the thermal conductivity and 

capacity of the printing material, and the external features which affects the cooling rate 

of the material like printing temperature, printing platform temperature and the 

temperature of printing environment. A better material flow when melt can normally 

lead to an improved polymer bonding process. A higher thermal conductivity of the 

material will also result in an increase in the chemical bonding of filament beads. 

However, there is a limitation of printing temperature due to degradation may occur 

and the geometrical accuracy can be deteriorated due to excessed material flow during 

printing process. Fig. 28 shows the bonding process of the adjacent printed bead which 

is established by Bellehumeur et al [268]. 

 

Fig. 28 Filament bonding process 
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4.3 Effect of printing temperature and postprocess on the density 

profile of PLA polymer 

To evaluate the effect of printing temperature on the printed parts, the density profile 

of PLA samples is firstly plotted (Fig. 29). It can be seen that while all four printing 

temperatures result in similar density profile/tendency across the thickness of the 

specimen, there are several interesting features after the scrutiny of the profile diagram.  

It is evident that the average density result of PLA specimens printed at 200 ˚C has the 

greatest amplitude between the highest and lowest density, and lowest average density 

along the printed sample thickness, especially for the layers approaches the bottom and 

top surfaces. The lower density at the bottom layers is mainly because low temperature 

of printing bed leads to lower neck formation and less homogeneous structures. The 

average density of the printed parts at 200 ˚C printing temperature is 1.144 kg/m3, 

which is 2.1%, 3.3% and 3% lower than that printed with a temperature of 210 ˚C, 220 

˚C and 230 ˚C respectively. However, specimens printed in other three temperatures 

have lower wave amplitude (Fig. 29). 

The density of the printed part with the temperature of 210 ˚C is higher than that with 

the temperature of 200 ˚C, is low in the bottom surface and seems to decrease slightly 

from one surface to the other surface. The density also increased considerably in the 

top section of the sample (Fig. 30). This may be due to that the temperature of the 

printed beads is low, the heat from the printer platform cannot be transferred through 

the printed material. Therefore, the ‘platform temperature’ of this area will be closed to 

ambient temperature, which is room temperature. This may lead to higher voids 

between layers. The 220 ˚C and 230 ˚C have similar waves and the zoomed diagram 

has been provided for further discussion in Fig. 30.  

It is interesting that the composites printed with a temperature of 220 ˚C have the 

highest average density, especially higher density in the bottom and mid-section of the 

sample compared with that printed at 230 ˚C temperature. It seems that the printed part 

at 230 ˚C temperature have a more uniform density distribution across the thickness, 

which may be due to less influence from the heat printing platform, as the printed PLA 

filament has the highest thermo-rheologic properties compared with other samples. 

However, it must be noted that the high temperature could also disorder the dimension 
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of the final part. As the printed part for the density profile testing is bulk, the printed 

material has sufficient cooling time before the next layer covers the previous layer, 

therefore, the dimension disorder is not visible in this analysis process.  

It is apparent that the fluctuation from the average curve in the diagram may indicate 

the voids between the printed layers. The magnitude of the density fluctuation can be 

calculated as a percentage of porosity between two layers. Fig. 31. Shows that the raw 

diagram of VDP testing result, the voids among layers are generally reflected on the 

chart. The frequency of the wave is roughly 0.2 mm which is the layer thickness setup. 

The porosity of the sample is varied in the chart mainly due to the intervals along the 

thickness may skip the point which has the greatest pores, or it can also be caused by 

printing inconsistency. It will be further discussed in the following sections.  
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Fig. 29 Average density profile of PLA specimens printed at different printing temperatures 

 

Fig. 30 ‘Zoom-in’ density profile diagram of PLA 

 

Fig. 31 Raw data of density profile of 220 ˚C 
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Table 16 Shows the density of samples of four different printing temperatures. The 

sample at 200 ˚C printing temperature has the lowest average density, which is 1.2%, 

1.7% and 1.6% lower than the samples at the other three printing temperatures 

respectively. This may indicate that the average porosity between the layers is slightly 

larger than that of the samples printed with other printing temperatures. Meanwhile, 

comparing the density of the PLA raw material master batch (1.24-1.26g/m3), The 

specimens printed at the temperature 230 ˚C has the nearest density.  After removing 

the bottom and top edge density data of the sample, the porosity of the sample can be 

obtained. 

Table 16 Average density of PLA specimen printed in four printing temperature 

 200 ˚C 210 ˚C 220 ˚C 230 ˚C 

Density (kg/m3) 1228.7 1233.5 1242.7 1240.7 

 

Since the fluctuation of density profile distribution is inconspicuous (the range of 

fluctuation is subtle) compared to the density of the material, in order to analyse the 

trend of density aligned with thickness, a ‘smooth’ process has been carried out to the 

density profiles to investigate the trend of the density profile at each printing 

temperature intuitively. The ‘smooth’ data is obtained from averaging 50 density 

profiles and the density profile distribution after ‘smooth’ process are given in Fig. 32. 

The individual density profile is included in Appendix A. It clearly shows that the 

average density profile at the printing temperature of 200 ˚C and 210 ˚C is lower than 

that at the printing temperature of 220 ˚C and 230 ˚C. As the thickness increases, the 

sample density has a slight declination for all four printing temperatures. In the printing 

temperature of 230 ˚C, this declination is minimum compared with the specimens at 

other printing temperatures.  

The density in near the bottom and top of the printed parts is significantly lower at 

lower printing temperatures, especially at the printing temperature 200 ˚C, although all 

printed parts have lower density near the bottom and top surfaces compared to the 

centre. It is also observed that in the bottom of the specimen, which is also the early 

stage of the printing process, there is a slight inconsistency, when the first layer of the 

PLA filament is printed on the pre-set 60 ˚C printing platform. Moreover, the deviation 

of the printing nozzle can also lead to the inconsistency in the early stage of printing 
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programme (±5℃ based on reading from the temperature sensor). This phenomenon 

occurs in the printing process for all printing temperatures and all different materials. 

This issue is especially severe at the printing temperature of 200 ˚C among all PLA 

specimens. It is considered that a quicker solidification during the deposition may result 

in a lower heat flow, which hence may deteriorate the printing process. Although this 

issue can be eased by the calibration of the printer and printing programme, the higher 

heat flow is recommended to achieve the higher density profile and further mechanical 

performance. A higher platform temperature may also lead to a lower geometry 

accuracy at the bottom layers due to the temperature of platform is higher than the glass 

transition temperature of PLA polymer.  

Another low density profile also happened in the final stage of the PLA specimen 

printing, it is mainly due to the increase of pores, as the top layers of the printed 

materials may have lower pressure from self-weight compared to those layers printed 

previously. The deposited material has also been cooled down to ambient temperature 

rather than the printing platform temperature of 60 ˚C, which also increase the 

temperature gap and lead to a faster cooling down. Inconsistent geometry may also 

cause this reduction of density. The thickness deviation may also be significant for the 

specimen printed in a lower temperature.  

As aforementioned, the melt PLA deposition previous layers on the ambient 

temperature can contribute the declination of the density, as the greater pores are 

created during printing. In addition, at a printing temperature of 230 ˚C, there is a lower 

density in the initial stage of printing compared to that at a printing temperature of 220 

˚C due to the warpage occurring under high-temperature printing. The warpage occurs 

in the middle or final stages of the printing process, the residual stress has been 

generated during the printing when the printing temperature is either too high or too 

low. The deviation among the nozzle tip and previous deposited material and the 

temperature fluctuation on printing nozzle can also lead to the declination of density 

and increased pores.  

The declination in the specimen printed at 230 ˚C is more severe than that printed at 

220 ˚C. This is also probably due to the excessive heat flow of PLA filament when the 

nozzle is heated to 230 ˚C, which will lead to a thinner thickness lay than setting 

parameter. The sensor may not adaptively adjust the distance among material and 
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nozzle tip either, as it is negligible in one layer, but this issue would have accumulated 

along with the increasing thickness. Finally, a greater porosity is occurred at the late 

stage of the printing process.  

After comparing density profile of PLA polymer at incremental printing temperatures, 

it can be concluded that the printing temperature of 220 ˚C has the least warpage 

happened, the most homogeneous density profile distribution and the highest geometric 

accuracy. The optimized PLA printing temperature would also be referenced for the 

further study in the following chapters when applying other biopolymers. 

 

 

Fig. 32 Density profile of PLA specimens after the smooth process 
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4.4 Mechanical performance of 3D printed PLA polymer 

4.4.1 Tensile properties of 3D printed PLA at different printing 

temperatures 

The tensile testing of 3D printed PLA specimens in ascending printing temperatures is 

implemented to compare the final mechanical performance. The testing is carried out 

in accordance with BS EN ISO-527 standard. The 3D printed specimen is rectangular 

and the gauge length in testing is 15 mm.  

Primarily, all the mechanical testing of printed PLA polymer indicates a monotonically 

increasing stress-strain curve, which shows brittle fracture for the printed products. Due 

to the anisotropy property of the printed products, it is expected that the properties in 

the y-axis are lower than those in the x-axis direction. The property of the PLA products 

printed at ascending printing temperature is evaluated and discussed in the following 

sections. 

The strength-strain comparison shows that the printed PLA specimens have a different 

performance between x-axis and y-axis, and among different printing temperatures (Fig. 

33). In x-axis direction, the products printed at 230 ˚C have the highest strength but the 

variation between the printing temperatures is insignificant (Fig. 33a). The PLA 

specimens printed at 230 ˚C have 7% higher strength than the specimens printed in 200 

˚C. The elongation at break of the 3D printed specimens shows very similar result (Fig. 

33b), four printing temperatures have resulted in almost the same average strain and it 

seems that there is no correlation with the printing homogeneity and density profile. 

Overall, the tensile performance of the parts printed in x-axis orientation have generally 

subtle difference among various printing temperature, this may be due to the printing 

orientation which is aligned with tensile load in the x-axis direction and that there are 

no printed interfacial boundaries in this printing orientation. However, there may 

present an abnormal outcome when printed at a low temperature, for instance, the strain 

of 200 ˚C specimens varied abruptly from 2% to 3.7% in this study (Fig. 33b), and the 

minimum stress (51.4 MPa) is occurred when the elongation at break is 2%. The 

performance of printed objects may be deteriorated by weak printing homogeneity 

when the printing temperature is low.  
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By contrast, in the y-axis direction, due to the existence of the interfacial boundaries, 

as the printing orientation is perpendicular to the load direction, the tensile properties 

are significantly affected by the interlaminar bonding performance (Fig. 33c). The 

average tensile strength of the y-axis PLA specimens reached 22.0 MPa in both of the 

220 ˚C and 230 ˚C printing temperatures, which are 24% higher than the specimens 

printed in 200 ˚C (average 15.3 MPa). The 210 ˚C specimens have a moderate 19.1 

MPa, which indicated that a stepped improvement in tensile properties with the increase 

of printing temperature. The elongation at break is also different for different printing 

temperatures (Fig. 33d). It can be seen that the elongation for the printed products at 

200 ˚C is higher than other three printing temperatures. It seems that the printing 

temperature of 230 ˚C resulted in lowest elongation in the y-axis direction. It is still 

unclear why this has happened, but it is suspected that a high temperature may resulted 

in a deterioration for some early printed layers.  

It is evident that the anisotropy property is very significant for the PLA printed products. 

At 200 ˚C printing temperature, the tensile strength and strain in the y-axis specimen 

are up to 71% and 61% lower than those in the x-axis specimen respectively.  Quick 

brittle fracture is expected in the following section of fracture surface due to the 

brittleness of the testing specimens. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

  

Fig. 33 Comparison of the tensile strength and strain of PLA printed in the ascending 

temperature 

 

4.4.2 Tensile properties of post-processed PLA specimen 

The samples which have been post-processed by the oven curing procedure have also 

been tested and analysed. The difference and comparison are given in Fig. 34, It can be 

seen that the tensile strength significantly improved compared with the uncured PLA 

specimens. The tensile strength has an average 19% increase compared with the PLA 

printed at 220 ˚C. The increase of mechanical properties may be due to the improved 

crystallization of PLA polymer. Unlike other studies that the strain has also an 

improvement along with the crystallinity [271,272], the strain has in fact decreased by 

42% compared with that of the uncured PLA. The comparison of strength/strain curves 

have also provided in Fig. 35, the curve of cured PLA has significantly greater slope 

than the uncured specimen, which also indicate an enhanced crystallization degree after 
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the post-process. The reduction is due to that the printed specimen is cured in a vented 

oven rather than cured as an unprinted filament, the residual stress may increase during 

the postprocess. The wrapping of the specimen is observed after the curing. The failure 

mechanism will be further discussed and analysed in the following section.  
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(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 34 Comparison of PLA and cured PLA printed in x-axis orientation 

 

 

Fig. 35 Comparison of the strength/stain curve of uncured and cured PLA 

4.4.3 Tensile properties of PLA polymer in x and y orientation 

As aforementioned, inherent anisotropy properties in the 3D printed objects are 

significant. To further understand their difference, overall average tensile properties of 

the PLA printed with various temperatures in two printing orientations are compared 

and plotted in Fig. 36. It can be seen that the printed PLA products show considerable 

anisotropy, 59.8% and 62.8% reduction in tensile strength and elongation respectively. 
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of both fracture images. An integral sample failure mode can be determined rather than 

independent failure of printed filament beads. 

Fracture surface of x-axis has two rough surface areas in bottom and middle of the 

image, and a smooth fracture surface in the rest of the sample (Fig. 37a and 37c). These 

two damages occurred progressively, shown in Fig. 37a. Two potential crack initiation 

have been observed from the image. Delamination occurred in the left bottom of the 

image among the adjacent filaments, but the effect of these delamination is negligible 

due to no loading applied on this direction. For the left-middle of the cross-section, the 

ledges could also be considered one of the initiations of crack. Both of these two cracks 

propagate horizontally along with the width of the specimen and then caused the 

overload for the adjoining area, marked on the Fig. 37a. Finally, a clean brittle fracture 

surface is created proceeded to the break of the specimen. The filament beads in the 

bottom of the specimen have pores and impurities, shown in Fig. 37c, which indicates 

insufficient strength and initiation of crack. Additionally, weak bonding is observed in 

the other crack initiation in the middle of the sample upon close inspection. Overload 

may occur on the filament beads which have less or even no interlaminar boundary with 

the transversely adjacent filaments. 

A mixture of facture surface is shown in Fig. 37b, but a large surface has insufficient 

bonding mechanism between adjacent printed layers. On the other hand, the bonding is 

dramatically differed from the middle of sample at both ends of the fracture morphology. 

Overstocked material is deposited at the end of the y-axis printing path where the nozzle 

is making a U-turn. It leads to a sufficient and symmetrical bonding areas at both ends 

of sample between adjacent filament beads. 

Due to this strong inhomogeneity properties of the specimen, it is indicative that the 

failure mechanism is not stochastic, and the damage is initiated when the adjacent 

filament beads have the minimum bonding. The fracture occurred by progressive 

damage in the boundary of delamination and packed material near the edge of the 

sample. The following crack propagation and proceeding also have the trend which 

aligns with the interfacial boundaries of printed layer thickness, shown in Fig. 37d. The 

outer geometry of y-axis specimen is trapezoidal-like rather than the programmed 

rectangular, caused by excessively layer-stacked material at the turning points. It can 
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be counted that an improved mechanical performance could be achieved by increasing 

the bonding area in the middle of the y-axis specimen. 
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(a) PLA x-axis (b) PLA y-axis 

   

(c) PLA x-axis (d) PLA y-axis 

  

Fig. 37 The fracture surface of 3D printed PLA printed in two orientations (x and y axis) 

 

4.5.2 Failure mechanism of printed PLA in ascending printing temperature 

The mechanical performance of the PLA printed in ascending printing temperature is 

tested and analysed in the previous section, and the microstructure of the fracture 

surface is acquired afterwards. Corresponding fracture morphology is characterized 

(Fig. 38). It can be seen that there is a very similar fracture morphology for the printed 

products at 200ºC compared to 220ºC (Fig. 38a and 38b) and a progressive damage is 

observed which combined with a rough and smooth fracture surface. However, a larger 

ledge area is observed for the printed products at 220ºC (Fig. 38b), which is considered 

a crack initiation of sample. There is less delamination of filament beads occurred in 

the fracture surface of 220 ˚C specimen. This seems to reflect the tested mechanical 

property that a higher final ultimate tensile stress is achieved due to these two 

differences in the failure morphology.  
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On the other hand, due to the tensile load is directly applied on the interlaminar bonding 

among filament beads in the y-axis specimens, the mechanical properties of the 

specimen are highly dependent on the bonding performance. As aforementioned, 

stronger tensile strength of the PLA specimens can be achieved when the printing 

temperature is relatively higher. Fig. 38c and 38d compare the difference of fracture 

surfaces when printed under different temperatures. Both failures are initiated from the 

middle area of the sample due to lack of bonding and attachment among printed beads. 

Nevertheless, the printing layers are clearly shown in the Fig. 38c when the printing 

temperature is low due to insufficient material deposition and neck growth, while there 

were no obvious layers shown in Fig. 38d. It can be assumed that the crack in the lower 

printing temperature specimen would be propagated along with the grooves built 

parallel to the printed layers and caused an orientation effect. It may lead to a lower 

strength to the final object. The crack propagation is similar in Fig. 38d, but there are 

less orientated due to lack of the physical grooves. 
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(a) 200 ˚C PLA x-axis (b) 220 ˚C PLA x-axis 

  

(c) 200 ˚C PLA y-axis (d) 220 ˚C PLA y-axis 

  

Fig. 38 Comparison of the fracture surfaces when printed in different temperatures 

 

4.5.3 Failure mechanism of post-processed PLA specimen 

The fracture surface of postprocessed (oven curing) PLA specimen is much rougher 

compared to the uncured specimens, as the increased degree of crystallinity is expected 

from previous studies, although both fracture surfaces have amorphous character (Fig. 

39a and 39b). Shorter route of crack propagation among spherulites or crystalline 

lamella occurs with the increase of crystallinity (Fig. 39a), which may lead to a decrease 

in the crack propagation resistance of the material structure. Finally, the brittleness of 

the postprocessed parts is aggravated. The interfacial bonding strength is slightly 

improved in the y-axis specimen by the superior contact through wetting and reptation. 

However, the curing effect is limited due to the healing benefits of interfacial 

boundaries from annealing process is suppressed by the semi-crystalline structure. 
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Overall, the interfacial bonding of the postprocessed parts has inadequate increase to 

interlaminar mechanical properties. 

(a) (b) 

   

(c) (d) 

  

Fig. 39 The fracture surface of postprocessed 3D printed PLA printed in two orientations (a: 

cured PLA printed x-axis, b: cured PLA printed x-axis, c: uncured PLA printed in x-axis, d: 

uncured PLA printed in y-axis) 

 

4.5.4 Cross-section morphology of 3D printed PLA specimen 

To further investigate the characteristics of interfacial bonding and the distribution of 

voids, the cross-section cut has been implemented on 3D printed PLA specimens. The 

void distribution and elliptical printed filament are visible in the image (Fig. 40a). The 

voids are uniformly distributed in the cross-section of x-axis specimen and are located 

in the centre of four adjacent filament beads. The uniform distribution of voids matched 

with the wave of density profile abovementioned. The maximum porosity along and 
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across the layer thickness is approximately occurred at the mid-point of two printed 

layers. Due to the nonhomogeneous printing process in this study, the variation of size, 

shape and configuration of pores are investigated due to the final performance of the 

3D printing parts is considerably dependent on the interlaminar pores. 

(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 40 The cross section of 3D printed PLA printed in x-axis orientation (a: ×30 cross section 

SEM image of x-axis PLA sample, b: ×100 cross section SEM image of x-axis PLA sample) 

 

In the previous VDP analysis, the density of PLA specimen has a descending trend 

along with the layer thickness, the material density in the bottom is an averagely higher 

than the material near the top layers. The cross-section image in Fig. 40a has an opposite 

result, large pores generated in the first several layers, the lack of bonding is also 

occurred in few of the filament beads. One of the reasons for this poor printing quality 

is that for the consistency throughout the study, a raft is designed to all the printing 

programmes in case of the warpage occurrence. The printed ‘platform’ has an unsmooth 

surface and risk of geometry deformation. This uncertainty may lead to the printing 

disorder in first few layers printed upon the raft structure. The other potential causes 

are deviation of printing programme, the calibration of nozzle displacement in z-axis 

and the internal bubbles occurred in the printed filament may also affect the disorder. 

The bubbles are mainly occurred in the beginning of printing. 

The size of the pores has similar ascending trend compared with the VDP result if the 

first three layers are neglected, the porosity of the specimen is inversely proportional to 

the density. To define the variation of the neck growth between adjacent filaments 

based on the mesostructured characteristics, the interlaminar bonding performance can 
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be evaluated by calculating the quantified geometrical neck growth between adjacent 

layers in Fig. 41. 

 

Fig. 41 Microstructure of the single filament cross-sectional area, W and H is the width and 

height of the filament respectively. x and y are the neck length among adjacent filaments in the 

two directions respectively 

 

From the previous VDP studies, the neck growth between interlaminar layers is 

expected to be greater in the bottom than top layers. However, this trend in the small 

specimens is not as significant as VDP big samples. The experimental results are 

summarized in Table 17. The results confirm the expected variation that the bottom 

layers have higher average neck growth except the topside layer. To achieve a smooth 

appearance of printed objects, a lateral displacement is printed due to the setup of 

printing programme in the topside layer. Therefore, the bonding performance of the 

topside layer is negligible in this study.  

The measurement result from the microstructure image is significantly lower than 

density profile abovementioned, the neck growth length is 30% and 36% compared 

with the width and height of the programmed filament respectively. The bottom layers 

have the highest neck length in x and y directions, which is 9 % and 17% higher than 

the following layers in x and y directions respectively.  
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Table 17 Average neck growth of the x and y axis among the adjacent layers 

 Average neck growth length (μm) Printed filament parameters (μm) 

 x y W H 

Bottom Layers (3 layers) 312 157 

455 200 Middle Layers (5 layers) 288 138 

Top Layers (3 layers) 283 130 

 

The bonding process occurs during a short period of time after the material is extruded 

and laid between the glass transition temperature and critical sintering temperature. The 

formation of x neck length is mainly caused by the sintering in the beginning, and creep 

deformation due to the effect of gravity. The y neck length has less bonding 

performance is due to the creep caused by the down pressure from the nozzle orifice of 

the printer when the filament is being printed. The material is pressed to have a creep 

deformation and bonding with the transverse adjacent filament. This downforce can be 

adjusted and programmed by the calibration of the printer and different setup of the 

slicer software. 

The physical boundaries among the printed filament can also be observed in the SEM 

image, but majority of the boundaries are not visible. The sample of visible boundaries 

are shown in Fig. 42. It can be observed that the physical boundaries occur in the 

transverse boundaries and the neck growth length is relatively low. It led to an 

insufficient creep deformation during the printing process. The chain diffusion occurs 

during the formation of the boundary, and it is expected that there are no physical 

boundaries in the microscope images. The nano-mechanical properties will be 

implemented to analyse whether the interlaminar boundary will deteriorate the 
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performance of the printed objects by weakening the interfacial bonding properties.

 

Fig. 42 Physical boundaries in the microstructure of the x-axis cross-section 
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(a) 

 

(b) (c) 

  

Fig. 43 The cross section of 3D printed PLA printed in y-axis orientation (a: ×70 cross section 

SEM image of y-axis PLA sample, b, c: grooves among printed layers) 

 

Compared with the SEM image of x-axis cross-section, the y-axis has less observed 

pores, the grooves are expected which are an indication of the voids among the printed 

layers. Fig. 43a shows the microstructure of the y-axis cross section image, the 

interlaminar grooves are indicated by the marked arrows, which clearly matched with 

the 200 μm layer thickness. The variation of the grooves is similar to the fracture surface 

above, considerably smaller grooves at the side of the specimen than the groove in the 

middle (Fig. 43b and 43c). Some voids are observed in the image, similar to the x-axis 

specimen and the voids are mainly generated in the early stage of the printing process. 

The bubbles observed could be created when the filament is extruded before the printing 
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process due to the lack of pressure from the nozzle orifice in the beginning of the 

printing process. The bubbles remain after printing. Some impurities are also observed 

in both x and y axis specimen, the impurities in this study are mainly from the filament 

fabrication process. Various sources may contribute to the final impurities, such as, the 

dust which can be attached to the melt material after the compound process, impurities 

from the shredding process due to difficult to clean the machine thoroughly and some 

carbonized polymer remaining due to blocked extrusion process occurred.   

4.6 Nanoindentation analysis of 3D printed PLA specimen 

The aforementioned microstructure of 3D printed indicates that the interlaminar 

bonding is significantly critical to the mechanical performance of final printed parts, to 

further investigate the micromechanical performance of the interlaminar boundary, 

nanoindentation is implemented to analyse the mechanical properties at the potential 

boundary between printed layers.  

Three areas, which cover the interface between two printing layers, have been selected 

in one testing specimen, the testing areas are shown in Fig. 44a (A, B and C areas). 

Nine indentations (3×3) have been implemented in one area, the microstructure images 

before-after testing is shown in Fig. 44b and 44c. The testing for the y-axis specimen 

has same area selection and procedure.  

(a)  (b)  (c)  

   

Fig. 44 Nanoindentation of x-axis PLA specimen (a: position of indentations, b: before 

indentation, c: after indentation) 

 

Nanomechanical properties like hardness and modulus have insignificant difference 

between two printing orientations. However, the result has less dispersion and more 
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uniform in the x-axis, which lead to a better printing uniformity. The average hardness 

reaches 0.284 GPa and 0.288 GPa respectively, and the average modulus is almost 

identical, 5.69 GPa in x-axis and 5.67 GPa in y-axis (Fig. 45). 

With a slight increase in hardness in the y-axis, but the deviation of y-axis specimen is 

42% and 47% higher than the x-axis sample in hardness and modulus respectively. Both 

specimens have no observed mechanical deterioration in the interfacial boundary. The 

higher deviation in the y-axis specimen is mainly due to the longer printing process and 

higher complexity than x-axis specimen.  

Due to the insufficient variation of mechanical properties tested by nanoindentation 

process and consider the previous microstructure analysis in the meanwhile. It can be 

concluded that the anisotropy property of 3D printed PLA is mainly caused by the 

inadequate physical contact area among printed filament beads rather than the weak 

interlaminar bonding properties.  

(a) (b) 

 
 

Fig. 45 The comparison of the hardness (a) and modulus (b) of PLA in different orientations 

 

4.7 Discussion 

The average densities and porosity distribution in the specimen have been investigated 

in 4.3, although the overall results were inconspicuous, the average density of specimen 

printed at the temperature 220 ˚C reached 1242.7kg/m3 which was 1.7% higher than 

that at the 200 ˚C and a smoother density distribution was also achieved. This outcome 

was supported by following mechanical performance testing and microstructure 

morphology. The PLA specimens printed at the higher temperature had superior tensile 

strength to that printed at the low printing temperature (up to 7% and 24% in x and y-
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axis respectively). Printing inhomogeneity has occurred when the printing temperature 

was low, similar comment was risen by other researchers [273]. Various printing 

parameters were investigated by pioneers, such as printing temperature, layer thickness, 

printing speed and orientations [6,171,172,190-192,273-281]. [281] Compared to the 

outcomes of this work, superior enhancements in tensile strength were achieved in their 

study. However, considering the other printing parameters they applied, such as ±45° 

printing orientation, the interlayer bonding might partially impacted the tensile 

strength.A higher printing speed (45 mm/s) could result in higher mechanical 

performance.  

The anisotropy property of FDM 3D printing process was also reported severe. The 

average tensile strength of x-axis reached 54.6 MPa but only 21.9 MPa of the specimens 

printed in y-axis direction. Similar reduction was occurred in tensile strain, decreased 

from 2.9% to 1.1% in x and y axis respectively. The tensile strength and strain were 

decreased 59.8% and 62.8% respectively, this also supported most of the current studies, 

regardless of the material employed [188,189,192,194,273-278,282-284]. The mechanical 

properties of printed parts are highly dependent on the printing orientation. A study on 

[275] the anisotropy properties of 3D printed PLA showed that tensile and flexural 

strength is up to 78% and 350% higher when the printing orientation at 0° compared 

with those at 90°, which is similar to the outcome achieved in this study discussed in 

4.5.3.  

Opposite results were also reported [277], showing that the specimen printed in 0° and 

90° had similar tensile strength when the layer thickness is higher than 0.1 mm, and the 

± 45° orientation resulted in the maximum mechanical properties among three 

orientations, which indicated that the interfacial bonding among printed layers has 

much less influence to the final mechanical properties of printed objects. The reasons 

for these differences could also be the commercial PLA filament applied and 

insufficient filament specifications provided, or the unclear printing programme 

reported in this study. 

The thermal post-process in this study was analysed by oven annealing curing, the 

tensile strength increased 19% to average 64.5 MPa. But the tensile strain decreased 

dramatically by 42% from 2.9% to 1.7%, which lead to a severe brittleness of the 

specimen. The improvement of mechanical performance by thermal post-process was 
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also reported by Wach et al.  [281], up to 17% increase in flexural strength. The flexural 

strains were also slightly decreased, which also matches the testing result above in 4.4.2. 

The microstructure characterizations of the fracture surface and cross-section were 

implemented, the failure mechanism was subtle in specimens printed at different 

temperatures. Brittle failure was occurred in all printed specimens, and the reason of 

the increase in mechanical properties of the y-axis specimen, may be  the increase of 

physical interlayer bonding neck growth. [275] However, different failure modes have 

been reported [274]; the ductile fracture was achieved when the load is parallel to the 

printing orientation, while brittle facture was found when the printing orientation is 

perpendicular to the loading direction. The reason caused this could be the commercial 

printing filament applied in their research and no material composition can be found. 

Some additive or plasticizer might be employed during the filament extrusion. The 

interlayer bonding neck growth was measured and analysed by the help of x-axis cross-

section image, same trend was found with the VDP result, the interlayer neck growth 

length in the bottom layers was up to 36% higher than that the top layers. 

The melt rheological properties of printing material which is another important 

parameter when applying the material in FDM AM process. The melt flow index (MFI) 

of PLA increased considerably with the ascending temperature from 180 °C to 240 °C 

(from 2 to 36 g/10 min), hence strong delamination was reported when the printing 

temperature was 180 °C [190]. Although impressive mechanical performance was 

reported when the high temperature (240 °C) [190], strong overflow occurred when 

printing the PLA filament in our 3D printer. It must be noted that the long carbon fibre 

bundle embedded in the printing process could help reduce the matrix overflow.  

4.8 Interim conclusions 

The 3D printed PLA polymer is comprehensively studied in this chapter from nano to 

macro. The ascending printing temperatures have been evaluated and the optimized 

printing temperature for the PLA polymer is 220 ˚C 

The printing temperature was one of the most critical features in 3D printing process, 

optimized printing temperature for the PLA polymer was generated in this chapter. 

When printing in y-axis orientation, the mechanical properties of 220 ˚C printed PLA 

was up to 24% higher than the PLA printed at 200 ̊ C, less anisotropy property was also 
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achieved. Better interlaminar bonding properties and larger interlaminar contact area 

were considered the reasons when printed in y-axis direction by studying the fracture 

morphology.  

Up to 19% improvement of tensile strength in x-axis printing orientation has been 

achieved when the post-process was applied, but severe brittleness and significant 

anisotropy restricted the further application of heat annealing process of 3D printed 

PLA polymer.  

The failure mechanism of 3D printing objects was analysed in detail in two different 

printing orientation, the result showed that the final mechanical performance was 

affected by the interlaminar bonding properties, even the printing orientation aligned 

with the load applied. However, the y-axis specimen showed dramatically insufficient 

contact area between adjacent filament beads in the middle of the specimen, which was 

the main reason of weak mechanical performance in y-axis specimens. 

There were no deteriorative interlaminar bonding properties among the printed layers, 

proven by nanoindentation process. The micro-mechanical properties have been tested 

at the interface of two printed layers, resulted in little variation in hardness and modulus. 

To reduce the anisotropy property of PLA biopolymer, further copolymers and 

additives were employed and analysed in the following chapters. 
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5. 3D Printing of PLA/PHBV Copolymer and 

Interface Structure 

5.1 Introduction 

Polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs) are another class of bio-based polymers, which are 

fabricated from bacterial fermentation process. PHAs have already been applied in a 

wide variety of applications such as packaging, biomedical implants, drug delivery and 

tissue engineering thanks to the biodegradability, biocompatibility and outstanding 

mechanical performance. With the reducing cost of PHBV polymers, an extension of 

potential applications has emerged. There are limited studies regarding PHBV polymer 

applied in additive manufacturing compared with PLA polymer, which is one of the 

most employed biopolymers in 3D printing industry. PHBV may also be applied in 

additive manufacturing to ease the inherent anisotropic property. This chapter 

introduces the investigation of 3D printed PLA/PHBV copolymer compounded in 

different proportion ratios.  

5.2 Vertical density profile (VDP) of PLA/PHBV copolymers 

Unlike the previous chapter, the density profile of small specimens was studied by the 

X-ray profile densimeter in this study. It must be noted that the relatively large deviation 

in the diameter of extruded filament leads to a slightly greater non-uniform printing 

process, as large specimen is difficult to be printed. This phenomenon has become more 

intensified with the increased weight-ratio of PHBV due to its thermo-rheologic 

properties. 

5.2.1 Vertical density profile (VDP) of PLA/PHBV copolymers printed in 

x-axis orientation 

The density profile of PLA/PHBV copolymer printed in x-axis orientation is tested and 

analysed. Two general observable phenomena can be identified before the detailed 

discussion to be followed. Firstly, a strong variable trend can be observed for the profile 

examined (Fig. 46). It can be seen that the waves are significantly variable with the 

addition of PHBV ratio. Secondly, unlike the PLA specimen, the density distribution at 

the early printing stage, especially when the thickness of specimen is below 1 mm, is 
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considerably lower than that of following printings. However, the difference of average 

densities for each copolymer are negligible. 

Like the PLA specimen, the density wave of PLA/PHBV 90:10 wt% is relatively flat 

compared with other copolymers (Fig. 46a). The average amplitude of the density wave 

is around 50 kg/mm3. It must be noted that there is no density trend in one tested 

specimen due to the limited thickness. The density variations of PLA/PHBV 70:30 wt% 

and PLA/PHBV 50:50 wt% are further magnified to a larger amplitude in the diagram 

(Fig. 46b and 46c). The amplitude in the density variation between layers of the 

PLA/PHBV 30:70 wt% could reach to 214 kg/m3, which is more than four times that 

of the PLA/PHBV 90:10 wt% specimen (Fig. 46d). This may be due to the pores (loosen 

structure) between layers, which could be more significant in the PLA/PHBV 30:70 wt% 

copolymer, by contrast the PLA/PHBV 90:10 wt% may have the finest porosity. This 

will also be analysed with the microstructure images in the later section to confirm this 

assumption. 

Besides, it can be observed from the diagram that in addition to the stronger variation 

with the addition of PHBV polymer, the densities of copolymer varied more randomly 

even without any regularity when the PHBV weight-ratio is increased. An 

inhomogeneous printing quality may be the case according to this phenomenon shown 

in the density profile diagram. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

  

Fig. 46 Density profile of PLA/PHBV copolymers printed in x-axis (a: PLA/PHBV 90:10 wt%, 

b: PLA/PHBV 70:30 wt%, c: PLA/PHBV 50:50 wt%, d: PLA/PHBV 30:70 wt%,) 

 

5.2.2 Vertical density profile (VDP) of PLA/PHBV copolymers printed in 

y-axis orientation 

Compared with the samples in the x-axis direction, similar characteristics can be 

determined in the y-axis direction (Fig. 47). For example, in the early stage of printing 

(within a thickness of 1mm) the average density is much lower than the material density 

in the following printings. The density trend of all samples has no obvious variation 

after the early period, except for the PLA/PHBV 90:10 wt%, the average density has a 

slightly descending trend. 

As for the tendency of the fluctuation amplitude, the two printing orientations have 

shown completely opposite characteristic. Compared with the increased PHBV weight-

ratio in the x-direction, the higher the amplitude, the smaller the amplitude in the y-axis 
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direction with the addition of PHBV. The maximum amplitude in the PLA/PHBV 90:10 

wt% reached 138 kg/m3, compared to the 63 kg/m3 and 54 kg/m3 in the PLA/PHBV 

50:50 wt% and PLA/PHBV 30:70 wt% respectively.  

The reasons for this interesting result may be as follows: The first is that with the 

addition of PHBV, the variable material rheological property of the filament at the 

printing temperature and the solidification process of the melt deposited filament beads 

have been extended. As a result, the melt materials cannot be sufficiently cooled down 

before the following adjacent printed bead is deposited. The severe deformation has 

occurred in the PLA/PHBV 30:70 wt% specimen due to the insufficient solidification. 

Another reason is that when printing in the x-direction, except for the corners at both 

ends of the sample length, the rest of the printer's nozzles is printed at a set printing 

speed of 100% (50 mm/s). In the y-axis direction, since the set sample width is only 10 

mm and the printer is set at every 180˚ corner, the printing speed is only 50% of the set 

speed. This results in an overstock at the corners when printing in the y-axis direction, 

which results in a final sample with a lower porosity and higher average density. 
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the anisotropy property is also unavoidable for the copolymers. The tensile strength and 

strain of copolymers are shown Fig. 48, neat PLA and PHBV are also provided as a 

benchmark. The tensile properties of pure PHBV polymer are lower than those of the 

printed neat PLA. The average tensile strength of 3D printed PHBV specimens is 35.6 

MPa, which is 35% lower than that of the neat PLA samples. The PLA/PHBV 30:70% 

specimen has the lowest strength in the diagram, resulted in 33.1 MPa and 39% lower 

than the tensile strength of PLA samples. The tensile strength is even 7% lower than 

that of neat PHBV specimens, which may indicate a poor printing quality. The rest of 

copolymers have only slightly lower strength than that of PLA polymer, up to 13% 

lower in tensile strength. 

The difference in tensile strains seems less significant than that in the tensile strength. 

The tensile strain of PLA/PHBV copolymers is comparative with both samples printed 

by two neat polymers. The strains of PLA and PHBV are very similar, resulting in 

average 2.87% and 2.78% respectively. There is a descending tendency occurred in 

tensile strain, when focused on the four copolymer variations. The highest strains 

occurred in PLA/PHBV 90:10% specimens, which is almost identical with the PLA. 

The PLA/PHBV 30:70% copolymer has the lowest tensile strains, which is 16% lower 

than the PLA specimens. Table 18 summaries the tensile properties of PLA/PHBV 

copolymers. 
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(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 48 Tensile strength and strain of x-axis PLA/PHBV copolymers (a: tensile strength, b: 

tensile strain) 

 

Table 18 Average mechanical properties of PLA/PHBV copolymers in x-axis printing 

orientation 

 
Tensile 

Strength (MPa) 

Tensile Strain 

(%) 

Young’s Modulus 

(GPa) 

PLA 54.6 2.87 1.93 

PLA/PHBV 90:10% 49.7 2.81 1.77 

PLA/PHBV 70:30% 47.4 2.62 1.82 

PLA/PHBV 50:50% 49.8 2.50 2.00 

PLA/PHBV 30:70% 33.1 2.42 1.37 

PHBV 35.6 2.78 1.29 

 

5.3.2 Tensile properties of PLA/PHBV copolymers in y-axis printing 

orientation 

Although the copolymer specimens printed in y-axis orientation have all resulted in 

lower tensile strength than PLA polymer (Fig. 49), the reduction is significantly less 

compared with the reduction in x-axis. The weakest tensile strength occurred in 

PLA/PHBV 30:70% specimens, which is 14% lower than the PLA. It can be assumed 
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that the interlaminar bonding performance of PHBV is superior to that of PLA polymer 

in 3D printing. Further discussion will be provided in the following sections.  

The tensile strain of copolymers is superior to that of the PLA samples. The maximum 

tensile strain has resulted in PLA/PHBV 50:50% (1.94%), which is 43% higher than 

the strain of PLA. Table 19 shows the average mechanical properties of PLA/PHBV 

copolymers, benchmarked with PLA samples. The improvement in tensile strains is 

probably due to the improved bonding performance between layers for the PLA/PHBV 

copolymer, which will also be investigated in the next section, compared with the 

mechanical properties of neat PHBV. The improvement of ductility is dramatic even in 

the small PHBV proportion like PLA/PHBV 90:10%, resulting in 1.75% and 37% 

higher than those of the PLA. Fig. 49 summarizes the tensile properties of PLA/PHBV 

copolymers compared with the PLA which are printed in 220 ˚C. 

Table. 19 Average mechanical properties of PLA/PHBV copolymers in y-axis printing 

orientation 

 Tensile Strength (MPa) 

Tensile Strain 

(%) 

Young’s Modulus 

(GPa) 

PLA 21.9 1.1 2.11 

PLA/PHBV 90:10% 20.0 1.75 1.14 

PLA/PHBV 70:30% 21.4 1.60 1.34 

PLA/PHBV 50:50% 21.0 1.94 1.08 

PLA/PHBV 30:70% 18.9 1.75 1.09 
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(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 49 Tensile strength and strain of y-axis PLA/PHBV copolymers (a: tensile strength, b: 

tensile strain) 

 

The tendency of tensile properties of PLA/PHBV copolymers printed in x-axis and y-

axis orientations is compared (Fig. 50a). With the increase of PHBV proportion, the 

tensile strength is reduced visibly in the x-axis, but there is no tendency for the y-axis 

specimens. The tensile strength of PLA/PHBV 30:70% copolymer printed in y-axis is 

39% lower than that of the sample printed in x-axis. Although it is premised that the 

tensile strength decreases in the x-axis direction, the anisotropy of tensile strength is 

significantly reduced by the addition of PHBV.  

Meanwhile, the ductility of copolymer specimen printed in y-axis orientation is 

considerably improved when the PHBV polymer is presented in Fig. 50b. In the 

PLA/PHBV 50:50% proportion samples, the tensile strain in the y-axis orientation is 

only 22% less than that of the specimen printed in x-axis, which is significantly 

improved compared to the 62% reduction in the PLA specimens. Same reductions have 

occurred in the Young’s modulus of specimens, in the PLA/PHBV 70:30% and 

PLA/PHBV 30:70%, there are 26% and 20% lower in y-axis specimen respectively 

compared to the outcomes of x-axis, the difference of which is lower than that of other 

proportions of copolymer, shown in Fig. 50a. The testing outcomes have proved that 

the PLA/PHBV copolymers have less anisotropy properties than 3D printed neat PLA 

polymer.  
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(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 50 Comparison of tensile strength and Young’s modulus of PLA and PLA/PHBV 

copolymer 

 

5.4 Microstructure of PLA/PHBV copolymers 

5.4.1 Fracture surface of PLA/PHBV copolymers printed in x-axis 

orientation 

Similar to the previous chapter, the copolymer specimens were implemented to SEM 

to acquire the fracture morphology. To further compare the failure mechanisms 

between different weight-ratios of copolymer, the analysis of fracture surface is 

separately discussed for different printing orientations. 

Fig. 51 shows representative SEM images of fracture surface of PLA and PLA/PHBV 

copolymers. Firstly, no visible cluster or domain is observed in all the copolymers, 

which the miscible blends have been determined. The PLA/PHBV 90:10% and 

PLA/PHBV 70:30% have overall similar failure surfaces compared with PLA specimen. 

A brittle failure mode have been indicated with large smooth fracture surface. However, 

with the increasing weight ratio of PHBV, more rough surfaces have been observed 

which may indicate a different failure mechanism.  

In the Fig. 51b, three surface areas which are combined with both clean and rough 

surfaces have been marked in the image. Debonding and delamination have also 

occurred during the tension testing in the area 1; the bottom layers are pulled-out from 

the top layers and there is also a multistep structure between area 1 and 2, which 
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indicates the direction of crack propagation. A quick brittle failure is indicative in the 

area 2 due to the smooth fracture surface, whereas a rough and ductile fracture surface 

in area 3 has been distinguished from other areas. Like the PLA specimen, the crack is 

propagated along with the horizontally adjacent filament beads.  

The fracture morphology of PLA/PHBV 30:70% on the contrary in the Fig. 51d, has 

shown a relatively clear fracture surface. Severe delamination has occurred in both 

horizontal and vertical interlaminar boundaries. It can be observed that the insufficient 

deposition during printing process has occurred in the first 7 printing layers, which 

caused a weak interlaminar bonding properties and the following horizontal 

delamination during tension testing. Same phenomenon in the adjacent filament beads 

leads to another vertical delamination at the middle of the specimen.  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

  

Fig. 51 Fracture morphology of PLA/PHBV copolymers printed in x-axis (a: PLA, b: 

PLA/PHBV 90:10 wt%, c: PLA/PHBV 70:30 wt%, d: PLA/PHBV 30:70 wt%) 
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5.4.2 Fracture surface of PLA/PHBV copolymers printed in y-axis 

orientation 

Unlike the insufficient difference in mechanical properties of x-axis specimens, the 

PLA/PHBV copolymers printed in y-axis have impressively enhanced the tensile strain 

at break compared with neat PLA polymers. The fracture morphology of copolymers 

has been investigated to analyse the cause of this improvement.  

As aforementioned, the improved mechanical properties have been achieved in the y-

axis specimens. The microstructure images are shown in Fig. 52. The improved contact 

areas of fracture surfaces can be observed in the Fig. 52b, 52c and 52d. The increased 

physical contact areas can lead to an improved endurance to the applied load, then a 

tougher mechanical performance is achieved.  

Similar to the surface morphology of PLA specimen, the fracture surface shows a 

symmetrical structure. Overstocked material is deposited at the end of the y-axis 

printing path, where the nozzle is making a U-turn (Fig. 52b and 52c). However, there 

are two different features compared with PLA. Firstly, the interlaminar bonding 

between adjacent beads is improved in the middle of the specimen with the increasing 

weight ratio of PHBV, the bonding performance is improving faster at the top of the 

specimen than the bottom. Another interesting feature is that two different fracture 

surfaces have been observed in Fig. 52c, a rough surface on the right and a smooth 

failure on the left. Although they both indicate a brittle failure morphology, a faster 

crack propagation normally took place in a smooth fracture surface than in the rough 

surface. These two failure modes occurred separately in a very short period of time. 

The crack was initiated at the middle of the specimen due to the lack of physical 

bonding, then propagated horizontally to both sides of the sample. The reason of these 

impressively different fracture morphologies is potentially the direction of applied 

tensile load. There may be an error occurred during the testing, which may finally cause 

uneven load applied on the two edges of sample.  

As for the PLA/PHBV 30:70%, only little area has no physical bonding in the fracture 

surface. The failure mode in the Fig. 52d is like that in the x-axis specimen, which the 

crack is integrally propagated across the sample, different failure modes are physically 

linked, rather than two separated cracks, such as Fig. 52b and 52c. The optimized 

anisotropy property in all the copolymers has achieved in this weight ratio due to the 
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maximum physical bonding performance, whereas the printing geometry accuracy in 

this proportion ratio is the lowest. Interestingly, the PLA/PHBV 30:70% specimens 

printed in x and y axis orientations have completely polarized deposition result. Strong 

deformation occurred in the PLA/PHBV 30:70% specimen and an inverted trapezoidal 

outline of the fracture surface is observed in the y-axis specimen except few bottom 

layers, which indicated an over-deposition of the copolymer during the printing process. 

This appearance has occurred in all the copolymers, which when printed in y-axis 

orientation and with the increasing PHBV added, more severe overstocked material is 

deposited upon the previous layer at turning area of the specimen.  

The improvement of interlaminar bonding performance, when the PLA/PHBV 

copolymers are printed in y-axis orientation, is potentially due to the over-deposition 

of the printer by sacrificing printing geometry accuracy. The origin of this insufficient 

and over-sufficient material deposition which occurred in the same copolymer is not 

fully understood yet, but one explanation may be proposed relating to the thermal 

properties of PHBV, which will be further discussed in the following sections. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

  

Fig. 52 Fracture morphology of PLA/PHBV copolymers printed in y-axis (a: PLA, b: 

PLA/PHBV 90:10 wt%, c: PLA/PHBV 70:30 wt%, d: PLA/PHBV 30:70 wt%) 

 

5.4.3 The cross-section morphology of PLA/PHBV copolymer printed in 

x-axis orientation 

In this section, the PLA/PHBV 70:30 wt% and PLA/PHBV 50:50 wt% are employed 

to study the cross-section morphology of the copolymers. Fig. 53 shows the cross-

section of x-axis specimens, compared to the cross-section of neat PLA, the porosity 

and size of pores are impressively improved. It is also worth mentioning that the pores 

among filament beads are halved in some printed layers, shown in Fig. 53a. Unlike the 

relatively uniform pores in PLA specimen, the shape and size of the pores in 

PLA/PHBV 70:30 wt% are somehow variable. The thermal properties may be one of 

the reasons for these reduced and variable pores, and the copolymer has shown more 

sufficient deposition and neck growth during printing process. Beside the pores 
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generated during the printing process, another proposed explanation is that some of the 

residual material is displaced during the cutting process when preparing the cross-

section specimen. Interestingly, when observing the cross-section image, pores are 

horizontally absented every other adjacent filament beads. This phenomenon is clearer 

at the bottom and in the middle than top parts of the sample, and it can also be observed 

in the fracture surface shown in Fig. 51c.  

Compared with the PLA/PHBV 70:30 wt% copolymer, a further integrated cross-

section is acquired in the PLA/PHBV 50:50 wt% copolymer. The size of pores in the 

image is further decreased to nearly invisible. Like the PLA/PHBV 70:30 wt% 

copolymer, the grooves between layers are subtle and the shape of pores is still 

considerably disordered.  

Beside the pores generated during the printing process, another proposed explanation 

is that some of the residual material could be displaced during the cutting process when 

preparing the cross-section specimen. Fig. 54 compares the shape of the pores in the 

fracture surface and cut cross-section image. Excessive adhesion material can be 

observed in the Fig. 54b in comparison with the pore which presented in the fracture 

surface of Fig. 54a, from the size of the pores in the copolymers, it is not convincible 

that this is due to the disordered pores in the cross-section image.  

Both PLA/PHBV 70:30 wt% and PLA/PHBV 50:50 wt% copolymers had a more 

integrated cross-section and less porosity than neat PLA, but the morphology of the 

pores cannot be determined due to the pores in the cross-section images are damaged 

during the cutting process. 
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(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 53 Cross-section SEM image of PLA/PHBV 70:30 wt% and PLA/PHBV 50:50 wt% 

 

(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 54 Comparison of the interlaminar pore between fracture surface and cross-section SEM 

image in PLA/PHBV 50:50 wt%  

 

5.4.4 The cross-section morphology of PLA/PHBV copolymer printed in 

y-axis orientation 

In the cross-section image of y-axis samples, similar phenomenon has occurred. The 

grooves in the image are physically smaller and thinner compared with those of PLA 

specimen, shown in Fig. 55. An improved bonding performance has been achieved. The 

grooves in the image illustrates the pores among printed filament beads and among the 

printed layers. The cross-section shows similar variation with the fracture surface, the 

grooves is considerably smaller at the side of the specimen than in the middle. 
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However, there are two concerns shown on the images. Firstly, the appearance of the 

grooves from the image shows non-uniform layout and spread. One of the reasons is 

the large deviation of filament diameter, leading to a variable deposition during the 

printing process. It can be observed that there are some of the cavities in the cross-

section image, shown in the bottom right of Fig. 55a. Unlike the bubbles in the PLA 

specimen, which are mainly located in one area, the cavities are randomly scattered in 

the cross-section of copolymers. The size of the cavities is normally large, almost as 

big as one printed layer. It is possible that the clogging of nozzle orifice occurs during 

the printing process and the cavities are formed when the clogging happened. The 

remaining impurities in the filament may also have been removed during the cutting 

process, thus resulting in cavities. Fig. 56 indicates the cavities caused by impurities. 

(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 55 The cross-section SEM images of PLA/PHBV 70/30 wt% and PLA/PHBV 50/50 wt% 

 

 

Fig. 56 The cavity presented in the PLA/PHBV 70:30 wt% y-axis specimen 
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5.5 Nanoindentation analysis of 3D printed PLA/PHBV 

copolymers 

With the addition of PHBV, the micromechanical determination of boundary 

performance needs to be evaluated. The ratios of PLA/PHBV 70:30 wt% and 

PLA/PHBV 30:70 wt% were chosen to analyse the micromechanical properties of the 

3D printed copolymers like the previous chapter. Fig. 57 shows three testing locations 

selected for nanoindentation, which are considered possible print boundary locations. 

Fig. 57b and 57c show the micrographs before and after the nanoindentation at the test 

site under the microscope. 

(a) Position of indentations (b) Before (c) After 

   

Fig. 57 Position of indentations were implemented in PLA/PHBV 70:30 wt% and the 

microstructure morphology before-after testing 

 

The average hardness and modulus of the material obtained after nanoindentation 

testing are shown in Fig. 58. Similar to the previous chapter, the micromechanical 

properties of copolymer did not show a significant attenuation of interlaminar bond 

strength. The results obtained at all test points are within an acceptable tolerance range. 

It can be concluded that, like the PLA, copolymer has little interlaminar bonding surface 

that will affect the mechanical properties. The main reasons for affecting the 

mechanical properties may still be the neck growth length of physical interlaminar 

bonding. 

Like the results of mechanical properties after tensile test, the average modulus of 

PLA/PHBV 30:70 wt% is 8% higher than that of PLA/PHBV 70:30 wt% in the results 

of nanoindentation test, which is presented in Fig. 58b. Hardness is almost identical 
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(Fig. 58a), being in 0.31 GPa and 0.32 GPa respectively. Due to the lower printing 

quality of PLA/PHBV 30:70 wt%, the greater deviation in material hardness has been 

obtained in the nanoindentation result.  

(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 58 The hardness and modulus of the PLA/PHBV copolymer 

 

It is worth mentioning that fine vertical grooves can be seen on the surface of the 

copolymers and the spacing of the grooves is random from nanometers to micrometers. 

The material surface characterization may image the bond strength between the printed 

layers and whether these grooves are related to the interlaminar bonding properties. To 

determine the influence of the grooves on the material properties, some indention points 

were selected to be pressed on the grooves in the nanoindentation testing process. 

As aforementioned, two nanoindentation samples (one for each material weight-ratios) 

are selected to determine whether final performance will be affected by the micro-

grooves. The microstructure of two selected samples is shown in Fig. 59, in the Fig. 

59a, inline indentation number 1-4-7 and 2-3-8 are considered points on the groove and 

0-5-6 is the normal indentation points. Similarly, the indentation number 0-5-6 and 2-

3-8 in the Fig. 59b are chosen as a comparison with the normal indentation point.  

The test results of two samples are shown in the Fig. 60, comparing each inline 

indentation points (result of each point is shown in Appendix). Two different 

phenomena are achieved in different material weight-ratios, insignificant variation is 

shown in the Fig. 60a, but the results of inline indentation points on the grooves are 

slightly higher than the points off the grooves in the PLA/PHBV 30:70 wt%. The 

average modulus of the 1-4-7 points, which is considered off the grooves, is on average 
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7% higher than that of the points on the grooves. However, it is still unknown that the 

origin of this variation and the variates may cause this difference are numerous, such 

as the cutting procedure before the nanoindentation implemented, the system error of 

nanoindentation process and immiscible material domains. There is no evidence that 

this loss comprehensively existed in all over the printed specimen, and this phenomenon 

may not be considered novel material properties in the PLA/PHBV copolymer and the 

material interface between printed beads, but it is still worth digging based on this 

phenomenon. 
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(a) (b) 

  

PLA/PHBV 70:30 wt% PLA/PHBV 30:70 wt% 

Fig. 59 Selected nanoindentation samples applied on the micro-grooves 

 

(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 60 Comparison of the nanoindentation results that on and off the grooves 

 

5.6 Thermal properties of PLA/PHBV copolymers 

To further study the cause of the variation on the printing performance occurred, the 

thermal properties of PLA/PHBV copolymers are analysed by TGA. Two blend 

compositions (PLA/PHBV 70:30 wt% and PLA/PHBV 30:70 wt%) are selected in this 

study. The TGA diagram is described in Fig. 61. Generally, the degradation of two 

blends occurred differently as expected and the degradation ranges of copolymers are 
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both relatively narrow. Both copolymers have more than one stage of degradation. 

Table 20 summarises the corresponding stages of decomposition (2%, 5%, 10% and 

50%).  

Based on the Table 20, the degradations have initiated at the temperature of 263 ˚C for 

the PLA/PHBV 70:30 wt% earlier than the 273 ̊ C for the PLA/PHBV 30:70 wt%, when 

the weight loss is reached 2%. However, a rapid degradation on the PLA/PHBV 30:70 

wt% is observed, at 279, 284, 298 ˚C when the weight loss is 5%, 10% and 50% 

respectively. The range of weight loss from 2% to 50% is only 25 ˚C in comparison 

with that on PLA/PHBV 70:30 wt% which is 65 ˚C. The residues at 550 ˚C of both 

copolymers are around 1%, which is very little quantity, it is worth mentioning that the 

PLA/PHBV 70:30 wt% has a higher residue due to the mineral fillers which are acted 

as stabilizers or nucleating agents in PHBV polymer, but it’s not mentioned in the 

datasheet of the PHBV, which is provided by the material supplier. 

The maximum rate of weight loss which corresponds with temperature is also critical 

to the thermal characteristic, the curve is presented, which the maximum rate is 

determined as the peak value of the 1st derivative of the TGA curve, shown in the Fig. 

62 as derivative thermogravimetry (DTG). The decomposition feature of the material 

can be improved from the investigation by the DTG curve, and decomposition 

temperatures (Tmax) can be found and listed in Table 21.  

A bimodal peak has been obtained in the DTG curves of both copolymers; the first peak 

of weight loss in the PLA/PHBV 70:30 wt% is 298 ˚C which is almost identical with 

the 297 ˚C of PLA/PHBV 30:70 wt%. However, the decomposition rate of PLA/PHBV 

30:70 wt% is 59%, which is considerably higher than that of the other copolymer. The 

immiscibility of PLA and PHBV blends can also be confirmed by the bimodal peak 

curve.   

It can be concluded that the decomposition of both blends occurred within a narrow 

range of temperature and the thermal stability of PLA/PHBV 70:30 wt% is slightly 

improved compared with that of the other blend compositions.  
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Fig. 61 TGA curves of the PLA/PHBV blends. 

 

Table 20 Decomposition temperature of PLA/PHBV blends when the weight loss is reached 

2%, 5%, 10% and 50%, and char yields at 550 ˚C. 

 T2% 

(˚C) 

T5% 

(˚C) 

T10% 

(˚C) 

T50% (˚C) Char 

yield (%) 

PLA/PHBV 

70:30 wt% 

263 276 285 328 0.85 

PLA/PHBV 

30:70 wt% 

273 279 284 298 1.67 
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Fig. 62 DTG curves of the PLA/PHBV blends 

 

Table 21 Decomposition temperatures of PLA/PHBV blends 

 Decomposition temperatures (Tmax) 

PLA/PHBV 70:30 wt% 298-351 ˚C 

PLA/PHBV 30:70 wt% 297-366 ˚C 

 

5.7 Discussion 

PHBV, as a gaining immense attention in the bio-based polymer industry, has been 

applied in various processes except AM. The AM produced PHBV and its copolymers 

require further exploration. This chapter investigated the performance of PLA/PHBV 

copolymers applied in FDM. The wave non-uniform density distribution in x-axis 

specimen was found when the PHBV content is high, such as PLA/PHBV 30:70 wt%, 

which indicated a higher porosity, but the opposite result was achieved in y-axis 
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specimen. An overstock was reported when the copolymer printed in the y-axis 

orientation.  

With the addition of PHBV, mechanical properties of the copolymers were decreased 

in both printing orientation, but except the PHBV content was 70 wt%, the reduction in 

tensile strength was negligible (7% and 4% in a-axis and y-axis respectively when the 

PHBV content was 50 wt%). However, opposite results occurred in tensile strain, the 

tensile strain reduced slightly (up to 16%) when the printing orientation was x-axis. The 

tensile strain improved considerably with increased PHBV content (1.94% in 

PLA/PHBV 50:50 wt% compared to the 1.1% in neat PLA). The outcome of results 

achieved is not fully in agreement with the previous report [285], where the specimen 

printed in vertical had higher tensile strength compared to the horizontal and the tensile 

strains of PLA/PHBV were impressively higher than that of the PLA in vertical printing 

orientation.[286] The actual density and overall thickness of the printed parts were 

considered for these abnormal results. Fuentes et al. [287] have also studied the 

PLA/PHBV copolymer filament using FDM process, different PHBV contents were 

studied (40, 50, 60 wt%). When the printing orientation was ± 45°, little deterioration 

was found in tensile properties with the PHBV content increased, but the flexural and 

impact strength had an impressive decrease when the PHBV content was over 50 wt%. 

Compared to the results in this study mentioned in 5.3, the tensile strength of 

PLA/PHBV 30:70 wt% was 33% lower than that of the 50:50% specimens. The 

potential reasons may be summarised as follows: 

 The printing was carried out without any addition of additive, while an epoxy 

functionalized styrene-acrylate copolymer compatibilizer was used as a chain 

extender (CE) in previous research, which could lead to a better processability, 

shown in Fig. 63. 

 The cooling process (Fig. 63) after the filament extruded from the die was also 

different, where the water cooling applied could result in a more homogeneous 

outline of the filament. 

 There may be a difference in the quality of filaments used. For instance, a less 

contaminated printing filament could be generated with a direct extrusion by a 

twin-screw extruder compared to a 3-step process used in this study. 
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Fig. 63 The water bath cooling process and the filament extruded with and without chain 

extender. 

The interlayer bonding of the PLA/PHBV polymers was also investigated and the 

bonding performance was evaluated by visual fracture morphological characterization. 

Similar to the fracture surface of the PLA specimen, brittle failure occurred in all 

specimens and fewer voids were observed in both x and y axis specimens compared to 

the neat PLA. The interlayer bonding improved with the increasing content of PHBV 

but the non-uniform printing also occurred. The filament fusion and residual stresses 

were considered as two main factors involved. As the various platform temperatures 

and layer thicknesses were applied from other studies [287], some visible interfaces 

were shown (Fig. 64). As the ± 45° printing orientation was applied, shear fracture 

occurred (Fig. 64b) [287]. Smaller layer thickness was suggested to reduce the residual 

stress [288].  

The miscibility and decomposition properties were analysed by TGA process, 

immiscibility was found due two peaks were observed in DTG curve. Gerard and 

Budtova [288] studied the PLA and PHBV blend in various compositions, the 

immiscibility of two polymers was also supported by differential scanning calorimetry 

(DSC) and morphology characterization SEM image, which can match the thermal 

properties result in this study, section 5.6. More additives or plasticizers are still 

attractive to PLA/PHBV printing. 

Without Chain Extender With Chain Extender 
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Fig. 64 Fracture surface of PHBV:PLA:CE (40:60:0.25) [287]. 

 

5.8 Interim conclusions 

The performance of 3D printed PLA/PHBV copolymer was investigated and analysed 

in this chapter. The different variations of the copolymer printed in the x-axis and y-

axis have been achieved in the VDP results. With the increasing weight ratio of PHBV, 

the amplitude of the density distribution waves is decreased from 138 kg/m3 to the 

minimum 54 kg/m3 in the PLA/PHBV 90:10 wt% and PLA/PHBV 30:70 wt% 

respectively. Two opposite tendencies have been obtained in x-axis and y-axis 

specimen, the variation was also supported by the results from the examination of 

mechanical properties and microstructure characteristics. Despite the fact that the 

printing quality has deteriorated with the increased weight ratio of PHBV, especially 

the tensile strength of PLA/PHBV 30:70 wt% was achieved only 33.1 MPa in x-axis, 

which was 39% lower than PLA. There was strong evidence that the anisotropy 

property in the 3D printing objects was relieved by the addition of PHBV polymer. 

Compared to the y-axis specimens to the x-axis, anisotropy in tensile strain has been 

considerably enhanced from 62% to 20% in PLA/PHBV 30:70 wt%.  

The microstructure characterisation explained the enhancement of anisotropy mainly 

due to the improved interfacial bonding in printed y-axis specimens of PLA/PHBV 

blends. However, there was no clear evidence of the interlayer boundaries when 

implementing the nanoindentation process. 

Although the mechanical performance and the printing accuracy were deteriorated 

corresponding to the increased weight-ratio of PHBV, but the PLA/PHBV copolymer 
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could still be attractive as the potentially improved anisotropy property has been 

emerged in forementioned studies. 
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6. Improvement and Modification of PLA and 

PHBV Polymers for 3D Printing 

6.1 Introduction 

With the PLA/PHBV copolymers studied in the previous chapter, a dramatic potential 

has appeared for the application of biopolymer applied in additive manufacturing. 

However, besides the reduced anisotropy property when printing in different 

orientations, there exist several defects: 

1) Different deposition disorders during the printing process; 

2) The poor geometry accuracy and warpage when the PHBV weight ratio is high; 

3) The decreased mechanical properties; 

4) Severe brittleness in all the specimens. 

This chapter offers a further study that attempts to improve the issues above based on 

the previous chapters. The modification and improvement are implemented by the 

addition of some other biopolymers, those copolymers and additives like 

Polycaprolactone (PCL), Polybutylene Succinate (PBS) and Polyethylene glycol (PEG).  

6.2 Vertical density profile (VDP) of 3D printed PLA and PHBV 

with modifications 

The modified specimens were compared with their benchmarks, which are the PLA and 

PLA/PHBV 30:70 wt% specimens due to the incomplete data acquired of neat PHBV. 

The porosity distributions were investigated to firstly determine the printing quality of 

the modified printing materials. Similar to previous chapters, the x-axis and y-axis 

printing orientations were analysed separately.  

6.2.1 VDP of modified materials printed in x-axis 

6.2.1.1 VDP of modified PLA based polymers printed in x-axis 

The PLA and two of the blends based on the PLA polymer are analysed in this section. 

The density distributions are presented in Fig. 65a. Three printed specimens have 
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overall similar results in average density. The average density of neat PLA has the 

highest density of 1140 kg/m3, which is slightly higher than other two modifications. 

The PLA/PBS and PLA/PBS/PEG copolymers have almost identical average 

throughout the specimens, resulting in 1110 and 1112 kg/m3.  

The amplitudes of the wave are also similar between three specimens, the maximum 

amplitude is occurred in the neat PLA, which is 71 kg/m3. The modifications have 

slightly lower amplitude obtained from the result, which indicates a lower porosity 

compared with the PLA. However, the argument has been raised that the density of 

copolymers should have a higher density compared with PLA due to the present of PBS, 

but lower peak density occurred during the VDP testing. Besides considering the system 

error, the geometry disorder is also one of the reasons led to this phenomenon. The air 

gap between specimen and sample holder is also counted during the testing procedure 

and lead to the final lower peak density.  

Generally, it can be concluded that two modification specimens are printed in an 

adequate quality and uniformity, which are close to the neat PLA specimen, whereas 

the specific density distributions in the diagram varied. The distinguishing variations 

of density scanning from the bottom to top of specimen are observed in the diagram 

below (Fig. 65b). A ‘smooth’ diagram is provided to further study the tendency of 

specimens, shown in Fig. 65b. The PLA and PLA/PBS have a relatively flat density 

distribution, the average density in the top of the sample is very close to the density in 

the bottom. However, like the density trend of PLA polymer studied in Chapter 4, a 

descending density is also presented in the small PLA specimen except the first few 

deposited layers. The distribution trend of PLA/PBS and PLA/PBS/PEG in the opposite, 

presented an ascending density along with the printed layers, especially PLA/PBS/PEG 

specimen. The density of the top layer is 9% higher than the density at the bottom of 

the specimen (at layer thickness is 1mm). The reason of this tendency is still unclear 

and it will be further investigated at the following microstructure sections. 
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(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 65 VDP of PLA and modified copolymers (a) and smooth processed density diagram (b) 

 

6.2.1.2 VDP of modified PHBV based polymers printed in x-axis 

PHBV with modifications are compared with the PHBV/PLA 30:70 wt%, which have 

studied in the last chapter as a benchmark for all PHBV modifications. The density 

profile of PHBV modifications is presented in the Fig. 66a. Significant diversifications 

of density profile are obtained in the diagram (Fig. 66a), which need to be thoroughly 

introduced and discussed. The red PHBV/PBS and blue PHBV/PCL 90:10 lines present 

relatively smooth density distribution and variation compared with those of the 

benchmark. The average densities of these two modifications are almost identical, 

PHBV/PBS and PHBV/PCL 90:10 have average densities of 1180 kg/m3 and 1178 

kg/m3, respectively. The PHBV/PCL 80:20, which is beyond expectations, has the 

lowest average density and greatest amplitude of wave. Although, it cannot be 

concluded what is the reason caused this dramatically differences between two close 

weight ratios.  

From the variation of waves shown in the diagram (Fig. 66a), it can be expected that 

the porosity between different modifications varies dramatically. The pores in 

PHBV/PCL 80:20 specimen are expected large due to the greatest amplitude of wave. 

The PHBV/PBS and PHBV/PCL 90:10 in the opposite, smaller pores and lower overall 

porosity than the PHBV/PLA 70:30 copolymer can be determined. The maximum 

amplitude of PHBV/PCL 80:20 is 195 kg/m3 and its 88% and 157% greater than the 

PHBV/PBS and PHBV/PCL 90:10 respectively. However, all the modifications are 
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resulted in lower average density compared with the benchmark which the printing 

geometry disorder may be indicated. 

The density distributions of PHBV/PLA/PCL copolymers are presented in Fig. 66b and 

the tendencies are provided in Fig. 64d, the two copolymers have similar tendency 

along the thickness with more stable density profile is observed in PHBV/PLA/PCL 

70:20:10 wt% except the bottom of the specimen. Both copolymers have lower average 

density compared with the benchmark PHBV/PLA 70:30 wt%. Similar to the 

PHBV/PCL 90:10 wt%, the 10 wt% PCL polymer leads to a smoother density 

distribution rather than only 5 wt%. The copolymer with 5 wt% of PCL has a large 

amplitude similar to the benchmark specimen, which is unexpected. The addition of 5 

wt% of PCL doesn’t result in smaller interlayer pores. It is worth noting that further 

analysis of the VDP waves with a bigger sample size is highly desirable. The sample 

size in this research is limited due to poor processibility and non-uniform filament 

extruded. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

  

Fig. 66 VDP of PHBV and modified copolymers (a) and smooth processed density diagram (c) 

 

6.2.2 VDP of modified material printed in y-axis 

6.2.2.1 VDP of modified PLA based polymers printed in y-axis 

The y-axis specimens are carried out in a similar to the x-axis, the density profiles of 

PLA based modifications are tested and compared with neat PLA y-axis specimen. The 

density profile of PLA and PLA based copolymers are presented in the Fig. 67a. It is 

apparent that the overall density distribution of PLA copolymers is similar to x-axis 

specimen compared with neat PLA. The same as the x-axis specimen, the average 

amplitudes of the modified copolymers are smaller than those of the PLA, which minor 

interlaminar pores can be expected. The overall average density of PLA/PBS/PEG is 

slightly superior to that of the neat PLA and the density of PLA/PBS is the lowest due 

to the unstable density distribution throughout the specimen.  
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like the abovementioned PHBV x-axis specimens, have been presented and the 

discussion for each specific wave needs to be provided. Some of the waves are varied 

when comparing the wave forms of x-axis with those of y-axis specimens like 

PHBV/PCL 90:10 wt%. 

Generally, the common characteristic of all waves in the diagram is the minor overall 

amplitude compared with PLA based specimens, although there are several points 

which have relatively large variation in density, but these variations are caused by either 

the printing nonuniformity during fabrication or the disorder of geometry outlines. 

Further investigation will be provided in the following microstructure characterization 

to testify this deduction.  

When comparing the average density of the specimens, except the PHBV/PCL 90:10 

wt% specimen, the average density of other two modifications are all superior to the 

benchmark which is PHBV/PCL 30:70 wt%, the average densities are presented in the 

Table. 22. However, the comparison of y-axis average densities is less accurate than 

that of the x-axis specimens due to the geometry disorders occur extremely often in the 

y-axis specimen when the PHBV weight-ratio is high, but further evidence needs to be 

given. 

The tendencies of modifications are impressively varied when printing in different 

orientations especially the PCL modified PHBV specimens, shown in Fig. 68b. In the 

y-axis orientation specimens, PHBV/PCL specimen has an ascending density along 

with the printed layers and PHBV/PCL 90:10 wt% sample when printing in y-axis 

compared with the adequate printing quality printed in x-axis orientation. The red PBS 

copolymer has the only similar density distribution and relatively high average density 

in both printing orientations which may indicate a decent printing quality. 
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(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 68 VDP of PHBV/PLA and modified copolymers (a) printed in y-axis orientation and 

smooth processed density diagram (b) 

 

Table 22 Comparison of the average densities of PHBV based modifications printed in y-axis 

 PHBV/PCL 

30:70 wt% 

PHBV/PBS PHBV/PCL 

90:10 wt% 

Density (kg/m3) 1007 1120 989 

 

Unlike the incoherent density tendencies of PHBV based modifications, the 

PHBV/PLA modifications show an adequate constant variation which presented in Fig. 

69a. The average density of modifications is slightly higher than that of the PHBV/PLA 

copolymer and smoother fluctuations of wave are observed. Similar tendencies are also 

obtained that the wave of modifications has an ascending density along with the printed 

layers. 

Compared the two modifications of PHBV/PLA, the PHBV/PLA/PCL 70:20:10 wt% 

has a greater ascending trend than other modifications due to the increased weight-ratio 

of PCL polymer. The PHBV/PLA/PCL 75:20:5 wt% sample has a relatively flat wave 

except the bottom and top of the sample, considerably low density is appeared at the 

bottom of the sample which may indicate a warpage occurred. Both modified specimens 

are expected a disorder in the outline dimension based on the experience from previous 

chapter in 5.5. 
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(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 69 VDP of PHBV/PLA and modified PHBV/PLA/PCL copolymers (a) printed in y-axis 

orientation and smooth processed density diagram (b) 

 

6.3 Mechanical performance of 3D printed PLA and PHBV with 

modifications 

6.3.1 Tensile properties of PLA and PHBV with modifications in x-axis 

printing orientation 

6.3.1.1 Tensile properties of PLA modifications in x-axis orientation 

Since the tensile performance of PLA polymer has been evaluated in the Chapter 4 and 

the brittle fracture has been observed in all the specimens, to ease the brittleness of the 

PLA polymer, the addition of PBS and following PEG polymers has been implemented 

since these two polymers have been employed and proven as plasticizers to the PLA  

[289,290]. The comparison of tensile strength and strain of the modified polymers and 

PLA specimens are shown below in Fig. 70, the tensile strains of modifications are 

impressively enhanced compared to the neat PLA. 

The tensile strengths are slightly reduced by maximum 11% in PLA/PBS/PEG 

specimen compared with the neat PLA and the intermediate result has been obtained in 

PLA/PBS. The tensile strain however, the result of both modifications is considerably 

higher than the neat PLA, the increase of average tensile strain in PLA/PBS and 

PLA/PBS/PEG is 57% and 86% respectively. The result which the PBS and PEG 

modified PLA has proven the ductility can be improved by these two plasticizers.  
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(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 70 The tensile strength (a) and strain (b) of the PLA based modifications printed in x-axis 

orientation 

 

6.3.1.2 Tensile properties of PHBV modifications in x-axis orientation 

The PHBV polymer in this study is modified by various copolymers and additives such 

as PBS, PCL and PLA/PCL. The tensile properties of modified PHBV are obtained and 

presented below in Fig. 71. The modifications have shown insufficient improvement in 

both tensile strength and strain, compared with PHBV/PLA 70:30 wt% specimens, 

lower tensile strength have been obtained in PHBV/PBS and PHBV/PCL copolymers, 

but all the modifications have improved tensile strain compared with the benchmark. 

From the Fig. 71a, only the PHBV/PLA/PCL copolymers have slightly improved 

strengths which the tensile strength of PHBV/PLA/PCL 75:20:5 wt% and 

PHBV/PLA/PCL  70:20:10 wt% is 22% and 15% higher than the benchmark 

respectively. However, the weakest tensile strength has been obtained by PHBV/PCL 

80:20 wt% which is 30% lower than the PHBV/PLA, the abnormal result is achieved 

since this result is 22% lower than the similar material composition (PHBV/PCL 90:10 

wt%). The reason of this reduction is currently unknow and further investigation will 

be provided in the following section. Apart from the lowest tensile strength, the 

maximum tensile strain has been obtained by the addition of 20 wt% of PCL, the result 

is 48% higher than the benchmark specimen.  

Higher tensile strength has been achieved by both PHBV/PLA/PCL copolymers, but 

the ductility is negligibly improved. Unlike the PLA, limited improvement is achieved 

by addition of PBS polymer, immiscibility of PHBV and PBS polymer may be 
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indicated. Overall the modifications of PHBV polymer have resulted in insufficient 

improvement in mechanical performance. 

(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 71 The tensile strength (a) and strain (b) of the PHBV based modifications printed in x-

axis orientation 

 

6.3.2 Tensile properties of PLA and PHBV with modifications in y-axis 

printing orientation 

6.3.2.1 Tensile properties of PLA modifications in y-axis orientation 

The tensile properties of the modified PLA polymer printed in y-axis have been tested 

and presented below in Fig. 72, similar to the x-axis specimens above, the tensile strain 

(Fig. 72b) has been improved impressively but the insufficient difference has been 

observed in tensile strength (Fig. 72a). The tensile strength of modified specimens has 

slightly improvement (11% and 3% respectively) probably due to the increased 

interlaminar bonding area compared with the neat PLA, the reduced increase is 

occurred in PLA/PBS/PEG specimen due to the addition of plasticizer will reduce the 

strength [291]. 

In the meanwhile, with the plasticizer employed in the modification, the ductility of the 

specimen printed in y-axis has improved dramatically, the average tensile strains of 

PLA/PBS and PLA/PBS/PEG are enhanced 57% and 80% respectively compared with 

the neat PLA. Although the improvement of specimen printed in y-axis is very similar 

to x-axis, and beside the effect of added plasticizer, the improved performance of 

interlaminar bonding is also expected. It will be evaluated in the following fracture 

morphology section.  
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(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 72 The tensile strength (a) and strain (b) of the PLA based modifications printed in y-axis 

orientation 

 

6.3.2.2 Tensile properties of PHBV modifications in y-axis orientation 

Due to the various processibility of PHBV based modifications, two modifications are 

finally selected in the tensile properties study, the tensile strength and strain diagrams 

are provided below in Fig. 73. Although the reduction of sample size provided, PBS 

and PCL polymers are compounded with PHBV in each modification. Slightly reduced 

tensile strengths have been obtained in both modifications and only PHBV/PBS shows 

limited improvement in the tensile strain.  

Large deviations of PHBV/PCL 90:10 wt% specimen have been observed in both 

diagrams since the non-uniform printing quality, significant warpage has occurred 

during the printing process. It can be concluded that the addition of PCL polymer cannot 

improve the processibility of PHBV based printing filament.  
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(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 73 The tensile strength (a) and strain (b) of the PHBV based modifications printed in y-

axis orientation 

 

6.4 Microstructure of the modified PLA and PHBV polymers 

6.4.1 Fracture surface of the modified PLA and PHBV printed in x-axis 

orientation 

6.4.1.1 Fracture surface of modified PLA printed in x-axis orientation 

Based on the previous studies of VDP and mechanical properties, a distinguishing 

microstructure of the modified PLA is anticipated. The same with last two chapters, the 

fracture morphologies of the x-axis specimens are taken by SEM to offer a visible 

further analysis of the effect of modifications and failure mechanisms.  

The general view of fracture surface after the tensile testing is presented in Fig. 74 and 

the PLA has been employed in Fig. 74a as a benchmark. The fracture morphologies of 

PLA/PBS and PLA/PBS/PEG specimens are shown in the Fig. 74b and 74c respectively. 

With the addition of PBS and following PEG, the fracture surfaces of the modified PLA 

are varied dramatically from the neat PLA. The size and distribution of the pores are 

visually verified and matched with the VDP result, which are observed that smaller 

pores are evenly distributed in the modified specimens compared with neat PLA. 

Besides both modifications have a smooth failure surface like the PLA, the tearing 

failure between the adjacent filament beads is also commonly presented at an 

impressive large area of the sample. Ductile fractures are also observed in the 
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modification samples, which are matched with the higher strain in the result of 

mechanical properties. 

However, besides the improved porosity and failure mechanisms, there are two 

concerns regarding the modified specimens.  

 The printing processes are less uniform compared with the neat PLA, especially in 

the bottoms of the sample. The detached adjacent filament beads commonly 

appeared in both specimens.  

 The final outline dimension of the printed parts from both modifications is less 

accurate compared with neat PLA. The reason is still opening to discussion, but it 

is suspected that the inhomogeneous printing process and unstable filament 

diameters could be one of the reasons. 

Comparing the overview of PLA/PBS and PLA/PBS/PEG fracture surfaces, it can be 

concluded that both copolymers have very similar failure modes and mechanisms, and 

a larger area of smooth failure surface (marked red circles) is obtained in the PLA/PBS 

than in PLA/PBS/PEG, which indicates a greater brittle failure mode and in which the 

crack propagated fast along this area. Then the failure mode has also turned to more 

ductile, as the presence of the crazing is observed between the adjacent filament beads 

and a further delaminated bead has also been achieved (marked blue circles).  

(a) (b) (c) 

   

Fig. 74 Fracture morphology of PLA based modifications printed in x-axis. (a: PLA, b: 

PLA/PBS, c: PLA/PBS/PEG) 

 

In the fracture morphologies of PLA based modifications, the area with crazing between 

adjacent beads and the delamination are very interesting for a deep study due to a 

potential inadequate interfacial bonding among adjacent layers and final ductility of the 
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sample. Fig. 75 presents the SEM images of the crazing and delamination areas in 

PLA/PBS and PLA/PBS/PEG specimens respectively. 

(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 75 Fracture morphology of crazing and delamination areas in PLA/PBS and 

PLA/PBS/PEG 

From the microscopic images, a fish scale crazing morphology has been observed in 

both samples and the crazing is uniformly spread through the sample between the 

transversely adjacent filament beads. Most of the crazing has very similar orientation 

which indicates a single direction of crack propagation. The delamination of the printed 

filament beads normally occurred next to the fish scale area, as the further shrinkage of 

the diameter occurs in the filament beads during separated ductile fracture of single 

filament bead. Due to the increased interlaminar neck growth, the rectangular cross-

sections of the delaminated filament beads are often obtained rather than the ellipse 

outline in the PLA specimen. 

However, due to the shape of single filament bead in the fracture morphology, the weak 

interfacial bonding between layers is also potentially existed. It is still worth 

investigating the relationship between filament interfacial bonding and the failure 

mechanism in the PLA/PBS and PLA/PBS/PEG specimens. 

The fracture surface of four filament beads is presented in Fig. 76 as an example for the 

study. The cracks are presented in both vertical and horizontal directions. The torn 

single printed filament bead has been found with the deformation to certain direction. 

From the image, the original pores between adjacent layers are marked, which is 

considered crack initiation. The crack propagates transversely till the next pore and the 

delamination between printed layers is generated, which is matched with the interface 
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of the layers. On the other hand, insufficient evidence has been provided by the image 

as the two pores are not connected vertically through the crack propagation. Hence the 

further study should be carried out in the following section. 

 

Fig. 76 Fracture mode of single filament in PLA/PBS specimen 

 

6.4.1.2 Fracture surface of modified PHBV printed in x-axis orientation 

The SEM fracture morphologies of PHBV based specimens printed in x-axis has also 

been implemented. Due to two different modifications, the microstructure of 

modifications is various, shown in Fig. 77. Aforementioned PHBV/PCL 80:20 wt% has 

an unexpected density profile compared to the other weight-ratio and the SEM image 

of its fracture morphology has matched with the features of the density profile; lower 

average density and larger amplitude throughout the specimen. The density profile of 

other two modifications are also proven by the SEM images, and the overall low 

porosity of PHBV/PBS and PHBV/PCL 90:10 wt% has been observed in Fig. 77b and 

77c. The area with large amplitude in the middle stage of PHBV/PBS specimen is also 

shown as an area with relatively large pores. The PHBV/PLA/PCL specimen has on 

average the lowest porosity which is shown in Fig. 77, even in the bottom layers. 

Moreover, the geometry accuracy of PHBV/PBS and PHBV/PCL 90:10 wt% is both 

adequate except the bottom layers, in which normally high porosity is obtained.  

Similar to the PHBV/PLA specimen in Fig. 77a, the single failure mechanism is 

observed in all the three modifications, which has the fast brittle fracture without 

noticeable ductile fracture. The fracture surfaces are mainly smooth, and groove and 
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ridge having a rough fracture surface are rarely observed in the samples. The rough 

surface of both PHBV/PBS and PHBV/PCL 90:10 wt% is in the middle of the sample, 

and the PHBV/PBS has only a small area of the rough surface. Similar to the PLA 

specimen, the crack is initiated at the rough area and then propagates transversely to 

both sides of the sample.  

In the SEM image of PHBV/PCL 80:20 wt% fracture surface, the lack of lateral 

material bonding indicates the insufficient deposition during the printing process. The 

clogging or absence of the printing filament have also occurred in the middle of the 

specimen. The insufficient material deposition can be caused by the relatively small 

diameter of the printing filament or because the degradation of the PCL polymer has 

occurred during the printing process. However, both reasons are not fully convincible. 

Since the minimum filament diameter is limited by the feed roller of the printer, the 

filament with small diameter cannot be pinched and feed to the heatsink of printer, 

therefore no deposited material would be printed. The degradation of PCL will be 

investigated in the thermal properties of PHBV/PCL copolymer in next sections.  

The reason of this phenomenon is probably due to that the PCL polymer cannot be 

embedded in the main PHBV polymer with the increased weight ratio and the melting 

temperatures of two compositions are considerably varied. The melting point of PCL 

(55-65 °C) is dramatically lower than that of the PHBV. The PCL will not be embedded 

by the based PHBV polymer if two compositions are immiscible and the melt flow 

properties of two polymers also considerably varied based on previous studies. The 

melt flow index of PHBV is significantly lower than that of PCL [292,293]. The 

experimental result shows that the overall filling quality is improved when the weight 

ratio of PCL polymer is 10 wt%, but the processability of filament is significantly 

deteriorated when the weight ratio of PCL increased to 20 wt%. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

  

(e)  

 

 

Fig. 77 Fracture morphology of PHBV based modifications printed in x-axis (a: PHBV/PLA 

30:70wt%, b: PHBV/PBS, c: PHBV/PCL 90:10 wt%, d: PHBV/PCL 80:20 wt%, e: 

PHBV/PLA/PCL 70:20:10 wt%) 
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6.4.2 Fracture surface of modified PLA and PHBV printed in y-axis 

orientation 

6.4.2.1 Fracture surface of modified PLA printed in y-axis orientation 

The fracture surfaces of modified PLA, which is printed in y-axis orientation, have also 

been analysed by the SEM. From the previous study of VDP, a trapezoid outline of the 

sample is expected due to the ascending density profile. The fracture morphologies of 

PLA and modification samples are presented in Fig. 78, a trapezoid outline of both 

modified samples has been obtained. The improved interlaminar bonding area has also 

been observed in the modification in comparison with the neat PLA. Similar fracture 

morphologies of modified PLA are observed when compared with PLA/PHBV 70:30 

wt% copolymer from the overview of SEM image in Fig. 78b and 78c. 

The single failure mechanism is also observed in the modified PLA specimens, which 

the smooth brittle fracture surface is achieved without noticeable ductile fracture. The 

two modifications have similar size of the smooth fracture surface, but the interlaminar 

contact neck growth of PLA/PBS/PEG specimen is expected greater than that of the 

PLA/PBS and it will be shown and evaluated in the following cross-section 

microstructure section, as the PEG is commonly employed as the plasticizer with PLA 

polymer. In general, the interlaminar bonding performance and the anisotropy property 

of the modified PLA are improved by slightly compensating the geometry accuracy.  

(a) (b) (c) 

   

Fig. 78 Fracture morphology of PLA based modifications printed in y-axis. (a: PLA, b: 

PLA/PBS, c: PLA/PBS/PEG) 

 

6.4.2.2 Fracture surface of modified PHBV printed in y-axis orientation 
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Since the various density profiles have shown in the previous chapters, the diverse 

morphologies of the fracture surface are also expected for this copolymer. However, 

the SEM images of fracture surface, which are presented in the Fig. 79, have similar 

morphologies except few noticeable features. The disorder of outline dimension has 

been acquired in all the modifications like the PHBV/PLA 70:30 wt% specimen, and 

the lack of physical interlaminar bonding is not significant in all the samples, which 

decrescent anisotropy is indicative. 

The printed layers are only noticeable in the PHBV/PBS copolymer, which is shown in 

Fig. 79b. It is apparent that there is an insufficient neck growth of interlaminar bonding. 

The failure mechanism of the modifications is also similar to that of the PHBV/PLA 

copolymer shown in Fig. 79a, except the minor sign of ductile fracture has shown in 

the middle of Fig. 79c. From the outlines of PHBV/PLA and PHBV/PCL 90:10 wt% 

shown in the Fig. 79a and 79c respectively, it can be proposed that the addition of PCL 

will not deteriorate the printing geometry accuracy, and the deposition filling property 

is also improved with the addition of 10 wt% PCL based on the comparison of x-axis 

specimen, which reflected the low porosity in the Fig. 79c. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c)  

 

 

Fig. 79 Fracture morphology of PHBV based modifications printed in y-axis (a: PHBV/PLA 

30:70wt%, b: PHBV/PBS, c: PHBV/PCL 90:10 wt% 

 

6.4.3 The cross-section morphology of modified PLA and PHBV printed 

in x-axis orientation 

6.4.3.1 The cross-section morphology of modified PLA printed in x-axis orientation 

From the results of density profile and images of fracture surface, the porosity of the 

PLA based modifications is expected smaller than the neat PLA. To evaluate the size 

and distribution of the pores in the specimens, the cross-section samples are cut and the 

microstructure morphologies have been obtained by SEM. Fig. 80 presents the 

comparison between the neat PLA, PLA/PBS and PLA/PBS/PEG, shown in Fig. 80a, 

80b and 80c respectively, the pores generated during the 3D printing process are barely 

visible in both modifications, especially for the PLA/PBS/PEG specimen, it indicates 
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the superior neck growth and smaller amplitude in density distribution, which matched 

with the outcome of VDP and fracture morphology. 

Due to the size of pores are dramatically reduced in the modified specimens, it is 

difficult and unnecessary to compare the specific size or diameter of the pores. The 

pores are partially visible in only the top and bottom of PLA/PBS specimen, which is 

presented as an example in Fig. 81. Compared the image of the fracture surface above, 

the rectangular outline for the single filament bead is reasonable after the fracture of 

the sample. Like the cross-section of PLA/PHBV copolymer, excessive adhesion is also 

observed and marked in the Fig. 81, and when comparing the cross-section image with 

the fracture morphologies, some pores are potentially concealed due to the adhesion in 

PLA/PBS and PLA/PBS/PEG specimens. The pores in the PLA/PBS sample are also 

uniform in a triangle shape and the size is also slightly varied. The average size of the 

pore is around 15 μm and the image of the pore is presented in Fig. 82. It can be 

concluded that an adequate printing quality and uniformity are achieved in PLA/PBS 

specimen. 

The pores are further decreased in the PLA/PBS/PEG specimen shown in Fig. 80c. The 

pores between adjacent layers are rarely observed throughout the cross-section image 

and the size is only around 10 μm. The shape of the pores varied and the rounded pores 

are also presented with the commonly triangular pore. However, there are also potential 

concealed pores along the specimen, when comparing the SEM image of the cross-

section and fracture surface.  
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(a) (b) (c) 

   

Fig. 80 Cross-section microscopic images of PLA based modifications printed in x-axis. (a: 

PLA, b: PLA/PBS, c: PLA/PBS/PEG) 

 

 

Fig. 81 Pore distribution in PLA/PBS specimen 

 

 

Fig. 82 The size and shape of the pore in PLA/PBS specimen 
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6.4.3.2 The cross-section morphology of modified PHBV printed in x-axis orientation 

The cross-section SEM image of PHBV based modifications printed in x-axis is 

obtained after cutting the specimen with a diamond cutter. Frome the observation 

during the cutting process, it can be confirmed that there is no error during the printing 

process of PHBV/PCL 80:20 wt% copolymer, as the sample is damaged after cutting 

by a diamond cutter. The other two modifications are compared with the PHBV/PLA 

50:50 wt% specimen and presented in Fig. 83. Both modifications have no obvious 

pores shown in the cross-section image, especially the PHBV/PCL 90:10 wt% 

specimen, which shows no sign of pore throughout the specimen.  

However, when comparing the images of fracture surface and cross-section, some 

certain pores may be concealed in the cross-section image of PHBV/PBS specimen 

shown in Fig. 83b compared with the fracture surface of Fig. 83b if the nonuniformity 

of printing process is neglected. Even through the nonuniformity of printing process is 

indeterminate in this study, the abovementioned excessive adhesion of material during 

the cutting process is not neglectable. The precise cross-section image of PHBV 

copolymers and modifications is difficult to acquire through diamond cutting process. 

(a) (b) (c) 

   

Fig. 83 Cross-section microscopic images of PLA based modifications printed in in x-axis (a: 

PHBV/PLA 50:50 wt%, b: PHBV/PBS, c: PHBV/PCL 90:10 wt%) 

 

6.4.4 The cross-section morphology of modified PLA and PHBV printed 

in y-axis orientation 

6.4.4.1 The cross-section morphology of modified PLA printed in y-axis orientation 

Based on the previous study regarding the fracture morphology of PLA based 

modification specimens, the SEM image of cross-section of the specimen is also 
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implemented and presented in Fig. 84. The images of modification are uniform without 

noticeable grooves compared with the neat PLA specimen in Fig. 84a. Few exceptions 

are observed in the top or the bottom of the specimen in Fig. 84b and 84c. It is difficult 

to locate the printed layers along the thickness of specimen in the modified PLA except 

few micro grooves observed in the Fig. 85. Both the lengths of the groove are less than 

200 μm and they may not be confirmed as interlaminar pores due to insufficient 

evidence. The overall filling quality of modified PLA specimen printed in y-axis is 

adequate, but the geometry accuracy of the final object is deteriorated slightly.  

(a) (b) (c) 

   

Fig. 84 Cross-section microscopic images of PLA based modifications printed in y-axis (a: PLA, 

b: PLA/PBS, c: PLA/PBS/PEG) 

 

 

Fig. 85 Micro grooves in the PLA/PBS/PEG specimen 
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6.4.4.2 The cross-section morphology of modified PHBV printed in y-axis orientation 

The reduction of interlaminar grooves is also observed in the PHBV based 

modifications, shown in Fig. 86. The cross-section images of modified PHBV presents 

minimum grooves compared with the PHBV/PLA copolymer similar to that of 

modified PLA. There are no visible printed layers on both PHBV/PBS and PHBV/PCL 

specimens, which indicates a sufficient deposition and neck growth between the printed 

layers. A dot of impurity has been observed in the PHBV/PCL specimen, from which 

a degradation of PCL may be indicated due to the difference of thermal properties of 

PHBV and PCL. A further study regarding the thermal properties of modified PHBV 

will be presented in the following section. 

(a) (b) 

  

(c)  

 

 

Fig. 86 Cross-section of PHBV based modifications printed in y-axis. (a: PHBV/PLA 

30:70wt%, b: PHBV/PBS, c: PHBV/PCL 90:10 wt%) 
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6.5 Nanoindentation analysis of 3D printed PLA and PHBV with 

modifications 

Based on the nanoindentation investigated previously, insufficient evidence has been 

provided that the effect of interlaminar neck growth will deteriorate the mechanical 

properties between adjacent filament beads in both neat PLA and PLA/PHBV 

copolymers. There is no need to implement all modifications into the micro-mechanical 

performance investigation. In this section, the PHBV/PCL 80:20 wt% specimen printed 

in x-axis has been selected in this study, since more remarkable difference in the 

interfacial bonding may be caused by insufficient neck growth in this material 

composition. 

Due to the poor printing quality, it’s difficult to cut and prepare quality cross-section 

surface, the nanoindentation of PHBV/PCL 80:20 wt% is implemented on the fracture 

surface. The Fig. 87 shows three testing locations selected for nanoindentation, which 

are considered possible print boundary locations. Fig. 87b and 87c show the 

micrographs before and after the nanoindentation at the test site under the microscope. 

From the images of Fig. 87b and 87c, there is no sign of vertical grooves, which are 

discussed in previous chapter. 

The results of the hardness and modulus of indentations are obtained and presented in 

Fig. 88, each and the variation of the mechanical properties are unsurprisingly limited, 

and no apparent reduction in hardness and modulus at the interface has been observed. 

Three testing positions are separately analysed and the average of both hardness and 

modulus are almost identical. The position A with the lowest hardness (0.192 GPa) is 

only 4% lower than the position C, which has the highest hardness (0.200 GPa). The 

range of the results in one position is also insufficient and the greatest rnage/gap in one 

position occurs in position B. The indentation ‘point 0’ is 22% higher than the ‘point 

2’. The potential interface could be found due to this variation, whereas the further 

evidence cannot be obtained in the following indentation points. The results of 

following three points are 0.193, 0.187 and 0.189 GPa respectively, which shows 

negligible differences. Therefore, there is no sufficient evidence on where the interface 

between adjacent layers can be.  
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(a) Position of indentations (b) Before (c) After 

   

Fig. 87 Position of indentations implemented in PHBV/PCL 80:20 wt%, and the microstructure 

morphology before and after testing 

 

(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 88 The hardness and modulus of the PHBV/PCL 80:20 wt% 

 

6.6 Thermal properties of PLA and PHBV modifications 

Three specimens are selected in the TGA analysis and one for each category, the 

PHBV/PCL 80:20 wt%, PHBV/PLA/PCL 70:20:10% wt% and PLA/PBS 80:20 wt% 

are employed in the study. The following is abbreviated as PHBV/PCL, 

PHBV/PLA/PCL and PLA/PBS. The weight loss diagram of TGA is presented in Fig. 

89. The PHBV/PCL and PHBV/PLA/PCL show an immiscibility, which indicates 

varied melt flow during printing, this is in line with the poor printed products as 

discussed in section 6.5.1.2.  

Based on the printing properties, the TGA analysis has been implemented. The first two 

specimens with the majority of PHBV composition are similar compared with the PLA 
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based specimen. The degradation of PHBV/PCL and PHBV/PLA/PCL specimen is 

initiated earlier than the PLA/PBS, which started at around 251 ˚C and 259 ˚C 

respectively compared with the 271 ˚C for the PLA/PBS specimen. Similar to the TGA 

results from last chapters, the degradation is developed faster in these two specimens, 

for which the PHBV is the main composition.  

The temperature of each milestone when the weight loss is reached 2%, 5%, 10% and 

50% has been summarised and presented in Table 23. The PHBV/PCL and 

PHBV/PLA/PCL modifications have extremely similar degradation procedures when 

the weight loss is lower than 50%. The degradation procedure of PLA/PBS is 

significantly delayed by increasing temperature, which indicates a better thermal 

stability than other two specimens. The residues at 550 ˚C of all three specimens are 

similar at more than 1%, compared with the result from previous chapter. The mineral 

filler in the PBS polymer is ought to be high, as low mineral composition is proven in 

the PLA polymer. 

The rate of weight loss corresponded with temperature is figured by the derivative 

thermogravimetry (DTG) curves presented in the Fig. 90. The peaks of weight loss are 

obtained, the same in PHBV/PCL and PHBV/PLA/PCL at 296 ˚C, which is almost 

identical to the PLA/PHBV 30:70 wt% specimen (297 ˚C) in the previous chapter, but 

the rate of PHBV/PLA/PCL is 18% lower than the PHBV/PCL specimen due to the 

reduced PHBV weight ratio. The peak of copolymers like PCL is observed in the 

diagram, which shows a degradation far behind at around 388 ˚C in the PHBV/PCL 

specimen. However, there are only two peaks observed in the PHBV/PLA/PCL 

specimen, which are the degradation peak of PHBV and PLA. The peak of PLA 

occurred at 348 ̊ C which is almost identical to that of the PLA/PBS specimen (352 ̊ C). 

The curve of PLA/PBS specimen varied with all other specimens, as a uniform and 

unimodal curve is obtained, which indicate a miscibility of PLA and PBS polymer. The 

result matches with the previous result that the mixing of PLA and PBS polymer is 

following the solubility concept [294,295]. It is also supported by the TGA diagram due 

to the single tendency and rectilinear weight loss in the curve.  
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Fig. 89 TGA curves of the PHBV/PCL, PHBV/PLA/PCL and PLA/PBS polymers 

 

Table. 23 Decomposition temperature of copolymers when the weight loss is reached 2%, 5%, 

10% and 50%, and char yields at 550 ˚C 

 T2% 

(˚C) 

T5% 

(˚C) 

T10% 

(˚C) 

T50% (˚C) Char 

yield (%) 

PHBV/PCL 273 279 284 297 1.41 

PHBV/PLA/PCL 275 281 285 301 1.44 

PLA/PBS 296 312 323 352 1.38 
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Fig. 90 DTG curves of the PHBV/PCL, PHBV/PLA/PCL and PLA/PBS polymers 

 

6.7 Discussion 

6.7.1 PLA modifications 

The PLA/PBS copolymer has also been investigated via injection molding [296,297] and 

3D printing [298,299], further study of 3D printed PLA/PBS was still required. Table 24 

compared the mechanical performance of current studies on 3D printed PLA/PBS. With 

the increase of the PBS content, the tensile strengths decreased stepwise. The tensile 

strength reduced 8% when the PBS content was 20 wt% compared to the neat PLA in 

x-axis orientation, but there was an improvement in y-axis specimen, the tensile 

strength enhanced 11% due to the addition of PBS. The addition of PEG plasticizer 

further decreased the strength compared to the PLA/PBS copolymer (3% and 8% 

reduction in x and y axis respectively). The elasticities increased with the addition of 

PBS, 57% improvement in tensile strain of PLA/PBS copolymer has been achieved in 

both x and y axis specimen, further enhancement in the elasticity of the specimen was 

obtained with the addition of PEG (86% and 80% increase in x and y axis respectively). 

However, the tensile strain varied dramatically among the studies (Table 24) and two 

reasons may cause this difference. Firstly, different molecular weight of raw materials 

may lead to different mechanical performance of the final specimens. The result of 
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elongation at break was not suitable for comparing to our data due to different grade of 

PLA or PBS employed in the study. 

Table 24 Comparison of the mechanical performance of PLA/PBS blends in 3D printing 

 Ou-Yang et al.  

[298] 

Qahtani et al.  [299] Our data 

Weight ratio PLA:PBS 

(wt%) 

80:20 60:40 Neat PLA 80:20 Neat PLA 80:20 

Tensile 

strength 

(MPa) 

 

x-axis 55.6 (IM) 51.2 (IM) 66.2 64.9 56.1 51.5 

y-axis - Up to 

21.4 

- - 21.9 24.4 

Tensile 

strain (%) 

x-axis 93 159 - - 2.8 4.4 

y-axis   - - 1.1 1.7 

 

The PLA/PBS 80:20 wt% was also found miscible as aforementioned when the single 

peak was observed in the DTG curve (Fig. 90), this is in agreement with the results 

from other reports [297-300], where the PLA/PBS blends were reported miscible when 

the PBS weight ratio was less than 20 wt%. The complex viscosity (η*) which can be 

acquired by Power law model described below: 

η
∗

= 𝐾 ∙ �̇�𝑛−1 

Where, K is the constant prefactor and n is the power law exponent, �̇� is the shear rate. 

And the shear rate in the FDM process can be estimated as: 

�̇� =
8�̅�

𝐷
 

Where, �̅� and D are the average deposition speed of the melt filament and the diameter 

of the nozzle. FDM printing used a nozzle with an inner diameter of approximately 

0.0004 m, resulting in a shear rate of approximately 400 s-1. A sharp increase in complex 

viscosity was reported when the PBS content was higher than 30 wt%, which can 

impact the printability of the filament, as swelling could happen when the melt filament 

was extruded from the nozzle, leading to insufficient interlayer bonding [297,299]. Also 

an inconsistent printing was reported for the PBS content over 50 wt% [299]. The 
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PLA/PBS copolymer shows promising material performance and printability for further 

applications in 3D printing. 

PEG worked as a plasticizer with PLA in 3D printing can increase the tensile strength 

and strain. In this study, up to 86% increase was achieved when the PEG content was 

2 wt%, and the enhancement of elasticity in x and y axis printing orientation was almost 

identical. However, the tensile strength was decreased with the addition of PEG. 

Compared to other study, up to 19% and 35% increase respectively in tensile strength 

and strain was achieved when 2 wt% of PEG was added to the PLA/lignin composite 

in 3D printing [301], compared to the 3% reduction in tensile strength and 80% 

improvement in tensile strain of PLA/PBS/PEG, aforementioned in 6.3.2.1. The reason 

may be due to the PLA-lignin interface can be improved by the addition of PEG. 

6.7.2 PHBV modifications 

The PCL and PBS were employed to blend with PHBV to modify the printability and 

mechanical properties. The printability was obtained by the modified blends but the 

printing quality was limited due to warpage. Severe insufficient filament deposition 

occurred when PHBV/PCL was 80:20 wt%. The mechanical performance of the blends 

was unremarkable. The tensile strength of PHBV/PBS and PHBV/PCL blends was 

lower than the benchmark PHBV/PLA (30% and 22% lower in x-axis respectively), 

although the tensile strains were improved (13% higher in x-axis). Similar trend was 

reported that up to 700% increase in tensile strain could be achieved when 25 wt% of 

PCL added into the PHBV and the tensile strength and modulus decreased by 50% and 

20% respectively [303]. The blends of PHBV/PBS slightly improved both tensile 

strength and strain with the increase of PBS from 0% to 20 wt% [304]. [302]The PBS 

and PCL polymer can be mixed with PHBV and the processibility could be improved 

except PHBV/PCL 80:20 wt%, but the little improvement in mechanical properties. 

This study innovatively utilized the PBS as a copolymer with the PHBV and improved 

the printability of neat PHBV. The viscosities of PHBV/PBS blends were also studied 

and the complex viscosity decreased with increasing PBS content [302]. The MFI of 

PLA/PHBV/PBS blends were reported remain relatively high (28.5-29.1 g/10 min) 

when the PHBV content was 60 wt%, which was significantly higher than the neat 

PHBV (13.9 g/10 min) [306]. With the addition of PBS to PHBV or PHBV/PLA, better 
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rheology properties were achieved by both viscosity and MFI results, which could result 

in a better printability. 

The immiscibility was also found in the blends of PHBV and PCL, and also due to the 

considerably varied thermal-rheological properties of two blends, the PCL cannot be 

embedded by the PHBV and the blends cannot be deposited homogeneously, causing 

the deteriorated printing performance. Similar outcome was also found by Qiu et al. 

[303]. Both the tensile strength and strain decreased in PHB/PCL copolymers compared 

to the neat PHB, which in agreement with the testing result as presented in 6.3[304]. 

However, Laoutid et al. [304] modified the PHB/PCL blends by dicumyl peroxide (DCP) 

as a free-radical promotor of polyester interchain reactions and PEG as a plasticizer, 

and successfully applied the blends in FDM 3D printing. Adequate printability and 

mechanical performance of the blends ware reported. The addition of the DCP and 

plasticizer could inspire the further study and application of PHB/PCL or PHBV/PCL 

blends. 

6.8 Interim conclusions 

Various modified PLA and PHBV have been evaluated comprehensively by different 

analysis processes. Some of the modifications showed potentially improved 

performance compared with PLA or PLA/PHBV polymers in various properties.  

Although the lack of improvement in mechanical performance of PHBV based 

modifications, the addition of PBS in both PLA and PHBV polymers showed promising 

performance especially in the PLA/PBS copolymers. Significantly improved 

interlaminar bonding performance was observed in both x and y-axis specimens which 

the anisotropy property was inadequately reduced compared to the neat PLA. The 

ductility of the specimen was also enhanced (up to 86%) from the examined result of 

tensile testing and following fracture morphology images due to the addition of PBS 

and further PEG polymer as a plasticizer. The miscibility of PLA and PBS was also 

found potential in favour of thermal properties. 

The results of PHBV based modifications showed different from those of the improved 

PLA based polymers. The printability of PHBV based polymers was unpredictable like 

the PHBV/PCL 80:20 wt% due to varied rheological properties of melt material. The 

warpage dramatically occurred in some of the PHBV specimens. Nevertheless, the 
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printability of PHBV based polymers was improved by employing the blends and 

additives in the PHBV. An adequate printed objected could be fabricated by 3D printer 

by adding small amount of blends or additive, such as 10 wt% of PCL polymer. The 

results of PHBV based modifications were generally appropriate when comparing to 

the benchmarked PHBV/PLA 30:70 wt% composition. The elasticity was improved 

slightly (up to 13% increase in x-axis) but the strength was compromised (up to 30% 

reduction in x-axis). Although the VDP process was not so accurate as firstly expected 

due to the influence of the outline dimension of printing objects, the results of 

mechanical performance and corresponding microstructures were competitive, 

especially the improved ductility of final objects. The immiscibility has been proven 

when the PHBV was compounded with PCL polymer by investigating the thermal 

properties of modifications.  

Overall, several potential modifications such as PLA/PBS and PHBV/PLA/PCL have 

been found during this study, but further investigation is still strongly required. 
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7. Final Appraisal and Recommendations 

7.1 Conclusions 

In this study, various bio-based polymers were employed into the filaments of FDM 3D 

printing technology, from the commercially available PLA polymer to the highly 

potential PHBV, and different possible copolymers and additives were also 

implemented for the modification of the PLA and PHBV biobased materials. The 

interfacial bonding properties of 3D printing process was the focus throughout the study. 

All the material compositions were fabricated by FDM printer and comprehensively 

evaluated from the nano-size to the macro-size.  

Novel analysis procedures were introduced and implemented in this work, like VDP 

and nanoindentation, which has revealed various performance of 3D printed objects. 

The printing performance and porosity distribution of the final parts were illustrated by 

the VDP diagrams along with the thickness of the sample, where the general size and 

tendency of the pores were revealed for further micro-size study of the interface of the 

printed parts. The VDP testing showed great potential for the determination of the 

density distribution of the 3D printed objects, but the result could be considerably 

affected by the geometry disorder of the final printed parts. The micro-mechanical 

properties of the potential interfacial bonding areas were tested and analysed by 

nanoindentation process and the result revealed that there was no deterioration among 

the adjacent printed layers within the interfacial bonding area. In addition, conventional 

analysis processes, such as mechanical properties testing and microstructure evaluation 

(fracture morphology and cross-section studies), have also been employed to complete 

this comprehensive study. Overall, this study provided a novel and complete 

methodology to investigate the interfacial performance of 3D printing part and the 

material properties when employing the FDM 3D printing process. 

From the material point of view, PLA which has been widely applied in the additive 

manufacturing for years, was optimized by this method in printing temperature. 

Detailed analysis regarding the effects of ascending printing temperatures to the final 

performance of the printed parts has been provided. The optimized printing temperature 

was found at 220 ˚C, which was 24% higher in tensile strength than the specimens 

printed at 200 ˚C in y-axis orientation. Stronger anisotropy property has been found in 
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low printing temperature like 200 ˚C, the average tensile strength of the specimen 

printed in x-axis was 52.4 MPa, which was dramatically higher than the sample printed 

in y-axis (14.7 MPa). The oven curing post-process led to a different failure 

mechanisms and morphology due to the varied crystallinity degree for the PLA polymer. 

Severe brittleness (the tensile strain reduced by 42%) and more significant anisotropy 

property have been observed even through the tensile strength was improved 

inadequately. 

The PHBV polymer which was produced by cell of bacteria was innovatively employed 

in the 3D printing as a main composition with the combination of PLA, and other 

polymers like PEG and PCL as an additive to the PHBV. Beside the PLA which has 

widely been applied in the FDM 3D printing, the PHBV/PLA copolymers also have 

potential application with the reduced anisotropy property and better infill performance 

compared with neat PLA, enhanced interlayer bonding was found. When the weight 

ratio of PHBV was no more than 50 wt%, the mechanical properties of the PLA/PHBV 

blends were competitive with the impressively improved strains when printed in y-axis 

orientation (increased up to 86% in tensile strain). The investigation of thermal 

properties has proven the immiscibility of PLA and PHBV polymers. However, the 

final printing geometry accuracy, insufficient tensile strength and strain, and warpage 

during printing could limit the further industrial and commercial applications of PHBV 

polymer in 3D printing. 

For the additives applying in the PLA and PHBV biopolymers, additives like PBS, PLA 

and PEG were investigated as a copolymer to improve the performance of 3D printed 

objects, the modified material showed significant prospect in further industrial 

applications. The brittleness and anisotropy property of PLA and PLA/PHBV 

copolymers were also reduced by addition of the PCL, PBS and PEG polymers. The 

final mechanical performance of the bio-based modified copolymers was also 

competitive with that of the synthetic polymer like ABS in additive manufacturing. The 

improved ductility of the modified material was achieved especially in the PLA/PBS 

and PLA/PBS/PEG, the tensile strains were enhanced by 57% and 86% in x-axis 

respectively, the tensile strengths were slightly compensated by 3% and 11% 

respectively. The performance of polymers added into PHBV varied and the elasticity 

was slightly improved, but the printing quality was unpredictable.  
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3D printed bio-based PLA, PLA/PHBV and their modifications were investigated 

comprehensively in this study focusing on the interfacial bonding and anisotropy 

properties by employing novel analysis processes. The anisotropy properties were 

improved by addition of PHBV and following additives (decreased from 62% reduction 

in tensile strain to 22%). The performance of interfacial bonding between adjacent 

printed layers was investigated by nanoindentation, although none of clear interface 

was found in various materials throughout this study. The novel bio-based printing 

materials were printed and tested, which resulted in impressive performance but the 

PLA was still on the top among all the material compositions. However, the disorders 

occasionally occurred during the printing process like warpage and over-stocked 

material, which led to the poor final geometry accuracy. They may be alleviated by 

optimizing the printing process, such as applying industrial printer, improved filament 

diameter or optimized printing environment.  

7.2 Challenges and possible future study 

This study has proven that the novel biobased polymers like PHBV, PBS and PCL can 

be applied into FDM 3D printing process with some certain challenges:  

1) The difficult-to-print properties of PHBV polymer commonly occurs during the 

printing process, and the geometric disorder of final printed objects and the warpage 

often occur during the printing. The processability of PHBV and PHBV based 

copolymer requires further improvement. 

2) The ductility of the printed parts is improved with the increasing weight ratio of 

additives like PBS, PCL and PEG, but the tensile strength is reduced in the meanwhile. 

3) The anisotropy properties still hereditarily existed when different printing 

orientations are taken, which will further limit the industrial application of 3D printed 

biopolymers. 

4) The efficacy of additives added into the PLA or PHBV polymer varies even 

through the better printability and less warpage are obtained. The optimisation of the 

material composition, which has the maximum performance, is significantly 

challenging. 
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In this study, all the printed filaments applied on the 3D printer were self-fabricated and 

the diameter accuracy of the filament extruded was not competitive with the 

commercial filament, the impurities were also found during the study of microstructure. 

Due to the final printing performance was highly dependent on the quality of the 

filament extruded and the printer utilized was open-end desktop 3D printer, the printing 

quality was affected by the ambient environment like temperature and humidity. 

Therefore, it is very likely that the printability could be enhanced by optimising the 

processing quality. The warpage of the printed object was difficult to be minimised by 

this method, but the modification of PHBV polymer could ease this difficulty during 

printing process. 

Although the ductility has been proven that was significantly increased by the addition 

of additive polymers, it is still far lower than the majority of synthetic polymer such as 

PP or PC. Further study regarding the common brittleness of bio-based polymers is 

required. Some other additives are potential for PLA and PHBV, such as PBAT, and 

the inherited anisotropy properties of FDM 3D printing process can be considerably 

eased by various design methods on the slicing software, such as the ± 45˚ printing 

orientation, alternate printing directions and various infill patterns.  

The printed PHBV based polymer has proven that the warpage often occurred when the 

composition of PHBV is high. The optimised material composition, which can 

minimise the warpage, is necessary for the further study. The overall mechanical 

properties of bio-based printing material can also be maximised by investigating 

various material compositions. Several valuable features have been offered by this 

study like the miscibility of material, density distribution, failure mechanisms and 

interfacial bonding properties. Meanwhile, the development of novel biobased polymer, 

which can be benchmarked with high-performance synthetic polymer like PA, PC or 

PEEK, is also required for expanding the application, especially in automotive or 

aerospace engineering.  

An innovative and promising route has been provided by this study to potentially 

expand the industrial and commercial applications of bio-based polymers applied in 

additive manufacturing. The functional properties of PHBV, for instance, have been 

observed in processability and mechanical performance, when appropriate proportions 
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of additive or copolymer were added. Commercially used PLA is also optimised in 

printing parameters and finely tuned by postprocess and modifications. 
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Appendix 
 

Comparison of the nanoindentation results that on and off the grooves. 

 PLA/PHBV 70:30 wt% PLA/PHBV 30:70 wt% 

Indentation 

number 

Hardness 

(GPa) 

Modulus 

(GPa) 

Hardness 

(GPa) 

Modulus 

(GPa) 

0 0.376 7.31 0.330 7.22 

1 0.361 6.90 0.317 6.71 

2 0.325 6.98 0.329 7.39 

3 0.296 6.22 0.298 7.01 

4 0.326 6.74 0.275 6.55 

5 0.293 6.43 0.253 6.80 

6 0.321 6.50 0.359 7.69 

7 0.345 6.88 0.280 6.87 

8 0.310 6.77 0.376 7.28 
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